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REMOTE
REFLECTIONS

THIS EDITORIAL, written far from Canada, begins with a sub-
ject — Rabindranath Tagore — which may well seem remote from the normal
preoccupations of Canadian Literature. Chance led me to attend during Novem-
ber in New Delhi some of the sessions of the literary seminar held to celebrate the
centenary of Tagore, who, like Gandhi, has become the centre of one of those
reverential cults which flourish in independent India.

On the whole what was said at the seminar confirmed my own impression of
Tagore as a great literary •— and more than literary — personality rather than a
great writer. Like A.E., the poet of the Irish Renaissance whom he resembled
in so many respects, Tagore came at a crucial time in the revival of his country's
culture, and, with his multiform interests in poetry and drama, in painting and
music, in education and philosophy and Indian nationalism, he served a catalytic
rather than a creative purpose. Perhaps the most relevant of all the suggestions
made about him at the seminar was that, by commanding world-wide respect, he
brought about "the restoration of the self-respect of the Indian intellectual."
For, while Tagore's writings may raise doubts in the minds of critical readers,
Tagore as a symbolic figure, standing for the revival of Indian culture after the
long submersion that followed the decay of the Moghul empire, occupies a per-
manently important place in the literary history of his country. He does so largely
because he was so much more than a writer, because he was one of the few men
in our age to approach the great Renaissance ideal of the many-sided man, be-
cause he saw literature never in isolation but always in the context of the general
culture of his time, because his loyalty to India and his loyalty to the world were
equal yet never conflicted. In this respect it is not inappropriate to compare him
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with men like Goethe and Pushkin, who changed the intellectual life of Germany
and Russia, not merely by what they wrote, but also by their personification of
the many-sided urges towards cultural identity to which their times gave birth.

As I have suggested, all this may appear to have very little to do with literature
in Canada. Yet there are similarities between the literary worlds of India and
Canada. In both countries native writers are adapting the English language and
English literary forms to the lives they live in a world away from England. In both
countries the limitations of publishing facilities make writing more often a labour
of dedication than a profession by which the author can hope to attain economic
independence. In both countries writers are divided by sheer distance, which
makes the links between Bombay and Calcutta or Mysore and Delhi as remote as
those between Vancouver and Toronto, and equally by linguistic differences, for
while Canada has two major literary languages, India has at least nine.

Yet there is a certain unity in Indian literary culture, multilingual as it is,
which unfortunately we have not yet attained in Canada. There are common
traditions, a common body of myth and belief, and, closer in time, a shared
experience of the liberation movement and of the extraordinary, magnetic per-
sonality of Gandhi. Canada's progression towards national autonomy did not
produce, and perhaps did not need, a figure of Gandhi's moral power; it pro-
duced instead the infinitely more prosaic figure of Sir John A. Macdonald. Simi-
larly, it did not produce a literary personality of the stature of Tagore. We have
had writers whose work has been as good as Tagore's, and even better, but we
have had none so far who has so clearly and admirably in his own life related the
aims of literature to the realities of his country and of the world beyond, to the
external demands of history and to the unhistorical urges of the man within.

It is perhaps pointless to regret the lack, since catalytic personalities can no
more be produced to order than creative artists. Yet there is a point in remember-
ing, in our North American world, the values for which Tagore stood. In a time
when specialization has narrowed down literary criticism to a technique of analy-
sis and had led to the snobbish cultivation of "creative" as distinct from other
forms of writing, it is well to recollect those writers who realised that the arts will
atrophy if they are separated too deeply from each other or from the wider world
in which all artists live. Men like Tagore have lessons for other lands beside their
own.



RECHERCHE D'UNE VOIX
Le Canada français
par sa littérature

Jean-Charles Falardeau

χ. INTERPRÉTATION d'une littérature, comme le rappelle
Albert Thibaudet à la suite de Montaigne, est une sorte de discours. Et tout dis-
cours de ce genre est arbitraire. "Parler des lettres, c'est . . . les dire en y mettant
un ordre." Or, l'histoire d'une littérature ne comporte, de soi, aucun ordre abso-
lument évident. On a le choix entre plusieurs systèmes. Grouper les écrivains
d'un pays par époques, par constellations, par écoles, est une opération sélective
qui s'accomplit à l'aide de fils conducteurs que l'historien ou le critique choisit
lui-même au départ. Ces fils seront d'autant plus efficaces qu'on en aura trouvé
la suggestion dans la réalité littéraire elle-même, voire dans la totalité de la réa-
lité intellectuelle et sociale dont celle-ci a été le miroir.

Il faut éviter, du moins dans un premier regard, de trop comparer la littérature
du Canada français à d'autres littératures qui lui sont apparentées soit culturelle-
ment, comme la littérature française, soit géographiquement, comme les littéra-
tures canadienne, anglaise ou américaine. Elle n'est pas une littérature comme les
autres. Elle est même beaucoup moins une littérature que ne le sont plusieurs
littératures "nationales". On s'est longtemps demandé si elle existait vraiment.
Reconnaissons que oui, elle existe. Reconnaissons aussitôt que la critique qui s'est
complue à l'analyser est généralement demeurée en deçà des évaluations propre-
ment esthétiques. La critique canadienne-française a été essentiellement une cri-
tique morale, ou théologique, ou sociologique, ou psychologique. Il en est ainsi
parce que l'ensemble de la littérature canadienne est surtout intéressante dans ces
perspectives-là. Rares sont les très grandes œuvres poétiques ou romanesques qui
s'imposent par leur éclat ou par leur grandeur. La littérature a été avant tout un
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instrument de combat social ou politique, un refuge, une soupape de sûreté.
Rendre compte de la littérature canadienne-française c'est, dans une large mesure,
récapituler l'aventure de la collectivité humaine dont elle a été un cri ou un reflet.
"Nous sommes en présence," écrit le critique Gilles Marcotte, "à la fois d'un
milieu et d'une littérature qui se font. Et nous venons à peine d'apercevoir les
lignes de force qui commandent l'évolution de l'un et de l'autre."1

L'image que les Canadiens français se font de leur histoire est condensée dans
un double souvenir: celui de Γ "âge d'or" du régime français; celui de la dé-
possession du régime anglais. Ces deux souvenirs sont distincts l'un de l'autre. Ils
sont la cause d'un profond déchirement. La rupture de l'association avec la
France, en 1760, a pris rétrospectivement surtout depuis l'historien F.-X Garneau
au milieu de XIXe siècle, le caractère d'un traumatisme. Les générations de Cana-
diens ont vu leur histoire scindée en deux tronçons. Ils se sont vus eux-mêmes
comme des exilés. Jusqu'à une époque récente, leur société a été une sorte
d'Irlande: culturellement insulaire dans un continent anglophone, politiquement
minoritaire, baignant dans une atmosphère de constant "état de siège", repliée
sur elle-même, frustrée. Au surplus, cette société est maintenant passée de l'état
traditionnel et rural au stade industriel et urbain. D'homogène, elle est devenue
culturellement hétérogène. Les classes sociales se sont diversifiées. Les attitudes,
les modes de vie, les comportements se sont altérés. L'univers social canadien-
français, depuis la première guerre mondiale, est passé de l'âge de Maria Chapde-
laine à celui de Babitt. A l'éclatement des structures sociales traditionnelles a
correspondu une rejuvenation de la création littéraire et artistique. Le Canada
français contemporain offre l'image d'une société en quête d'une nouvelle défini-
tion d'elle-même et d'un sens nouveau à donner à sa culture.

Q.,UELLES SONT, dans l'histoire sociale canadienne, les
phases distinctives, et, par rapport à celles-ci, les époques marquantes de l'histoire
littéraire? Peut-on, avec l'écrivain Roger Lemelin, discerner trois étapes de l'évo-
lution sociale: la vie rurale, la vie urbaine, la vie nord-américaine, auxquelles
correspondraient trois registres d'expression littéraire: pastoral, urbain, psycholo-
gique?2 C'est beaucoup simplifier. Ou doit-on, comme le fait Gérard Tougas,
reconnaître cinq générations littéraires caractéristiques: les débuts; l'âge de Gar-
neau ( 1845-1865) '•> u n âge de transition ( 1865-1899) ; l'époque moderne ( 1900-
*939) e t l'époque comtemporaine?3 Ce schéma se justifie par plusieurs critères
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valables mais il manque le fait que deux genres importants au moins, le roman
et la poésie, ont connu des tempos d'évolution fort différents l'un de l'autre. Ce
qu'il faut surtout demander à l'histoire, c'est l'indication des conditions qui ont
favorisé certains climats intellectuels, certains genres d'expression littéraire, cer-
tains thèmes ou certaines obsessions. La littérature canadienne recèle quelques
archétypes tenaces. Plus que toute autre source, elle permet d'identifier certains
grands mythes qui, de façon inconsciente ou consciente, ont polarisé les ambitions,
les illusions ou les frustrations de la collectivité.

Notre littérature fut d'abord une rhétorique. Cette rhétorique était nourrie des
encyclopédistes du XVIIIe siècle et du romantisme politique. Mais après la
révolte manquee de 1837, le lyrisme qu'avaient provoqué la parole et la person-
nalité de Papineau se trouva vidé de son ambition. A partir de cette époque,
comme le note Victor Barbeau, la notion même de patrie sera devenue, pour les
écrivains canadiens, une abstraction.4 Les lenteurs et les incertitudes initiales de la
littérature reflétèrent cette immense déception. Ses premiers dévoloppements
furent assez semblables à ceux de la littérature américaine de l'époque. Elle com-
mença à se dépolitiser par l'histoire et par la poésie. L'intérêt historique suscité
par Garneau fut à l'origine de la première grande aventure poétique, celle de
Y Ecole patriotique de Québec, de i860. Crémazie, Frechette, embouchent la
trompette de La Légende des siècles. Leurs grandiloquentes envolées orchestrent
ausi le sentiment d'un exil, d'une séparation d'avec la vie. Le leur côté, les
premiers romans ont un intérêt purement documentaire. Le Charles Guérin de
Chauveau décrit les culs-de-sac de la société, la pathétique trilogie des seules pro-
fessions — prêtrise, droit, médecine — offertes au jeune Canadien français, l'af-
folante distance qui sépare ceux qui s'adonnent à ces professions du reste de la
société. Gérin-Lajoie propose à l'admiration et à l'imitation de ses compatriotes
un héros, Jean Rivard, dont la raison de vivre est formulée par un traité d'éco-
nomie politique et agricole.

Cette littérature est déjà abstraite. L'écrivain canadien-français, intellectualisé,
moralisant, construit des thèses et des modèles à imiter. On sent que, tout en
simulant de s'adresser à l'ensemble de ses compatroites, il n'écrit, en fait, que
pour l'élite restreinte qui partage sa formation et son mode de pensée. Son inspira-
tion est coupée de la littérature populaire et du folklore. Seul, Philippe-Aubert de
Gaspé, dans Les Anciens Canadiens, tente de reconstituer des scènes de vie popu-
laire dans un milieu connu, encore que celui-ci soit un manoir seigneurial. La
littérature orale du Canada français était pourtant d'une inépuisable richesse.
Cycles de contes, légendes, chansons, apportés d'Europe ou inventés sur place,
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avaient été propagés par les voyageurs, les coureurs des bois, les hommes de peine
et les gens de métier. Ils se perpétuaient dans la campagne canadienne, animant
la vie de famille et de voisinage dont ils constituaient la mythologie familière et
les occasions d'enchantement. Or, sauf de très rares exceptions, les œuvres lit-
téraires sont demeurées étrangères à ces formes traditionnelles d'invention artisti-
que, à leurs héros, à leurs thèmes, à leur style. Il existe, entre la littérature écrite
et la littérature orale, un divorce complet.

On retrouve un divorce identique entre la littérature et la géographie. La
nature canadienne, est-il besoin de le rappeler, est tour à tour exaltante et brutale.
L'immensité de ses espaces, la désolante monotonie de ses forêts, la rigueur de ses
interminables hivers, lui donnent un caractère souvent hostile. Elle ne se conquiert
pas aisément. Elle est infiniment lente à humaniser. Elle crée la solitude. Elle
provoque l'opiniâtreté ou le désespoir. Elle engendre difficilement la sérénité.
L'homme canadien l'a cependant possédée au prix de titanesques efforts. Il s'est
épuisé à la dominer, à la harnacher, à se l'assujettir.

En conséquence, l'écrivain canadien a aussi traité cette nature comme la pro-
tagoniste d'un incessant duel plutôt que comme un être auquel on cherche à
s'accorder ou dont on ambitionne de comprendre la physionomie particulière.
Les œuvres descriptives, certes, ne manquent pas, mais elles demeurent, en
général, prisonnières d'un facile lyrisme régionaliste qui s'exprime en formules
stéréotypées. A l'exception de quelques œuvres récentes de Ringuet, de Félix-
Antoine Savard, de Robert Choquette, les rares ouvrages dans lesquels la nature
joue un rôle important, tels Un homme se penche sur son passé de Constantin-
Weyer ou Maria Chapdelaine de Louis Hémon, sont d'écrivains français ayant
séjourné au Canada. Pour l'écrivain canadien, la nature se ramène à la "terre",
c'est-à-dire une œuvre à accomplir et des vertus à pratiquer. La "terre" de la
littérature canadienne-française s'oppose à la ville, laquelle est le lieu de l'illusion,
de l'oisiveté, des déchéances. La terre est le lieu de la pratique des vertus fortes
grâce auxquelles la nation a dû de survivre et devra son salut à venir. Mais cette
terre est davantage la terre à conquérir et à défricher que la terre conquise et
possédée. Elle est un appel vers un agrandissement constant, c'est-à-dire vers la
pénétration de ce qui l'entoure immédiatement, de ce qui l'empêche d'être com-
plètement elle-même, de ce dont l'homme tire déjà une partie de sa fruste subsi-
stance: la forêt. Les qualités et les attributs du héros de romans terriens au
Canada sont, en fait, les qualités et les attributs de l'homme de la forêt sous ses
multiples avatars: chasseur, trappeur, bûcheron, voyageur. Le vrai mythe n'est
pas tant celui de la terre que celui des grands espaces qui attendent l'homme
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dans "les pays d'en-haut". Le "nord" des romans canadiens, tel que recréé par
l'imagination, est plus qu'un espace géographique. C'est un symbole magique
dont les significations ambiguës s'entremêlent et se confondent. Ce "nord" est à
la fois l'âpre territoire où il faut aller enfoncer la charrue; il est l'appel vers
l'inconnu; il est éminemment le lieu de l'évasion, de la fuite de la société, de la
poursuite des aventures et des chimères. Ce besoin d'évasion vers le nord se re-
trouve, soit camouflé, soit exprimé avec une douloureuse ironie, même dans de
toutes récentes œuvres inspirées par la vie urbaine canadienne, tel le Alexandre
Chênevert de Gabrielle Roy. L'écrivain canadien-français a décrit la terre comme
lieu d'enracinement obstiné: il l'a célébrée pour des raisons morales ou politiques;
il a perçu sa valeur de refuge. Dans tous les cas, elle est objet d'une déchirante
option plutôt que d'une fécondante communion.

Comment expliquer ce double divorce? Par le formalisme d'un enseignement
centré sur la rhétorique et sur une philosophie exsangue? Par le formalisme d'une
religion d'allure manichéenne? Quoi qu'il en soit, ce divorce est lui-même grande-
ment responsable d'une faiblesse radicale de la littérature canadienne: la pau-
vreté d'expression. Inutile de reprendre ici ce procès ni l'inventaire des causes
qu'on a attribuées à ce phénomène. Il est indéniable que l'une des plus im-
portantes parmi ces causes a été l'éloignement de la France et le caractère spora-
dique de l'osmose canadienne avec cette source nécessaire. Au fait, la réalité n'a
pas été tout à fait aussi simple. Il y a eu, selon les époques et les écoles de pensée,
soit une volonté délibérée de se soumettre à l'influence fécondante de la France,
soit une volonté également catégorique de se soustraire à cette tutelle et de s'en
tenir aux seules inspirations locales. La vie littéraire canadienne a été faite d'une
alternance entre ces deux ambitions. On pourrait écrire une histoire de cette
littérature en suivant les mouvements de son oscillation entre ces deux pôles.

Un des moments fascinants de cette dialectique a été celui de YEcole littéraire
de Montréal, au tournant du siècle. Cette Ecole, qui en fut à peine une, favorisa
la rencontre des écrivains les plus résolus qu'ait produits le Canada français.
Poètes ou prosateurs, tous esthètes, ils rivalisèrent de talent pour affranchir les
lettres canadiennes. Les Soirées du Château Ramezay, la revue Le Nigog, témoi-
gnent de cette renaissance. Sans renier l'inspiration nationale, ils proclamaient la
nécessité pour l'écrivain de "la liberté des sujets" et de "la communion de nos
lettres à la civilisation française"5. Le plus remarquable de leurs porte-parole fut
Emile Nelligan, un poète d'ascendance irlandaise. Se réclamant du Parnasse ou
du symbolisme, les poètes de cette génération abandonnent les thèmes patriotiques
et les préoccupations purement indigènes pour dire la beauté des choses ou la
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variété de leurs émotions souvent raffinées. Après eux, des courants pourtant
issus de la même source dériveront en sens contraire pour se complaire de nouveau
dans le régionalisme. La poésie canadienne, après un moment d'éclat, allait se
rétracter dans les simples satisfactions du terroir.

LME ROMAN QUI, durant cette période, était demeuré un genre
peu ou mal cultivé devait passer à son tour par de rapides phases d'évolution. Il
se rapprocha davantage de la réalité, une réalité qui pendant un long moment
demeura celle de la vie des ancêtres (Robert de Roquebrune) ou de la vie ter-
rienne (Ringuet, Grigon, Guèvremont). Mais déjà, les stéréotypes sentimentaux
de jadis ont fait place à une observation plus aiguë. Le romancier est sensible à
la misère humaine. La littérature atteint un stade sociologique et, avec Gabrielle
Roy et Roger Lemelin, annexera soudain à son champ de vision, dans les années
1940, les drames et les péripéties de la vie urbaine. Quelques autres romanciers
s'étaient engagés dans le récit psychologique (Harvey, Desmarchais). Bientôt
celui-ci sera la grande avenue du roman ( Charbonneau, Elie, Giroux ). La lit-
térature qui, jusque-là, était une prise de conscience de la société deviendra une
plongée en profondeur dans le dramatique univers intérieur des individus.

J'ai comparé le Canada français à l'Irlande. Ce parallèle vaut aussi pour les
littératures des deux sociétés, mais d'une façon partielle. Beaucoup d'écrivains
irlandais, Joyce en fut le cas le plus fulgurant, ont dû s'exiler de leur milieu pour
créer leurs œuvres artistiques, transportant au plus profond d'eux-mêmes, où
qu'ils fussent, la totalité de leur Irishness. Les écrivains canadiens-français, en
général, n'ont pas eu à quitter leur milieu. Jusqu'à ces derniers temps cependant,
celui-ci les a gardés semblables à lui-même, paralysant leurs moyens d'expression.

Dans une pénétrante thèse présentée à la Faculté des Lettres de Montréal, en
1953, une jeune critique, Monique Bosco, affirmait que le grand thème du roman
canadien est celui de l'isolement.6 L'auteur parlait de l'isolement de l'écrivain
dans son milieu mais surtout de l'isolement des personnages de roman. On peut
dire des héros de romans canadiens-français, adolescents ou adultes, hommes ou
femmes, ce qu'on a dit des Gens de Dublin de Joyce: ce sont des êtres traqués.
Ils vivent de sentiments de culpabilité, de remords, d'angoisses. Leur psychologie
est une psychologie de confessional. Leur existence est une tentative de libération,
généralement infructueuse, et leur échec s'exprime par l'invective ou la condam-
nation. Ce dont ils cherchent à s'évader, c'est une société dont le réseau de rela-
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tions sociales, de tabous et de sanctions est si serré que l'individu s'y sent pris au
piège. Beaucoup des héros de ces romans sont désabusés avant d'avoir vécu. Leurs
actes sont des actes manques. Leur vie sera manquee. Prisonniers de la lettre des
prescriptions morales sans être religieux, ils n'ont que les incertitudes du doute
sans les joies de l'espérance. Incapables d'assumer leur condition humaine avec
ses grandeurs et ses misères, ils vivent repliés sur eux-mêmes. Ils se révèlent inaptes
à communiquer avec autrui. Les plus belles pages de certains romans récents, tel
La Fin des Songes de Robert Elie, sont des pages de journal. Effaré ou impuissant
devant le silence des autres et le sien, le héros canadien-français de roman ne peut
réellement communiquer qu'avec lui-même. L'introspection du journal intime
est le substitut de l'impossible échange avec autrui. Ce n'est pas par hasard qu'une
des œuvres les plus impressionnantes de notre littérature soit le Journal de Saint-
Denys Garneau. Par ce biais, le roman canadien-français illustre à sa façon un
trait général de la littérature contemporaine: l'importance accordée au mono-
logue intérieur dramatise l'échec de la communion entre les hommes.

Inutile de préciser que très peu d'œuvres reflètent l'amour de la vie. Une des
rares exceptions est celle de Roger Lemelin chez les personnages duquel triom-
phent l'action, le besoin de vivre, l'ambition conquérante, le désir du succès. Ses
héros tiennent à la fois d'un Rastignac et d'un Julien Sorel que l'on aurait trans-
plantés dans l'univers nord-américain naïf et dynamique où se mouvaient, au
début du siècle, les personnages d'Horatio Algier. Un écrivain-clown comme
François Hertel ne nous laisse pas dupes: ses dialogues humoristiques, ses acro-
baties verbales et ses scolaires ambitions de scandale ne traduisent, en définitive,
que l'impuissance à assumer un risque autre que celui de l'adolescence. Non seule-
ment l'amour de la vie est absent des romans et du théâtre, mais l'amour lui-
même. "Il n'y a pas," affirmait Monique Bosco, "de vrais romans d'amour au
Canada; il n'y a que des romans où l'on voudrait aimer." L'homme est moins
apte à communiquer avec la femme qu'avec quiconque. Il éprouve devant elle
vénération ou respect. Elle est littéralement l'objet d'un culte. Elle est inaccessible
et, en définitive, elle est objet de crainte. La littérature canadienne a maternisé
l'image de la femme. Qu'il s'agisse des romans de Gabrielle Roy ou de Lemelin
lui-même, la présence enveloppante par rapport à laquelle les êtres définissent leur
idéal, leurs normes de vie, leur sécurité, est celle de la mère. A travers elle, la
famille prend sons sens. Elle incarne les souvenirs d'enfance, la nostalgie d'une
béatitude, la saturation de tous les rêves. Elle est l'idole — à travers laquelle on
pense aussi la religion et la patrie — qui continue à fasciner l'adolescent et à
troubler l'homme adulte. Les autres femmes, à côté d'elle, ne pourront être que
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dangereuses. Le jeune homme idéal est l'enfant qui répondra aux voeux de sa
mère. L'adolescent modèle sera un être féminisé.

Cette importance-clef de l'image maternelle dans le symbolisme des écrivains
éclate d'une autre façon. L'action de plusieurs œuvres, au théâtre ou dans le
roman, se passe à l'hôpital, à la crèche ou à l'orphelinat. Ce sont là, bien sûr,
des lieux de caractère pathétique, propres à servir de cadres à de douloureuses
aventures humaines. Mais en élisant si fréquemment ces institutions, les écrivains
n'y ont-ils pas vu avec une troublante intuition des lieux représentatifs de l'en-
semble de leur société? C'est-à-dire, un milieu humain où, comme à la crèche et
à l'orphelinat, l'individu est entouré d'une providence enveloppante et inflexible ;
où, comme à l'hôpital, il doit abdiquer, entre les mains de techniciens-magiciens,
les décisions dont dépend l'orientation de son destin. Dans les trois cas, l'individu
est entouré et pris en main par les autres. Dans les trois cas, il est vécu plutôt
qu'il ne vit. La rançon de la surprotection et de l'inquiétante sécurité dont il
jouit est l'aliénation de sa propre liberté. L'homme n'est sauvé que s'il consent
à être soumis.

On est en plein cercle vicieux. Mais au fur et à mesure que la société
canadienne-française se diversifie et se pluralise et que le climat humain des
villes devient anonyme et anomique, la littérature commence à refléter le relâ-
chement du réseau des contraintes qui retenaient les individus. Dans quelques
romans d'il y a quinze ou vingt ans, des personnages avaient eu l'intention ou
le désir du suicide. Pour la première fois, celui-ci est effectivement commis dans
L'Evadé de la nuit d'André Langevin, qui est de 1954· Le tissu moral n'a plus
la résistance suffisante pour maintenir l'individu dans l'axe de ses relations tradi-
tionnelles avec l'au-delà, avec la vie, avec la société. Le Jean Cherteffe de Lange-
vin nous est témoin que dorénavant, l'homme canadien-français formule le drame
de son existence dans ses termes personnels, en deçà ou au-delà des normes
anciennes.

Cette quête individuelle de valeurs nouvelles, on la trouve surtout formulée
dans l'œuvre des poètes. Depuis plus de vingt ans, avec Alain Grandbois, Saint-
Denys Garneau et, maintenant, une constellation de jeunes écrivains de grand
talent, la poésie au Canada français a atteint une authenticité en même temps
qu'une qualité de forme qui l'apparentent aux grands courants universels contem-
porains. Le poète canadien s'est évadé, une fois pour toutes, de l'arsenal des
thèmes régionalistes et patriotiques. Il s'est tourné vers lui-même en tant qu'
homme. Cet homme cherche et s'interroge, s'inquiète et s'insurge. Comme Lazare,
il est ressuscité, il veut marcher, mais on le sent encore dépaysé : dépaysé devant le
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monde et la vie, obsédé par les interdits, hésitant à se réconcilier avec l'existence et
à unifier son être. Pour citer de nouveau Gilles Marcotte, "la poésie canadienne-
française est une poésie des premières démarches".7

1L EST impossible de prévoir ce que deviendra cette littérature.
Pour l'instant, elle est à un stade d'affranchissement définitif. C'est ce qui importe.
L'écrivain canadien s'affranchit lui-même de la réserve, de la timidité, de la
maladresse, qui ont caractérisé ses devanciers. Il affranchit ses personnages des
impératifs et des conformismes de leur milieu. Peut-être, ayant reconnu son
identité propre et celle des êtres qu'il doit recréer, sera-t-il bientôt prêt à animer
ceux-ci d'une vie qui sera leur vie et sans l'évocation de laquelle il n'y a pas de
grande littérature.

1 Le Devoir, Montréal, samedi, 30 octobre 1954.
2 Les Nouvelles Littéraires, 11 mars 1954.
3 Histoire de la Littérature canadienne- française, Presses Universitaires de France,

i960.
4 "La danse autour de l'érable", Cahiers de l'Académie canadienne-française, Essais

critiques, Montréal, 1958, 21.
5 Cahiers de l'Académie canadienne-française, p. 28.
6 L'isolement dans le roman canadien-français, Thèse manuscrite, Faculté des Let-

tres, Université de Montréal, 1953.
1 Mercure de France, mai 1958, p. 7.



NOTHING SACRED
Humour in Canadian
drama in English

William Solly

I MAY WELL BE that the drama is the most difficult literary
form to master, but in Canada it is certainly not for this reason alone that one
finds it to be the least practised of all the arts. Plays do not exist without pro-
ductions and audiences to watch them, and though it is by now a well-worn
excuse for the anaemic state of our theatre to say that our audiences have been
lured elsewhere, it is nevertheless quite true that prolonged exposure to the skills
of Broadway and American films has given rise to a widespread conviction on
the part of Canadians that their drama will not only be inferior but, worse,
amateur. There are other reasons, of course: the size of the country, the scarcity
of theatres, and the high costs of production make it next to impossible for any
theatrical venture to tour Canada; in more recent years there is the blow that
television has dealt the theatre — crippling enough everywhere else, but in
Canada all but mortal (except in so far as it has encouraged playwrights of its
own) ; and, finally, can we not with justification blame the very temper of the
country? — is there not a certain national lack of self-confidence, pride, and
romance which has refused to allow our drama to develop?

Whatever the reasons, Canadian playwrights are in a difficult situation. Serious
drama is barely tolerated, and hence usually not written. One comes with surprise
upon something like Merrill Denison's Marsh Hay, which is a quite reputable
play admirably sustaining tense drama for four acts — but one is not too surprised
never to have heard of its being produced. As if aware of this situation, Lister
Sinclair's Return to Colonus, a relatively esoteric drama, never had any commer-
cial aspirations to begin with. The same author's The Blood is Strong might at
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first appear to be the exception : it is a moving story about early settlers in Cape
Breton Island which has enjoyed a considerable success on stage, radio and tele-
vision. But integral to its success and what no doubt first helped to attract its
Canadian audiences is the fact that it contains a good deal of humour. Humour
occupies an important place in Canadian drama in English and most of our
plays — and nearly all of our best plays — rely heavily upon it. Our best drama-
tist, for instance — Robertson Davies — works exclusively in comedy. Whatever
the reason behind this preoccupation with the comic — whether it is that our
audiences are especially prone to laughter, or that the Canadian situation is such
an absurd one that our treatments of it cannot be wholly serious — its results are
of a sufficient quality (and quantity) to bear examination, and they might even
be expected to throw on the Canadian character their own special share of light.

According to the various ways that humour is employed in them, our plays may
be roughly divided into three groups. The first is chiefly a satirical one where
plays invariably deal with distinctly Canadian subject matter: it is popular, often
commercially successful and generally too busy making fun of national problems
to prescribe remedies for them. At the opposite end of the humour spectrum there
lies another kind of satirical drama, which will be considered last here: its sub-
ject matter is again invariably Canadian but the humourous treatment differs,
frequently taking the form of skilled sugar-coating for a didactic and often bitter
pill. (Surprisingly enough, however, this dubious technique usually results in the
best drama that Canada produces.) Between these two comic frontiers lies a
middle area, a proportionately vast field of relatively gentle comedy, most of
which is so dull and undistinguished as truly to merit this prairie description.
Characters, themes, and settings for these plays are, in contrast to the above,
frequently of an ambiguous nationality, and the entire field may be said to owe
its existence to the number of one-act play festivals and competitions which dot
the Dominion and which explain why so much Canadian drama in general is
cast in the one-act play form.

W'ITHOUT DOUBT the most consistently rewarding period of
Canadian playwriting took place some years ago during the heyday of C.B.C.
Radio when Canada had a radio drama of unique excellence and a whole roster
of impressive playwrights : Lister Sinclair, Len Peterson, Tommy Tweed, Andrew
Allan, Mavor Moore, Bernard Braden, Joseph Schull and Fletcher Markle, to
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name only a few. It is to these that we must look for some of the best of all three
types of comedy outlined above, but especially for that of the first type, the rollick-
ing irreverent satire which may be good-natured but is not in the least interested
in being constructive. Unfortunately, few of these radio plays have yet been
published, nor are copies of them available to me, and memory alone cannot
hope to indicate the way so many of them employed this kind of humour (the
way it was used, for example, in Tommy Tweed's The Man from Number 10 —
a satire on Canada's apathy and lack of allure as seen through the eyes of a New-
foundlander whose country has newly joined the Dominion ). Of the few radio
plays of this type which have been published, however, one at least is a splendid
specimen and it will serve to give a closer look here at the nature of this first kind
of humour: it is Lister Sinclair's We All Hate Toronto :

NARRATOR: Once upon a time there lived a young man called Charlie. Most of
the time, he was a very ordinary young man who did very ordinary things, but
one day he made a dreadful decision :

CHARLIE: I am the master of my fate; I am the captain of my soul.
NARRATOR : He called for his poor, old, leather-faced father :
CHARLIE : Father, dear father, I have something to tell you.
NARRATOR : And he sent for his poor, old, wire-haired mother :
CHARLIE : Dearest mamma, I have something to tell you, too.
NARRATOR : And he told them both his dreadful decision :
CHARLIE : I have decided to go to Toronto.
MOTHER AND FATHER: {A dreadful shriek apiece) ! ! ! !'

The innocent is informed that everybody hates Toronto, especially those who have
never been there. When he is fitted out for the journey and for the Toronto
weather ("Many are cold but few are frozen"), he is also told about the people
who actually do live there :

As is well-known, few indeed are the people who are true-blue, copper-bottomed,
aged-in-wood, natives of Toronto. There are six hundred thousand people living
there, but they're all from out of town.

Charlie persists, however, and arrives in Toronto on a Sunday; his voice echoes
in the vast deserted canyons of Union Station, and when he ventures outside,
turning "up Yonge Street, stretching away straight as an arrow (and about as
wide) all the way up to Hudson Bay, the Arctic Circle and North York", he
meets a girl :
1 A Play on Words and other Radio Plays (Toronto, Dent, 1948) contains all the

Sinclair radio plays quoted from in this article.
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There she was sitting on the curb in King Street with the tallest building in the
British Empire right behind her, and the largest hotel in the British Empire a
couple of blocks away, and the dullest Sunday in the British Empire going on all
around her.

The girl tells him that there are thousands of pairs of eyes watching them from
behind closed blinds :

CHARLIE : I thought people only did that in small towns.
JULIA: Toronto is the largest small town in the British Empire.

Finally, after a number of depressing experiences, Charlie meets a tramp in
Queen's Park who sets his mind at rest :

MAN : Toronto is the greatest unifying influence in this country today . . .
CHARLIE : But we all hate Toronto.
MAN: That's just it. We all hate Toronto! It's the only thing everybody's got in

common. You hear a dreadful quarrel start up between English, Canadians, and
French Canadians, or Maritimers and Manitobans, or some such thing. Just
when they're going to cut each others' throats, somebody mentions Toronto.
And what happens? . . . As soon as anybody mentions Toronto, all enmity is
forgotten, all scars are healed, all thoughts of violence and discord are swallowed
up in warm brotherly love, and united at last in friendship, the erstwhile rival
disputants can weep joyfully on one another's shoulders, as in a sublime chorus
they lift up their voices in abominable vilification of Toronto, the Queen City!
Long may she continue to rot !

I have quoted at such length from Sinclair's play because it draws attention
to a number of features typical of this first class of dramatic humour whose free-
wheeling spirit has confronted the indifference of the Canadian public, proved
irresistible and earned itself a popular success. The first and most obvious feature
is the Canadian institution or presumably sacred cow under fire. Another is the
innocent hero or heroine through whose eyes the satire is experienced : our play-
wrights seem especially fond of this device of introducing Canada to this inter-
ested and usually virtuous novice. It might also be worth noting here that the
innocent does not attempt to escape : no matter how disillusioning the revelations
afforded him about Canada may be, he invariably manages to extract some value
from them and remain.

In Sinclair's play two other typical features are noticeable by their absence.
One of these is a distressing one and his play is well-rid of it : this is that curious
partiality for imitation which lends a hybrid and hence not very original quality
to a good deal of this kind of satire. As early as 1874 it appears in such a work
as William H. Fuller's The Uns pe ci fie Scandal, a political spoof whose humour
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relies largely (and shakily) upon reworkings of well-known lines from Shake-
speare and in new lyrics for such old songs as "Scots Wha Hae", "After the
Ball", and "Yankee Doodle Dandy". Later the same author presented H.M.S.
Parliament (1880), a rather amateurish reworking of Gilbert and Sullivan's
H.M.S. Pinafore which, in its labour to recast Gilbert's lyrics and libretto in a
Canadian political setting, all but loses whatever satirical intentions it originally
had of its own. Affection for this kind of imitation in the drama is still (and
lamentably) very much with us today.

The other feature of Sinclair's play which may not be typical of the class in
which I place it is the fact that its satirical barbs, bold though they may seem to
be, are not nearly outrageous enough. His satire here is, in essence, double-edged :
that is, while it joins with its audience to laugh at an institution made to look
ridiculous, at the same time it laughs also at the very people with whom it seems
to side. This may well make it a superior piece of satire but such a technique is
not, I think, typical of its class — which is usually so disrespectful that Sinclair's
play seems timid by comparison.

I am speaking largely of revue, a dramatic institution which flourishes in
Canada, and which is also a fairly recent phenomenon. Thirty-five years ago, in
fact, Vincent Massey noted a total absence of such farce in Canadian theatre:
"Is this by accident," he asked, "or are we, after all, a serious — even a solemn
folk?" But today we have the unbridled, even at times sensational, revue satire
of Toronto's annual Spring Thaw, Montreal's intimate club shows, sketches by
writers like Eric Nicol, Pierre Berton and Mavor Moore, and even some of the
comedy of Wayne and Schuster on the C.B.C. Although once again unpublished
— perhaps because much of it is only topical for its time and dates quickly — this
kind of writing nevertheless displays extraordinary range and vitality, and seems
to consider nothing too sacred to be laughed at.

At its best this kind of Canadian comedy has about it a self-consciously wicked
quality that one might well term undergraduate, albeit a kind of undergraduate
humour displaying unusual strength. And so it is not surprising that the most
successful comedy of this type should have been a college show, McGill's Red
and White Revue of 1957, My Fur Lady. Here we may find embodied once again
all the features outlined above. To begin with, there is the innocent to whom
Canada is introduced — an Eskimo princess who must seek a Canadian husband
in order that her Arctic nation will not be annexed. And, like the other innocents
in The Man from Number 10, We All Hate Toronto and countless revue sketches,
she remains in Canada; in fact, she marries the Governor-General (the first
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Canadian one, that is; the character, "G.G.", was a thinly-disguised caricature
of Massey), and her action is a splendid example of the outrageousness of this
kind of humour. Elsewhere in this musical plot is dismissed completely while just
about every Canadian institution is made fun of: the cultural exhortations of
the Massey Report, pretensions of regional poetry, National Defence, Ottawa
debutantes, Canadian history and politics, and, especially, the galling problem
of a Canadian flag. The latter is debated to music in a scene in the House of
Commons where each member demands his own particular emblem :

Saskatchewan wants shocks of wheat !
The Maritimes want ships!
The West wants mountains topped with snow !
P.E.I.'s for potato chips!

Calgary wants a head of steer!
Niagara wants the falls!
(Ottawa needs a mayor!
You can have Montreal's!)

The Yukon wants a polar bear !
Keewatin wants a moose!
Baffin Island wants a seal!
Gander wants a goose!

The affection for imitation mentioned above with regard to Fuller also appears
in My Fur Lady but, happily, it does not go much further than the spoof in the
title. Finally, there is also present here perhaps the most significant feature of this
type of comedy and one which has not so far been mentioned. This is the humor-
ous putting-into-words of a common national problem which usually gives rise
to enormous feelings of recognition and relief in the laughter reaction. A good
example of this is the speech justifying the national hate of Toronto in the Sin-
clair play quoted above. In another Sinclair play, The New Canada, it takes the
form of an airing of a common Canadian dilemma :

NARRATOR: Canada, as you can plainly see, is large . . . It is, in fact, larger all
round than the United States. That's why we get a little hurt at this sort of
thing :

AMERICAN: So you're a Canadian, eh?
CANADIAN : That's right.
AMERICAN : Come from Canada, eh?
CANADIAN : That's the idea.
AMERICAN : What part of Canada do you come from?
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CANADIAN : I'm from Halifax.
AMERICAN: Halifax, eh? Hmm! I know a fellow from Canada; expect you've run

into him.
CANADIAN : (Smiling) Well, you never know.
AMERICAN: Oh, sure you'll know him, both of you being Canadians. He lives in

Vancouver.
CANADIAN: (Protesting) Yes, but you see . . .
AMERICAN : Fellow by the name of Ted Richmond.
CANADIAN: (Astounded) Ted Richmond! Ted Rich . . . Well, of all the coinci-

dences! As a matter of fact, I do happen to know Ted Richmond! Isn't that
fantastic?

AMERICAN: (Unconcerned) I don't see why you're so surprised. You're both
Canadian, aren't you?

In My Fur Lady there is a line of this sort which never failed in performance to
elicit laughter and applause from its Canadian audiences; it had to do with the
familiar problem of Canadian identity and was delivered with a happy helpless
shrug :

The trouble with Canadians is they spend half their time convincing the Americans
they're not British, and the other half convincing the British they're not Ameri-
cans — which leaves them no time to be themselves.

Rough and undisciplined though it frequently may be, this first kind of comedy
is important here because its typical features are basic to the Canadian approach
to dramatic humour (it is possible, for example, to recognize the characteristics
of our more serious comedy as simply refined variations of these basic features) ;
but it is especially important because of the popular audience response it is usually
able to provoke. The latter indicates that the Canadian temperament is not at all
disapproving of satire: one would almost think that, having forgotten the fact
of their nationality, Canadians are so pleased to be reminded of it in a theatre
that they do not care how much the reminder may be at their own expense. Cer-
tain subjects — even for such mischievous satire as this — are still taboo, it is
true : we shall have to look to a more serious work like Robertson Davies' Hope
Deferred for any attempt to deal humorously with the Church, for example.
But the scope of the less serious kind of satire is a wide one. If My Fur Lady can
make even a French-Canadian audience laugh at the literary imbecilities of a
prairie poet, the form in which the satire is cast is surely not to be ignored or
underestimated.
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w'E MOVE NOW for the moment out of the realm of Can-
ada's satire and into the hinterland of its gentle comedy — which is well-published
and frequently performed by amateur groups. There is an abundance of plays
here in one act, and one might quite understandably wonder if this is not the
particular dramatic form in which Canadians excel. Due to the scarcity of three-
act plays, however, and the inferior quality of so many of these shorter ones, one
is sadly forced to conclude that what might at first look like this country's plethora
is just any other country's quota and not nearly so good. Indeed, when one also
considers how it is short revue sketches which predominate in the category just
dealt with, it would seem that we are simply not fond of doing things in a big
way. But is it our audiences — or our writers — who cannot sustain the greater
length?

Many of these plays do not deal with settings or even characters Canadian,
their milieu and dramatic style instead ranging anywhere from British to Chinese.
They do not concern me here — for I am only interested in the way Canada is
reflected in our dramatic writing, however obliquely, and in this respect these
exiles reflect only bewilderment (when the plays are incompetent) or flat rejec-
tion (when they are not) ; nor do they illuminate any Canadian attitudes toward
other countries since they merely absorb and imitate the conventions of those
countries and make no comments from without. Nevertheless, towards the turn-
ing out of a good play this approach is not at all unrewarding for some, and
indeed success along this line is often outstanding enough to be disturbing. In
passing, I would note particularly the one-act plays of Norman Williams, col-
lected in Worlds Apart (1956), worthy of attention in any context, but especially
striking examples here of the flat rejection of native material paying off most
handsomely.

Certainly the most difficult problem facing the Canadian playwright is how
to write about the people and the places he knows and understands when these
do not come to him equipped with any vividly recognizable trappings of race
and tradition. If he chooses not to grapple with this problem, his local references,
for example, no matter how casually dropped, only seem embarrassingly self-
conscious, and it is a sad truth that his play will be much better off with a setting
in the United States. Hence a number of Canadian playwrights take advantage
of the ambiguously North American environment at the disposal of their Ameri-
can colleagues and make their own dramatic milieu an anonymous one, dispens-
ing altogether with nationality and any reference to actual place names. But,
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unfortunately, this technique can hardly be said to be successful: the results,
usually mild drawing-room comedies with stock themes and the kind of unrealis-
tic treatment found in inferior magazine stories, are uninteresting and quite devoid
of any dramatic strength. And where the writing is insipid, of course, the humour
is insignificant.

The majority of Canadian comedies of this second type, however, do deal with
Canadian material, and, happily, the native approach usually seems to be a more
rewarding one, resulting in a fair amount of dramatic success. But, curiously
enough, that success is frequently achieved here only within a distinctly limited
point of view, and over a narrow range of subject-matter. Note, for instance, the
extreme popularity of old people as protagonists for these plays, or at least as the
characters with whom the playwrights' sympathies are most actively engaged.
There would seem to be a genuine, even an instinctive, predilection in our drama
for the problems of the aged, for the spectacle of crusty, sometimes cantankerous
souls, dogged by frustration and inactivity, and, accordingly, for plots which
focus on such things as domestic stagnation, garrulous gossips, hen-pecked hus-
bands, peacefully smouldering feuds, wrangles over inheritances etc. To say the
atmosphere is Chekhavian is not really an exaggeration: these are lives of quiet
desperation, and even when the characters are forced to act, when there is held
out some bright hope of release (the device of the sudden unexpected windfall
of money is extraordinarily popular with these plays), some way to reject or avoid
the escape hatch is invariably found. And beneath this determined evasiveness,
by the way, it is often possible to find the same dogged sense of responsibility (to
Canada?) already noticed in some of our frivolous satires. There is not space
here to go into one of these plays in detail (although Robertson Davies' Overlaid,
a good example, will be examined below ), but it is tempting to speculate why so
many should choose this limited point of view, this concentration upon the twi-
light of age. Perhaps it is only because the juxtaposition of the new and the old
(the one in setting, the other in characters) is aesthetically pleasing; but, more
probably, it is because the juxtaposition is a necessary dramatic balance, that the
only way many of our playwrights can cope with the spectacle of a young fresh
land is by peopling it with the tired and the senile.

But even should less mature characters dominate the scene, the field of dra-
matic exploration is limited here a second time by a general reluctance to deal
with any kind of sophistication. When these plays choose to depict a community,
for example, the preferred setting is usually a small town, not a big city — pre-
sumably because life in the latter cannot easily be distinguished from the same
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thing below the border. But most often, and no doubt in search of an environ-
ment more distinctively Canadian, settings are strictly rural — the bush, the
prairie, the North. Characters inhabiting these wastes are similarly homely, and
the only urban types who might venture upon this rustic scene are painfully at a
disadvantage, like the tourists in the work of Merrill Denison.2 Indeed, the homely
heroes of the latter's plays, in their ceaseless contests with these tourists, seem to
belong to an "essential" Canadian type — the same stock Canadian, in fact,
who has been idealized in so many other literatures. Here, at home, where the
literary regard is more candid, he is slow-moving, slow-witted and illiterate, yet
endowed with a kind of frank simplicity that is most impressive in an argument
and which, when exploited humorously by a writer, can be irresistibly funny.
Syd, one of the backwoodsmen in Denison's Brothers in Arms, is a good speci-
men. He has at his mercy a Toronto couple, the Brownes, stranded in a log cabin
at the end of their vacation and desperately in need of a lift to the train station.
But Syd is not easily persuaded to co-operate in this matter, nor even to supply
information about his taxi-driving colleague :

BROWNE: It's been dark half an hour. How long would it take him to get back?
SYD : I figure it'd take him about half an hour if he had a boat.
BROWNE: Half an hour, eh? Should be here, then, soon, {thinks) Did he have a

boat?
SYD: NO . . . . He didn't have no boat.

It is one of the points of the play that, in contrast to the supposedly civilized but
bellicose ex-officer Browne, his "brother-in-arms" Syd could see no point in the
discipline of the army and was consequently discharged as useless. Syd is typical
of his kind which simply cannot be bothered with tradition or organized society
and prefers instead to live apart as a hunter in the bush. Although he is frequently
depicted as both young and attractive and may well have an instinctive apprecia-
tion for the beautiful in nature (the plainspoken Barney in Sinclair's The Blood
is Strong is a good example, a slightly more heroic version of the type), neverthe-
less he is usually both unimaginative and shrewd, sometimes living just outside
the law, operating a still or engaged in petty thievery. Whether or not this fre-
quently ignoble savage can be said to be particularly Canadian (there might well
be justification for considering him as indistinguishable from the American hill-
billy), the fact is that the best of our gentle comedy, whose business is character,

2 Denison is no doubt the best native playwright to have dealt with this kind of gentle
comedy; most of his plays are collected in The Unheroic North (Toronto, McClel-
land and Stewart, 1923).
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works most successfully when dealing with unsophisticated people of this type.
Apart from speculation on why they should be so fond of certain subjects, it

is impossible to extract from plays like these any kind of expressed attitude, to 
ward Canada or anything else. Of course this is partly because so many of them
lack any dramatic strength to begin with. But even those which have been neatly
made remain curiously timid and mute : having carefully eschewed any provoca 
tive subjects, they are equally careful not to comment on anything which might
smack of importance. Intended for a family audience, perhaps the plays must be
puritan and comfortable, but their diffidence becomes extraordinary, unparalleled
in other cultures: even such "comfortable" American comedies as Gore Vidal's
The Best Man and F. Hugh Herbert's The Moon is Blue, for example, still make
their respective comments on American politics and sex. Our gentle comedy is
more like some particularly innocuous Hollywood films, anxious to offend no one,
cautious and flat, mortally afflicted by a misguided gentility. Indeed the only
really interesting thing about these plays is why they should turn to the mood of
comedy in the first place, turn to it so instinctively, as if it were the only grease
that could make the dramatic machinery function. But is this to their credit — or
does it merely follow, from their general inability to consider any serious subject,
that they simply cannot consider any subject seriously?

 H SWINISH and contemptible men of D elphi! I have
laboured for forty years to lighten your ignorance, diminish your selfishness and
increase your happiness! And I have failed — not for lack of wisdom or struggle
but because you are beyond the power of wisdom to cure. The curse of baffled
and wretched Aesop be upon you!   Apollo, let me die, for my life is bitterness!

A great teacher's life work has been rejected and persecuted and the mob is howl 
ing for his blood. Torn by frustration and despair, he at last loses his temper and
delivers this stirring denunciation. The words quoted are those of the hero of
Robertson Davies' A Masque of Aesop (1952), 3 but the significance of the di 
lemma for Canada is obvious and they could well also be the words of any of
our baffled — and best — playwrights.

The stern didactic tone underlying serious satire and comedy in Canada is
unmistakable, but, strangely enough, rarely makes them pompous or detracts
3 Dates following play titles are those of publication, not necessarily of first perform 

ance; Davies' publisher is Clarke Irwin of Toronto.
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from their entertaining qualities. In short, the humour used is really more than
a mere sugar-coating, and we can truthfully be said to be skilled in satire.4 Usually
this satire is directed against ourselves and is both reproving and corrective.
Canada's response, however, is nothing so electric as Aesop's Delphi and, unlike
Aesop as well, our Canadian satirists have no Apollo who will come along and
proclaim the nobility of the prophet to the populace; and so the result is that
the apathy, dull-wittedness and indifference of the country inevitably become the
chief targets for the satire.

We are attacked for our intolerance, hostility and distrust — of beauty, wit,
grace and poetic wisdom — and for our inability to appreciate the wonderful.
Just as the theme of the curious innocent is a favourite device of our more frivo-
lous satire, so to make the point here there is a tendency to employ some kind
of Christ figure who is misunderstood, abused, destroyed or, worse, merely
refused admittance by our aloof suspicious land. Jack Gray's Ride a Pink Horse,
performed in Toronto in 1959, featured a centaur who was crushed to death by
an intolerant mob. Lister Sinclair's All About Emily is an instructive radio fable
which names no proper names, but it is obvious for whom its message is intended.
Here the extraordinary visitor is Emily, the proverbial goose who lays the golden
eggs. Emily's beneficiaries make quite a fuss over her: after they have soothed
their feelings, outraged by Emily's daring to be different, they promptly put her
owners in jail and proceed to wrangle over her gold, even forming a corporation
to exploit it. Never once, however, do they express a jot of wonder, admiration or
gratitude for her generous talents. Eventually, because of the threat she causes
international finance, she is murdered and a perfectly ordinary goose is substituted
in her place. But the Phoenix note is gloriously sounded when it is announced
that the new goose has laid "in quick succession no fewer than three golden eggs,
each studded with diamonds!"

Robertson Davies' martyrs are less fantastic, and consequently, like his Aesop,
more poignant. In Hope Deferred (1949) the Governor of New France has
created something truly wonderful: he has had a native Indian girl educated
in Paris to perform Molière in the classic style of the Comédie Française. He is
doomed to be disappointed, however, and is informed by two of his bishops that

4 And bold as well — even when the target lies outside our national boundaries.
Ruben Schip's The Investigator, for instance, first presented on the  . . . in 1954,
caused a small sensation: it was a thinly disguised attack on the late Senator
McCarthy, and a recording made from the programme had a considerable black
market sale in the United States.
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such a performance will only serve to corrupt the morals of the Canadian French
and confuse the Indians. The Governor argues for the goodness and greatness
of art but he is up against a state of mind that is unswervable :

The innocent native arts of basketry and beadwork are given reasonable encourage-
ment, [says one of the bishops] and I am told that the squaws at Catarqui are
preparing a set of altar frontals made wholly from dyed porcupine quills. These
pursuits are innocent enough; even the most abandoned spirit is incapable of
expressing contumacity or salaciousness in beads and quills. I tell you frankly, I
am glad that much of that nonsense called art is far away in the old world . . . A
new land has not time for amusements which may be destructive.

In Fortune, My Foe (1949) the figure in whom art is embodied is a dedicated
Czech puppetmaster who is minus a working permit and in danger of being ship-
ped back to Europe. A group of intellectuals who are thrilled by his delicate skill
attempt to find an audience for him in Canada. They fail, of course, but the
play ends hopefully with the artist determined to remain in Canada, despite
everything. Nicholas, the hero, tells him :

If you can stay in Canada, I can, too. Everybody says Canada is a hard country
to govern, but nobody mentions that for some people it is also a hard country to
live in. Still, if we all run away it will never be any better. So let the geniuses of
easy virtue go southward; I know what they feel too well to blame them. But
for some of us there is no choice; let Canada do what she will with us, we must
stay.

Except for A Jig for the Gypsy (1954), all of Davies' plays feature variations
on some of the problems involved in this decision, and they are consequently well
worth examination here. But I shall concentrate only on one of them — Overlaid
( 1949 ), perhaps Davies' best play, and one especially useful for my purpose since
it manages to contain within its short one-act length a remarkable number of
the characteristics of Canadian humorous drama to which I have attempted to
draw attention.

The story of the comedy is straightforward and simple. An old farmer lives in
a dull rural community with his widowed daughter. Both the community and the
daughter attempt to suppress his strong appetite for such "things that make life
worth livin' " as the Saturday afternoon radio broadcasts from the Metropolitan
Opera in New York. An unexpected windfall of money from his insurance policy
suddenly gives him the chance to go to New York and enjoy all the exciting
things he has so sorely missed. His nagging unimaginative daughter is outraged
and accuses him of being selfish, and when he forces her to tell him what she
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most wants in the world, a granite tombstone for the family plot, he gives the
money to her. The humour of the play deals superbly with the daughter's narrow
mentality and her pathetic dream, makes an endearing figure of the old man,
and supplies enormous sympathy for his plight :

There's always a gol-danged necessity to get in the way whenever you want some-
thin' purty . . . I want what's warm an' — kind of mysterious; somethin' to make
you laugh an' talk big, an' — oh, you wouldn't know. You just sit there, lookin'
like a meat-axe, an' won't even try to see what I'm drivin' at. Say listen, Ethel:
what d'you get out o' life anyways?

There are a number of familiar features here: we have already noticed the
afTection Canadian playwrights display for the problems of older people, the rural
setting, and the theme of the sudden windfall.5 Further, the old man may be
regarded as a slightly refined variation of the above-mentioned "essential" Cana-
dian. The sacred cow under fire is Canadian life itself, with its determined dull-
ness. And just as our other kind of satire is able to put into pithy words a galling
national problem, here it is the desperate position of the Canadian fighting to
possess the beautiful that is so vividly delineated — and brilliantly rendered in
the opening scene of the play where the old man, dressed in a battered "op'ry"
hat and wearing white cotton workman's gloves, joins in with the applause of the
Metropolitan audience coming to him over his antique radio. And finally, there
is the dilemma of whether or not it is possible to "stick" Canada, whether to give
in to the temptation to escape or, instead, to remain -— in a country where one
must inevitably be "overlaid" by ignorance and tedium. The old man is forced
to make the choice — between the excitements of New York and the depressing
dream of his daughter — and of course it is the ties of kin that win. To live in
Canada, then, presumably requires a dogged sense of responsibility, even dedica-
tion — for to succumb involves sacrifice. Thus Overlaid ends sadly, with the old
man giving up his beloved opera broadcasts :

Naw. Turn it off. [he says] Don't want it now. I been overlaid and I got to get
myself back in shape. Maybe I been emotionally overstimulated. But I ain't over-
laid for good, Ethel, an' that stone'll rest lighter on me than it will on you.

5 This latter feature may not be particularly significant (it is a popular kind of deus
ex machina in drama anywhere and is usually regarded as a hackneyed one too),
but, as a device forcing a reassessment of values, it does intrude rather frequently
upon the Canadian dramatic scene — along with the innocent who provides per-
spective, the martyr who upsets the routine, and all other visitors and intrusions
which foment the action of our plays.
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FREDERICK PHILIP GROVE
A group of letters

Desmond Pacey

I HAVE IN MY possession two sets of letters from Frederick
Philip Grove ( 1871 -1948). One set consists of the letters he wrote to me in the
last seven years of his life, when I was writing various critical studies of his work ;
the other set consists of letters written by Grove to Dr. Watson Kirkconnell over
a period of some twenty-five years. Dr. Kirkconnell was good enough, some five
years ago, to entrust his letters to me for safe-keeping. At some date in the future
I hope to publish in book-form a complete collection of Grove's letters. In the
meantime, and with the permission of Mrs. Grove, I present the letters which
Grove wrote to me in the hope that they will be of interest to readers and students
of Grove's work.

My first letter to Grove was written on January 15, 1941. As part of a series
of radio broadcasts presented by members of the faculty of Brandon College, I
had been asked to give a talk on "Manitoba in Fiction". Having read Grove's
novels in my undergraduate days at Toronto, I decided to make his work the
staple of my talk, and I wrote to Grove asking him a number of questions about
his life, the influences to which he had been subjected, his aims as a writer, and
so on. This is his reply, written from his farm at R.R. 4, Simcoe, Ontario, on
January 20, 1941 :

In reply to your letter of the 15th inst. I beg to say that I shall be glad to assist
you. Would you care to read parts of that MS. which I originally meant to intro-
duce by the chapter which Woodhouse and E. K. Brown printed as a separate
article in the U. of T. Quarterly? I might look out a few relevant chapters. To
answer your questions in a letter would take almost as long as writing that book.
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A few of the specific questions you ask I might briefly answer here.
Among my Parisian friends of 1889 to 1891 were Mallarmé, Verlaine, Hérédia,

Henri de Régnier, Jules Renard, André Gide. Since some of them are still living,
I should, however, prefer to leave them in twilight. Among the Germans stands
first Stefan George whom I consider the greatest poet of the last 60 years.

I don't think that any novelist has ever influenced me. My published novels —
few of those I have written are published — are mere jottings of what I have seen
and felt. But among those whom I admire most stand foremost the Russians,
above all Tolstoi.

Neither do I think I have any very definite aims in writing. I try to put down
what I see. I have, for two years, been working on a panoramic novel which will
require another two years to finish. In it, I aim at replacing the time sequence by
an extension in space, giving a whole countryside, with its towns, farms, etc., with-
in the compass of a single year. I call it "The Seasons". If I live to finish it; and
if, living, I shall find the leisure to work it out as I see it, it will be an enormous
book, of course ; I mean a book of probably over 1000 pages.

If you care to read parts of that unpublished autobiography of mine, I shall try
to pick out some chapters which throw light on my methods; there are two or
three chapters dealing with the growth of FRUITS OF THE EARTH which extends
over forty years between conception of the central figure and publication.
On the other hand, an opportunity might offer to publish the LIFE OF A WRITER IN
CANADA; and I should have to ask you to return the MS sections shortly; I have
only one copy.

I must then have asked him to send me parts of his autobiography (unfortu-
nately I did not keep copies of my letters, and must rely on my memory), en-
quired whether he regarded The Seasons as his magnum opus, and asked whether
the naturalistic novels of De Maupassant and Zola had had any influence upon
him as a youth in Paris. On February 2, 1941 he replied to me as follows:

When I received your letter, I tried at once to do what I had said I'd do; but
I found it an almost impossible task. I don't know just what would interest you.
So, having to go to town yesterday, I despatched the whole of the MS. as far as
it has been typed out. I don't know that it is in shape for publication as it stands;
and, of course, since it was typed out over a year ago, it is already slightly out-of-
date. However, I thought the best thing would be to let you browse about in it.

Now there is one thing I should not like to see done, namely to see large sections
quoted. I don't object to the material being used; but please bear in mind that it
is an unpublished book which may be radically altered before I publish it if I
ever have a chance to do so.

As for "The Seasons" — yes, as far as fiction is conerned, I have the deliberate
purpose in mind of making it my magnum opus, by which I mean that I shall
put into it (and have already largely put into it) as much as I can of what I
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have seen and thought about, not of course in the form of philosophical expatia-
tion, but brought to life in fictional form, in the thoughts or the fates of the several
scores of characters and the hundreds of background figures. It is an undertaking
of the scope of a novel like "War and Peace" — though I do not mean to compare
my gifts with those of Tolstoi.

Concerning the Paris episode in my life, I might perhaps add that, though both
Maupassant and Zola were still living at the time, I had no contact with them
except, perhaps, a social one; I don't remember. The figures that stand out in
my memory were the poets. Fiction I all but despised as a half way house to
journalism. I myself was dabbling in poetry at the time, now in one language, now
in another. The reason why I never amounted to anything, at the time, is probably
precisely the fact that I had no language of my own. In everyday life I changed
over, with the greatest facility, from French to Italian, from German to English,
and even from Spanish to Portuguese. But none of these languages was I rooted
in. My native Swedish I had almost completely forgotten even then. The reasons
for that you may run across in that manuscript.

If you go to Caledonia in summer, yes, do not hestitate calling, preferably after
having given us notice so we shall be at home. We have a large house. If you are
married, bring your wife; if you have children, bring them as well; we have put
up as many as five grown-ups at a time; and we have all sorts of make-shift ways
of putting up youngsters (acrobatic mats make a good improvised bed for young
bones), and we have a 10 yr. old boy ourselves. Our house is always open to
friends, especially in summer; and occasionally the company is quite international
and interesting. Though, since the war, less so, of course. We are poor; but we like
to share what we have.

I returned the manuscript of his autobiography (subsequently published, of
course, as In Search of Myself), and he acknowledged its safe arrival on March
i i , 1941:

The MS. arrived safely a few days ago. I have been very ill for a month or so
and unable to look after anything, so I have not missed it.

If I can find the time, I hope to re-read it slowly, with a view to determining
whether I think it fit for publication.

Yes, if you wish it, I shall be glad to read the script.
Meanwhile I have used the last few days to re-read the first part of my new

novel "The Seasons" — the part entitled "Summer". I am not so sure that I
really like it — but, I believe, it is by far the best thing I have done, as it is cer-
tainly the most ambitious. That first part is in itself the length of a full-sized novel
(ca. 80,000 words) ; and it contains scores of characters; what the completed work
will be like, in length and compass, it staggers me to think of. But it is most un-
likely that it will ever be finished, though about half of the remainder is written
or sketched.
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Meanwhile, I had prepared the script of my radio talk, and sent him a copy
for his approval. H e acknowledged its receipt on April 2, 1941, and went on to
make some interesting comments on his novel Fruits of the Earth :

I received your script; and, though I do not agree with every statement, far be
it from me to interfere. The mere fact that you mention nobody else seems un 
deserved honour.

I regret that you could not read SETTLERS OF THE MARSH. I should gladly have
loaned it to you, though I believe I have only a single copy. I consider it the most
important of my prairie novels.

I am not sure that I know what dial number taps CKX or CKY, is it 990? At
any rate, I shall try to get the broadcast. Reception is rarely good from the west,
I am sorry to say.

May I say that FRUITS OF THE EARTH was never intended to figure as a novel?
I meant it to be taken as a piece of pioneer history. Its original title was CHRONI 
CLES OF SPALDING  DISTRICT. What I wished to bring out in the book is the slow
decay of a great potentiality. The cards are stacked against Spalding, of course.
He is slowly being bent into taking the 'slings and arrows' personally. See his
reflections on the decay of man's work: the brick dust from his house, etc. How 
ever, it is your perfect right to dislike it or to find fault with it. Recently somebody,
in discussing with me some of my books, suddenly exclaimed, 'Ah, but FRUITS OF
THE EARTH! There is a book which will begin to live 100 years from now." I
merely smiled. Let's wait and see.

At any rate, many thanks.

Τ
1 :[HERE WAS then an interval of almost two years in our corre 

spondence. Early in 1943 I was asked by the editors of the Manitoba Arts Review
to write an article for that magazine, and I decided to expand the radio script
on Grove for that purpose. I sent the biographical section of the article to Grove
in order that he might check its accuracy, asked him if he was doing any new
writing, and recommended that he read Sinclair Ross's As For Me and My House
(1941), a prairie novel which I felt sure he would greatly enjoy. This was his
brief reply, dated February 16, 1943:

I think the biographical sketch is all right — I have added one name.
I shall look forward to seeing the complete article.
No, I have not been doing much. It seems all so futile.
I read your short story "The Hired Man", if I remember the title correctly. I

liked it very much. I t is very true indeed.
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Please excuse my brevity. I am hunting the dollars to keep the wolf from the
door.
P.S. No, I have not come across "As For Me & My House."

When, that May, I sent Grove the Manitoba Arts Review containing my
article, it provoked from him a most interesting letter about his novels. Dated
June i, 1943, the letter reads as follows:

Thank you very much for sending me the essay in the Manitoba Arts Review
which I enjoyed reading. Not, of course, that I agreed with everything. How could
that be? But I feel in it a sincere attempt to come to grips with matters, which I
appreciate very much indeed.

May I point out some one or two trifles?
( 1 ) Page 34, the quotation from Settlers. Now the intention of that passage was

to convey the intoxicating speed of things. I myself when I read it, involuntarily
fall into a chant. Any word added could, to me, break that chant.

It was, by the way, Settlers which was so ruthlessly cut down, from 3 long
volumes to one short one. Hence the dots.

(2) Re Fruits of the Earth. This book did end with a tragic climax when first
written. I remember talking to a publisher who particularly admired and liked
that ending; and it occurred to me during that conversation that, considering the
conditions in the West, this ending was not true. I told the publisher of my
thought. He exclaimed. "No," I said, "Abe Spalding, hero though he is in one
way, lies down under that blow. I shall have to rewrite the ending." The publisher
told me right then and there, "If you do, you will have to count me out." "All
right," I said. "Let the book lie." It waited five years; but I assert that the ending
is true.

However, page 36, bottom: that is a bad sentence, very bad indeed.
It is a disadvantage to let books lie through years and years; one gets used to

one's own mannerisms; one does not even notice them in proof-reading.
Does not "a trap" (pge 39) presuppose a trapper? I know of none.
It goes without saying that I did not know Dreiser's American Tragedy when

I wrote The Yoke of Life. The end was suggested by the actual sight of the chat-
tering rocks in Lake Winnipegosis. But the meaning of that ending is, of course,
that Len wants something so much that all else falls away (education, etc.) ; that
he will pay any price to get it. There is no intention of pessimism there.

However, those are trifles ; and I appreciate the intention of the article.

On December 29, 1943 I sent a copy of the Manitoba Arts Review article to
Dr. Lome Pierce, then editor-in-chief of Ryerson Press, suggesting that the article
might be expanded into a book on Grove. After some hesitation, Dr. Pierce
eventually commissioned me to write the book, and it was published in 1945.
Meanwhile, at about the same time that I first wrote to Dr. Pierce, I had written
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to Grove to ask him whether he would approve of such a book being undertaken.
His reply, mistakenly dated January 18, 1943 (I am sure the correct date was
1944), indicates that Grove had more modesty than he is usually given credit
for, and that he was ready to help a young and quite unknown author :

I received your enquiry yesterday and will answer at once.
I believe, on the one hand, that such a book would be timely and fear, on the

other, that there is not enough of my work published to warrant it. It is perhaps
natural that the writer should always consider his later work as the more important ;
and to me it sometimes seems that nothing of any great importance has yet been
published. Our purveyors of printed matter are too timid; and not one of them
is willing to invest in a future.

However, I am willing to assist you in any way I can; and I shall., therefore,
first of all try to find the MS. of that autobiography. This was not meant to be
published till after my death; there are things in it which might hurt people still
living. I trust that you will not touch on them.

As for my magazine publications, I have no list ; but, apart from early work —
before 1928 or 1929 — I can, I believe, put together such a list and shall try to
do so.

Miss English1 I do not remember except as a little girl whom I started on her
study of French. But Ernest Birkinshaw2 — I still call him Ernest — is very vivid
in my memory. I have sometimes wished that an opportunity should come my
way to go west once more, to lecture or something. I should like to meet him
again. Naturally, I often meet former pupils of mine; and a fine lot of young
men and women they are.

I am sorry to say that my physical condition is not too good; and my economic
condition is wretched.

When, in late January of 1944, I asked Grove to give me a list of his contri-
butions to the periodical press, he replied on February 3 as follows :

I have been laid up with the flu; so please excuse the delay in sending you the
list of my magazine contributeions as far as I can [lay] my hand on them.
U. of T. Quarterly: Jan. 1932 A Writer's Classification of Writers.

July 1932 Thomas Hardy
July 1938 The Plight of Canadian Fiction
Oct. 1940 In Search of Myself
July 1943 Democracy & Education

Dalhousie Review July 1931 The Flat Prairie

1 Mary Ann English, who had moved with her father, Colonel S. S. English, from
Simcoe to Brandon, where she was a student of mine at Brandon College.

2 Professor E. H. Birkinshaw of Brandon College, who had been a pupil of Grove's
at Rapid City, Manitoba.
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Queen's Quarterly Feb. 1932 Snow
Aug. 1941 The Desert

Autumn 1942 Postscript to A Search for America.
I seem to have overestimated the number. But there were occasional contribu 

tions to Macleans (1928), The Winnipeg Tribune (1926 or 1927), Saturday
Night (1932?), The London Free Press. That's all I can think of; and I seem
to have none of the latter group.

Shortly afterwards I became confused, on reading Grove's manuscript auto 
biography, about the date of his birth. This date had always been given as 1872,
but the chronology of events recorded in the autobiography suggested that it
must have been 1871. I wrote to ask him about this matter, and this is his reply,
dated February 8, 1944:

You can readily imagine that, in a life in which over 20 years are, as it were,
taken out and thrown away, chronology gets confused. I am not even sure any
longer that I know in what year I was born. The only thing I have to go by is
that my mother said to me, in a conversation I remember very distinctly, that the
great event happened a year after the Franco Prussian war. But whether she
meant by that 1870 or 1871, I can't tell. I have given my age as if I were born
anywhere between 1871 and 1873. I believe that the sequence of events as given
in my "Life" is essentially correct; but . . .? For nearly 22 years no birthday was
ever celebrated (1892 or 1893 to 1914 when I married) ; from then on the years
are as it were certified ; before that everything is guess work.

So, if you will kindly try to bring some order into the sequences, I will promise
to accept it and to govern myself accordingly from now on.

I might add that I am going to Toronto tomorrow, to try to get some arrange 
ment made to publish THE MASTER OF THE MILL which I consider as the most
important book I have written. I shall try to have it followed by what I call the
ANT book. There are some 4 or 5 volumes awaiting publication; probably the last
I shall finish, at least if the state of my health is any indication.

τ
I H I
IHERE FOLLOWED an interval of almost a year, during which

Grove was very ill. Mrs. Grove wrote to me on June 4, 1944 to say that her
husband "had a stroke on April 14 and had had quite a trying time though he
is able to walk by now. But his right hand remains paralyzed." The next letter
from Grove himself was not written until January 4, 1945, and was a reply to
my enquiry about the expected appearance of The Master of the Mill :

Work on THE MASTER OF THE MILL started on Feb. 8, 1944, and the printing was
finished in August, after many intolerable delays, due to government interference
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(priorities). Then started the fight for binding cloth which, I have just heard, has
at last been won. I believe the book will be out inside of a week.

You, too, will have to be patient.
May I say that W. J. Alexander, in one of his last discussions of my work (with

Carleton Stanley, Près, of Dalhousie U.) called the book "ultimate and enduring",
as Stanley wrote my wife. Since I thought the world of Alexander, I was proud of
that verdict.

I have half a dozen books in the stocks, but my health is improving so very
slowly that I am quite despondent. My doctor says it may take five years to get
back to something like normal.

I can type about 1/3 of a page a day; nothing when I write a letter.

His next letter, dated January 20, 1945, invited me to read the manuscript of
what he then called The Ant-book (it was published as Consider Her Ways in
1947 ), an invitation which I was happy to accept:

I trust that by this time you will have received the copy of THE MASTER. I had
to leave the distribution to Macmillans, being unable to do anything myself.

I am getting ready for the long rest and looking over my shelves of mss. Most of
them I discard and use for fuel. But I had, 40 years ago, 3 mss. which I wished
to finish. One is THE MASTER. Another, which I have just reread, cancelling the
23-page preface, is the Ant-book; and I am much impressed. It was finished in
1920, and I found only one word which I wished other. I am planning to bring
it out. Would you care to read the typescript? If so, I should try to ship it to you
as soon as I can. I should like you to answer one question: is it interesting? Other-
wise I shall discard it, too. Please let me know as soon as possible.

In his letter of January 30, 1945, he had more to say of the novels which were
still in manuscript form. Having in the autumn of 1944 moved to the University
of New Brunswick, which has in the Hathaway Collection a fine group of Cana-
dian books and manuscripts, I had suggested to him that his manuscripts might
be added to the collection. His reply to that suggestion again reveals his modesty.

I have yours of Jan. 24 and shall, therefore, at the first opportunity, when some-
one goes to town, send a ms. of the Ant-book along. It is a carbon copy; but a
good one, and the only one which still contains the preface. I hope you'll enjoy
its "envergure".

As for other mss., my boy and I weighed what there is: 135 lbs., without dupli-
cations. I have reread three complete novels: one which my wife hates . . . ; no. 2,
one which struck me as important, Art vs. Life, with art conquering; decades ago
I put it aside because a friend, the only person who has read the ms. called it
"cocoon spinning", but I think it good; no. 3, another prairie novel, not bad, but
unimportant. Years ago, the U. of Toronto made me the same offer that you
(Hathaway Collection) make now. I can't make up my mind. Certain things, no
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doubt, are so weak, though I haven't met with them yet, that I'd rather see them
done away with. Hardly any bear a date. But, in fifty years, one is bound to pro-
duce a lot of piffle. The Ant-book, however, was, after 20 yrs. of study, written
in 1920.3

Grove went on re-reading his unpublished manuscripts through the month of
February, writing me on February 28, 1945 as follows:

I have the ms. of the ant-book (which is hardly a title, is it?), still unopened,
but . . .

I shall make an attempt to place it. Macmillans are afraid of it.
I have now reread some 50 or 60 essays and short stories, condemning some,

putting the others back into their drawers. Also 8 novels, of which I have fed
4 into the fire, leaving
THE CANYON
JANE ATKINSON (western stories)
TWO LIVES (Ontario, good in the skeleton, doubtful in the flesh)
FELIX POWEL'S CAREER (college youth; ms. belonging to my wife, to do with as she

pleases; the extreme of sex)
apart from the ant-book, and autobiography which I may destroy, at least partly,
for I don't think anybody would be interested in the European part; I am not.

There are still two drawers unexplored, in my desk. Since you are my bio-
grapher, apart from Eaton's THESIS, I thought it well to let you know these facts.
The above novels I do not intend to offer.

Re ant-book: do you think I should leave the introduction (24 pages) or start
with Wawa-quee's narrative? There is also 4-vol. novel: THE SEASONS (Ontario)
which I have not yet run across.

A brief note on March 18 merely gave me the particulars about Charles E.
Eaton's thesis on Grove. Then followed an interval of several months, during
which Grove suffered a second stroke. When he wrote on August 26, 1945, it
was to acknowledge the receipt of my book on him :

I had recently a second stroke which, for the time being, deprived me of my
speech and generally set me back.

I know my wife wrote to you, but don't know what. She is not at home just
now; so I can't ask her. I should like to say a few things; so I struggle with the
typewriter.

Suppose I had had your criticisms while writing my books and had adopted
them all; then my books would have been your books, not mine. I therefore wel-
come your criticisms, with some of which I agree; with others, not. Occasionally
I feel that out of my strength you have made my weakness; but that does not

3 I should say that, for reasons of discretion, I have omitted two passages of this
letter of January 30, 1945. All the other letters are printed in their entirety.
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matter. On the whole I feel rather flattered that you should have felt the books
to be of sufficient importance to discuss them, for I feel somehow that your book
is very honest; though I also feel occasionally that you over-estimate my import-
ance, flatteringly. But I wish to thank you. I hope the book will find many readers.
I hear that something is being translated into French (GANTS DU CIEL) . My wife,
feels 'bucked'. Poor girl. I shall likely have to give up my fellowship in the Royal
Society, for I can't afford the fees. However . . . Will you be in our neighbour-
hood? It is over a year since I have seen any visitor. The last one, strange, was
a Swede; the last but one, a German Professor of English (1938) who told me
that all my works were in the libraries of Berlin and Munich. No Canadian has
come since W. J. Alexander ( 1932).

This was the last letter of any length that Grove wrote me. His health quickly
deteriorated and after 1945 all communications were through his wife. There
were however three brief notes from Grove himself in the late months of 1945.
The first, dated September 3, 1945, reads:

Just a word in answer to yours of Aug. 29. THE MASTER sold out within two
months, in 1000 copies; that was all Macmillans would risk. I had a limited edi-
tion of 400 copies most of which remain on my hands. As usual, to me the book
is a loss. Perhaps it is lucky that I have nothing that can be taken from me.

What they are translating into French, I don't know, except that they asked me,
through Ed Collin, for FRUITS OF THE EARTH.

"Who is there?" Well, there is E. J. Pratt.
As for the Ant book, I intend to offer it to Reg Saunders. Macmillans don't

want it.
Sorry, that's all I can write.

The second note, dated November 24, makes apparent the exhausted state of
his health :

Thanks for the off-print.
I am getting worse. I don't believe any longer that I'll recover. But . . . .
I've been wanting to tell you that Carleton Stanley applauds your book, though

he disagrees with your criticism. He (as did W. J. Alexander) places THE YOKE
OF LIFE first, as a novel and calls it "great". As for the philosophy, he says, "When
will North-Americans begin to catch up with the thought of F. P. Grove?" I
believe he would like to write another book; he announces his prospective visit.
Since I am fond of him, I look forward to it (probably in Jan.)

I am sorry; this exhausts me,

The last note was dated December 14, 1945, and is a moving combination of
hope and apprehension :

We cannot afford Christmas cards, So here are our best wishes of the season.
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No, I am not aware of a new printing of the MASTER. AS for FRUITS OF THE
EARTH. Ryersons bought the remainder in 1938. I get nothing out of it. Someone
sent me the Saturday Night of Nov. 24. Stanley is reviewing your book in the Jan.
Dalhousie Review, so he writes me. My total royalty on the MASTER was $109 for
14 yrs. work. But I have sold the ANTS. That's something. Macmillans want the
autobiography. I don't know.

However . . .
I had yesterday the most painful day since my illness: hands and mouth. Hor-

rible. Do you know that my boy won a scholarship for a year at St. Andrew's. I
expect him home next Wednesday. First in Latin, French, and Greek, so far.

Frederick Philip Grove died on August 19, 1948. There are still some who
belittle him; most Canadians ignore him; but I believe that his work will endure.



THE CREATION OF FANTASY
The fiction of
Catherine Anthony Clark

Joan Selby

M,LODERN FANTASY for children is the culmination of a
long literary tradition. Time and setting may be as new as today, but themes and
creatures are those of the stories told to answer old, unanswerable questions. What
is Good? Why is Darkness? Who am I? The imaginative tale appears in an intel-
lectual climate already ripened by a developed mythology. Its protagonist takes
on the same giant proportions as does the hero of the myth and legend. He dares
to enter the Underworld; he faces and slays dragons; he seeks and, in the find-
ing, he vanquishes the very forces of Evil. These are the dimensions of both the
traditional myth and the modern imaginative tale and it is impossible to conceive
of the second without the example of the first.

The difficulties of writing fantasy for Canadian children are obvious, for
Canada lacks a homogenous mythology. There are two heritages, the Indian and
the European, but, while each of these has its riches, neither wholly belongs to
the Canada of today. The Indian legends are from an alien and forgotten culture
and children find them difficult. Powerful as they are, they speak of unknown
ways of the imagination, of the questionings of a primitive people, and they lack
immediacy for children whose inheritance is more surely drawn from European
lands where folk literature has gained a greater degree of sophistication. The
Indian tales have a starkness at variance with the softer, subtler story more
familiar to children in this country. Consider the fairy stories. The versions best
known to Canadian children (as to most English-speaking children) are drawn
from Perrault. Reflecting the age in which they were written, that of Louis XIV,
they are, essentially, stories of courtly manners. Although told with Gallic sim-
plicity, they still display the over-elaborate refinement of taste that marked
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France's great age. Whatever elements these tales contain from a ruder age (and
they do contain some), they still remain opposed to the instinctive, primitive
Indian legend.

Owing to the lack of a developed and indigenous folk literature, Canadian
writing for children had not been rich in fantasy. Among the few writers who
have attempted the imaginative tale for children in this country, Mrs. Catherine
Anthony Clark is the only one who has attained a measure of real achievement.

Mrs. Clark has not only attempted the integration of the two cultures; she has
also drawn on differing forms of folk lore. She writes fantasy that attempts the
heroic dimensions of legend, the high adventure of fairy tale, and the deep, moral
implications of mythology. She synthesizes rather than creates. She takes the
essence of each form and puts it to appropriate use within her framework of plot
and situation. From the myths she has taken their central and dominant theme,
the conflict between Good and Evil, and each of her books is concerned with the
triumph of Light over Darkness. From the legends she has taken the hero figures,
the larger-than-life proportions; from the fairy tales the climate of credulity and
belief that lends suspense; and from the folk tales, those earthy and endearing
men and women who inadvertently touch off the magic by unthinking word or
action. These gleanings from ancient sources are used throughout her four books,
The Golden Pine Cone, The Sun Horse, The One-Winged Dragon and The
Silver Man.

Much of the synthesis that Mrs. Clark achieves between the European and the
Indian tales is necessary because she is attempting fantasy in a Canadian back-
ground. The mountainous, lake-filled Kootenays which are the settings for her
stories are not, obviously, the natural habitat of the rarefied and delicate fairies
of Europe. Her fairies must be less of gossamer and more of buckskin. Mrs. Clark
uses the wild, unrestrained beings of the Indian myths — Wild Woman, Thunder-
bird, the ominous figure of the Hunter — as the prime movers in her books. Yet,
Mrs. Clark's creatures are seldom wholly from one or other of the two cultures,
but, rather, are hybrids of both. Princess Onamara of The Golden Pine Cone,
for example, is derived both from that familiar of the Indian tales, the magic
woman who dwells apart, and from that of the European tales, the heartless
princess imprisoned in the friendless world of self. Such minglings give added
dimensions by writing the two traditions which form the Canadian heritage and
pointing to similarities rather than differences.

The strongest single element, however, is the Indian. Indian life and ways are
always a dominant ingredient and the central episodes of Mrs. Clark's books take
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place in a long-forgotten land inhabited by a lost tribe. This land does not contain
the smoke-filled villages of reality, but, in keeping with the magic themes, it is a
land that knows only the ceremonial side of Indian life. Rites and ceremonies, the
seeking of the Good, the propitiation of the gods, are the daily observances by
which its inhabitants live. Mrs. Clark is quite capable of realism in this area when
it suits her purpose, for she is aware as all writers of imaginative tales must be,
of the necessary interplay between reality and fantasy. The sea hunt for the killer
whale in The One-Winged Dragon is a good example of her handling of actual,
taut adventure within the boundaries of the fantastic.

In each of her four books the boy and girl leave the Outer World and enter
the supernatural land in search of a relative or friend who is bewitched by the
powers of Evil. With the aid of the Indians and the magic instilled in them by
possession of an Other World charm, the children prevail and fulfil their quest.
This simple plot lends itself readily both to the recreation of the myth and to the
pursuit, capture and escape of the adventure tale.

L HAS been said of Mrs. Clark's "borrowing" from the
folk tales. It is these tales rather than the others that supply the human element.
The human beings in folk lore may be perverse, or roguish, or foolish; they
have individuality and flavour. Mrs. Clark's human beings are strong, vocal
and decided, and stand in direct contrast to the more ethereal, magical beings.
She has followed tradition in making these characters national types, fully and
unmistakably of the country from which the tales spring. Her men and women
are authentic Canadians and as such they bring a further richness to the "Cana-
dianism" of her books. The Flame-Lighter Woman of The Sun Horse is undeni-
ably a witch, but she is also a sharp-edged pioneer. "I am not one to let fruit go
to waste. There was no waste in my Ontario home. I had raspberries in the wagon
in sealers. Put them up driving through the foothills . . . ." Here indeed speaks
the woman who dared the prairies in the covered wagon, her vast courage
equalled only by her fearful busyness. In The Golden Pine Cone we have the
legendary trapper and man of the northern lands, Bill Buffer, whose sound "horse
sense and no nonsense" brings a relieving, everyday realism into the never-never
land. Uncle Barker of The Silver Man and Kwong Hu of The One-Winged
Dragon are authentic Canadiana; the one in the character part of the old pros-
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pector turned homely mentor, the other, with his quiet acceptance of suffering,
a true and touching portrait of the Orient-born Canadian. Indeed, Kwong Hu
is a daring character to create for children, for his depths are outside a child's
experience, and a full realization of his character must depend on a child's sympa-
thetic response to quietness and dignity and sorrow. Not only do these characters
deepen and authenticate the Canadian settings of the stories; they are also true
inventions in themselves.

The transitions from the Real to the Unreal World are difficult to handle in
the writing of fantasy. They must be smooth and unforced and able to bear the
weight of credulity. Mrs. Clark has introduced an interesting device to make these
transitions effective and psychologically sound. At least one of the two children
in each book is in some measure at variance and at "outs" with the actual world.
He or she hovers already on the edge of the Other World which is also the World
of Wishes where unhappiness dissolves in magic. Mark of The Sun Horse has but
recently lost both parents and must somehow reconcile himself to the narrower,
more circumscribed life that is all his aunt can offer. ". . . . I was half dream-
ing . . ." says Giselle, Mark's companion, and indeed she is, for she is one of those
children whose gaze is forever inward and whose search — no matter what the
immediate object — is always for the inverse of reality. The One-Winged Dragon
gains considerably in insight because of the interplay between Jenni whose fear
of being unloved has made her over quick to quarrel and Michael to whom the
same fear has brought too great a caution and too old a patience. Fringa of The
Silver Man is actually bewitched and lives eerily and inconclusively between the
two worlds. Mrs. Clark allows no morbidity (a taboo in books written for chil-
dren) in this depiction of some slight maladjustment, for it is but lightly touched
upon and serves only to heighten the poignancy and strengthen the plausibility
of the transition and entry into the Other World. Confronted with problems of
their own, these children are at once more real and take a more convincing part
in the essential action and main concern of the myth, the never-ending war be-
tween Good and Evil. Mrs. Clark's stories gain immeasurably here by the inter-
twining of the human and superhuman themes. In the larger, more exciting tale,
she does not forget her concern for the children, nor their concern with the Outer
World. In each book the childrens' problems are resolved both in relation to the
Outside and in accord with the ultimate values that prevail in the Inner World.
This double resolution brings the two levels of her stories, the mythical and the
real, into close and believable harmony. The one is but the reverse side of the
other, and both together make the whole.
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S'UCCESS DEPENDS upon so many diverse elements in the
spinning of the imaginative tale. Writers must know the appropriate limits of
fantasy so that no false note shatters the subtlety, the Tightness and brightness of
the story. That true balance between the real and the unreal which forms the
distincive characterisic of fantasy must be maintained. There must be a certain
suspense and tautness of action; a fey, but not unbelievable mood; a richness,
but a disciplined richness, of language, concept and symbol. That Mrs. Clark is
not without fault, but that she is evolving a real competence in mastery of her
difficult task is clearly demonstrated by a quick review of her four published
books.

In The Golden Pine Cone, the earliest of her books, there is a certain awkward-
ness of style and lack of integration. The opening sentence "Not very long ago
and not very far away . . ." is rather too self-conscious an attempt to capture the
spirit of the traditional opening. The magic element in the story never seems
quite real, nor the real quite able to sustain the magic. The half-hum an, half-
fairy creatures such as the dog, Ooshka, are not entirely, nor believably, real-
ized. On the other hand, the wholly fairy creatures such as the Lake Snake with
its "belly-scales . . . thin and soft as fungus" are satisfyingly eerie and invocative of
an ageless past. In this first attempt, however, Mrs. Clark does demonstrate her
feeling for the symbolism of myth and fairy tale, for the needed impetus of the
adventure tale. She shows an ability to make her own such traditional themes as
that of the giant-killer, the bewitched prisoner, and the lost children. These be-
come the stock-in-trade of her latest stories, and it is no small tribute to her skill
that she makes this rather small, closed circle of motifs appear fresh and vigorous
in each repetition. Their very timelessness is, of course, a factor in her favour.

The second book, The Sun Horse, shows greater depth of perception, more
rounded characterization and easier presentation. There is little left of the hesi-
tant and rather disjointed style of the first book; the flow of the narrative is
smoother; the magical happenings are motivated more effortlessly. The human
beings are more appealing and in the Flame-Lighter Woman -— as I have already
suggested — Mrs. Clark creates a particularly well-delineated character of con-
siderable dimensions. It is in this book, also, that Mrs. Clark introduces her device
of placing her children already upon the edge of the Dream World. Nowhere is
her innate restraint more apparent than in this delicate and technically difficult
situation.

Mrs. Clark's excesses are those of language rather than of sentiment. This
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lesser fault is attributable to an ardour not yet trained to the acceptance of disci-
plined craft. There is a tendency to purple passages, which is particularly marked
in descriptions of the supernatural; Mrs. Clark is much more controlled in writ-
ing of the natural and the everyday. The Shrine of the Love Magnet, the magic
thing the children seek to save their Indian friends from the Thunderbird, is
hymned in technicoloured terms of rose quartz, black agate and crystal swans. In
the same book, however, she writes: "A phœbe sang; wild ducks flew. From the
wooded hill, two ravens came slowly sailing like sheets of burnt paper . . ." The
simile used is, perhaps, not very original, but the three sentences together show a
restraint and an understanding of the necessary balance in style.

The One-Winged Dragon illustrates another problem that Mrs. Clark faces in
her attempt to integrate basically differing mythologies. Here it is the Chinese
and the Canadian Indian. The challenge of welding together the flavour of
Chinese literature with its delicacy, urbanity and wit, with the more savage, less
sophisticated Indian legend is manifestly a formidable task. As might be expected,
Mrs. Clark does not manage this integration without some distortion of both. Of
all her magical beasts, the Chinese dragon is the least believable and weakest in
delineation. He is a somewhat sorry and alien creature, crippled by more than
his damaged wing.

In Mrs. Clark's first three books there is a tendency towards over-writing, a
lack of true integration, and, perhaps, a certain misdirection, so that the action
arising from the magical circumstances appears to take over the story and the
author's control sometimes appears lost. In her latest book, The Silver Man, Mrs.
Clark has brought her art a step nearer total achievement. Here she does not
attempt to weld together so many story forms, but gives full rein to an imagina-
tive adventure myth in which the magic lies as much in its pace and tautness as
it does in its supernatural elements. She develops the fey Franga, half human,
half Other-World, and sets her against the steadfast Kawitha so that there is
contrast and subsequently more texture in this story. The central theme and its
symbolism — that of the young chief whose blood is slowly congealing to silver
so that he will be forever lost to the world of human warmth — is more expertly
and authoritatively handled than a similar subject in The Sun Horse. Artistically
The Silver Man is the truest in concept and intent, for here the half-suggested but
never fully realized conflict of the other books between the Real and the Dream
World for the loyalties of the characters becomes clearer. Indeed, this subtle and
adult concept (and no less adult because of the necessary simplification of its
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presentation) is the backdrop against which the myth and the magic flash this
way and that and play themselves out.

It is still too early and the body of her work is too slight to decide whether Mrs.
Clark has succeeded wholly or only in part in creating a mythology for Canadian
children in the guise of modern fantasy. That this is her ambitious design is
apparent in the decisive manner in which she attempts the integration of the two
differing heritages, and in the bold use she makes of the forms and basic ingredi-
ents of the fairy tale, folk tale and legend.
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UNE EPOQUE DE SYNTHESE
Quelques aspects des rapports Littéraires entre
la France, la suisse romande et le Canada Français

Gérard Tougas

Mlous VIVONS, dans cette seconde partie du vingtième
siècle, une époque de synthèse. La traduction dans les principales langues de l'oc-
cident des chefs-d'œuvre des pays asiatiques, traduction entreprise par Γ Unesco,
est à cet égard un signe des temps.

Il n'est donc pas surprenant que l'étude de la littérature canadienne-française
conduise à la Suisse romande. Si, comme l'a démontré Roger Caillois, dans son
Trésor de la poésie universelle ( 1958), toutes les poésies se ressemblent, combien
à plus forte raison, deux petites littératures ayant le français comme langue véhi-
culaire, ne doivent-elles pas posséder de traits communs !

Je distingueria, parmi ces traits communs, trois problèmes importants, devant
lesquels Canadiens et Suisses sont contraints de prendre position dans leurs rap-
ports avec la France. Il s'agira d'abord de l'emploi de la langue française, ensuite
de la situation de l'édition nationale, et enfin de l'influence de la critique littéraire.

Mais avant d'en arriver à ces considérations, il est indispensable d'expliquer ce
que j'entends par "littérature romande" et "littérature canadienne-française".

En Suisse romande, de bons esprits se sont demandé: "La littérature romande
existe-t-elle?" Jusqu'à une époque récente, la même question s'est posée au
Canada concernant la littérature canadienne. Or, dégager la notion de littérature
romande ou de littérature canadienne constitue en soi un exercice de littérature
comparée. Si riche en renseignements que soit la recherche d'une définition de
ces deux petites littératures, cette recherche aurait l'inconvénient de nous éloigner
des trois problèmes auxquels il vient d'être fait allusion. C'est pourquoi j'ai pré-
féré m'en tenir à une position théorique qui exclut toute polémique. L'on voudra
bien admettre que depuis de nombreux siècles, il s'est trouvé, en Suisse romande,
des écrivains, et qu'au Canada français, les générations littéraires se succè-
dent depuis la première moitié du dix-neuvième siècle. Ces écrivains, qu'ils
soient suisses ou canadiens, ont réagi devant des problèmes linguistiques qui se
ressemblent; ils ont dû compter avec l'édition et aussi avec la critique littéraire
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de leur pays. Dans tous les cas, la France, par l'intermédiaire de sa littérature, de
sa langue et de sa culture, s'est trouvée au centre même de leurs préoccupations
littéraires. C'est dans ce sens très large que je propose d'étudier quelques aspects
des rapports littéraires entre la Suisse romande, le Canada français et la France.

La première étude d'envergure qui ait été consacrée au développement paral-
lèle des petites littératures de langue française est celle d'Auguste Viatte. Dans
son Histoire littéraire de l'Amérique française, publiée en 1954, Viatte a tracé
l'évolution des petites littératures d'Haïti, des Antilles, de la Louisiane, de la
Nouvelle-Angleterre et du Canada. Jusqu'ici, aucune étude importante n'a paru
sur les rapports littéraires entre la Suisse romande et le Canada français.

A première vue, l'établissement de rapports étroits entre la Suisse française et
le Canada, séparés comme ils le sont par la géographie et l'histoire, peut sembler
hasardeux. Pourtant, un examen, même superficiel de leur littérature, conduit
à de fructueuses découvertes.

La Suisse romande partage, avec le Canada français — bien qu'à un moindre
degré — le même sentiment d'infériorité linguistique. Il peut paraître curieux
qu'un pays qui ne fait qu'un, linguistiquement parlant, avec la France, se sente
désavantagé dans l'emploi de la langue commune. L'histoire littéraire nous ex-
plique comment les Suisses, ou du moins certains d'entre eux, ont pu se croire
défavorisés à cet égard.

Si l'on remonte au moyen âge, on s'aperçoit qu'à l'encontre de la Champagne,
de la Bourgogne, de la Picardie, de l'Angleterre même, qui devaient toutes,
comme on le sait, produire des littératures écrites en divers dialectes apparentés
à celui qui devait triompher — le français -— la Romandie, elle, ne devait jamais
ennoblir par une littérature écrite ses patois, qui ont été largement parlés jusqu'au
19e siècle. Le premier poète important issu de la Suisse romande est sans doute
Othon de Grandson, dont l'œuvre appartient au 14e siècle. Chaucer aurait tra-
duit une de ses complaintes, aujourd'hui perdue, en qualifiant le poète de "fleur
des poètes de France".1 Ainsi, les premiers écrivains de la Suisse française ont
délaissé leur patois pour s'évertuer à s'exprimer comme les meilleurs écrivains de
France. Réaction parfaitement compréhensible si l'on songe que la Suisse fran-
çaise ne comptera pas de ville importante, c'est-à-dire de centre culturel inter-
national avant la Genève de Calvin. Les écrivains, se sentant isolés, chercheront
instinctivement un auditoire au delà de leurs frontières nationales.

Pour des raisons toutes semblables, les écrivains canadiens, qui, de nos jours
1 Virgile Rössel, Histoire littéraire de la Suisse romande^ des origines à nos jours.

Genève, 1889-1890, p. 47.
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seulement, commencent à trouver chez eux un public relativement nombreux,
ont tourné leurs yeux vers Paris. Cette nécessité n'a pas peu contribué à la querelle
linguistique, qui a naturellement été beaucoup plus âpre au Canada qu'en Suisse.

A,,u CANADA, les défenseurs des vocables et expressions au-
tochtones ont toujours été nombreux, ainsi que les esprits conservateurs, qui ont
prêché la soumission totale devant l'Académie. En Suisse, la querelle, plus feutrée,
s'est traduite par le mépris de certains lettrés devant la pauvreté du vocabulaire
romand.

Edmond Gilliard est un de ceux-là. Pour Gilliard, la langue française que l'on
apprend dans les écoles de Suisse est une langue artificielle, tout juste bonne à
être enseignée aux étrangers qui fréquentent les cours d'été des universités de
Genève, de Lausanne et de Neuchâtel. C'est pourquoi Gilliard a élu domicile à
Paris, au cœur du monde français. Avant lui, nombreux sont les Suisses romands
qui ont senti la nécessité de prendre le chemin de la capitale française afin
d'asseoir sur des bases plus solides leur connaissance de la langue. Ramuz nous
a raconté comment le jeune vaudois qu'il était, dès son arrivée à Paris, a soudain
compris qu'il parlait une langue de province, assez terne et appauvrie. N'est-ce
pas une constatation semblable que vient de faire à Montréal, M. Victor Bar-
beau, dans un numéro du Devoir, consacré précisément à cette question? Selon
Barbeau, la langue parlée par la plupart des Canadiens-français rend difficile
à l'écrivain le maniement du français, car entre la langue écrite et la langue
parlée, l'écart est trop grand.

Est-il besoin d'ajouter que je ne fais qu'effleurer ici un problème linguistique
qui est d'une grande complexité? Il va sans dire qu'on peut trouver des Suisses
et des Canadiens qui estiment qu'un long séjour à Paris n'est nullement nécessaire
et peut même devenir préjudiciable à l'épanouissement de l'écrivain. Il est clair,
toutefois, qu'en raison des énormes pressions qu'exerce le monde anglo-saxon sur
le Canada français, l'écrivain canadien profitera davantage que son confrère
suisse d'un voyage en France.

Intimement associé au problème de la langue est celui de l'édition et de la
critique. Selon que l'écrivain choisit de se faire publier chez lui ou à Paris, ses
chances de succès peuvent lui sembler différentes.

L'écrivain canadien ou suisse qui prend délibérément la décision de rester dans
son pays, et de courir ses risques à Montréal ou à Genève, perd-il grand-chose à
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ne pas succomber aux tentations de Paris? Il faut distinguer ici deux situations,
qui, tout en étant défavorables, ne le sont pas au même degré.

Au Canada, écrire a été jusqu'à ces temps derniers, une gageure. En 1804, un
poète désenchanté versifiait ainsi :

Pour nous, dans ce pays ingrat,
Où l'esprit est plus froid que le climat,
Nos talents sont perdus pour le siècle où nous sommes.2

Depuis lors, une amélioration sensible a eu lieu. Les meilleurs écrivains béné-
ficient aujourd'hui d'un appui qui s'étend, dans certains cas, bien au delà d'une
élite dont les bases ne font que s'élargir. Fait très significatif aussi : grâce à la radio
et à la télévision nationales, il devient loisible à un nombre considérable d'écri-
vains d'assurer leur indépendance économique sans trop s'éloigner de leurs
préoccupations littéraires. S'il est incontestable que la télévision risque parfois
d'engloutir les talents, elle offre à l'écrivain conscient du danger, la possibilité de
ne la servir que le temps qu'il faut, quitte à consacrer ses loisirs considérables à
l'édification de son œuvre. C'est une formule qui n'aurait pas déplu à Balzac,
contraint qu'il était, à une époque critique de sa carrière, de bâcler des romans
qu'il ne consentit jamais à signer. Le nombre de textes soumis à la radio et à la
télévision canadiennes par des auteurs français, belges et suisses, indique que les
cachets de Radio-Canada correspondent à un genre de mécénat.

Moins brillante est la situation de l'édition. Le public que l'écrivain peut
espérer toucher ne dépasse guère les quelque cinq millions de Canadiens-français.
La romancière Gabrielle Roy publie ses œuvres à environ dix mille exemplaires.
Le plus fort tirage qu'on ait jamais connu s'est produit l'an dernier avec la pu-
blication des Insolences du frère Untel. Au mois de juin 1961, l'éditeur avait
écoulé la plus grande partie des cent vingt et un mille exemplaires de cette analyse
humoristique des insuffisances intellectuelles du Canada français. Cette réussite
doit se comparer au modeste tirage de trois mille exemplaires, qui est une norme
au Canada français, pour le roman. Cette norme représente elle-même un idéal,
puisque dans la plupart des cas, les invendus produiront un déficit.

L«A SUISSE, avec son unique million de francophones, se
trouve dans l'impossibilité absolue de faire vivre ses écrivains. Tous les ouvrages
d'auteurs suisses publiés par les Editions de la Baconnière ont été déficitaires. Les
8 J. Huston, Le répertoire national (Montréal, Valois et Cie, 1893, tome 1er) p. 82.
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Editions Mermod à Lausanne, où ont été publiées les œuvres complètes de
Ramuz, sont dirigées par un industriel éclairé, M. Henry-Louis Mermod. Depuis
une trentaine d'années, M. Mermod lance, avec un discernement digne de tous
les éloges, les meilleurs poètes de la Suisse romande, dans des éditions luxueuses,
prometteuses de pertes financières. Ne publiant que ce qui lui plaît, la signature
d'Henry-Louis Mermod devient une garantie de qualité. Mais interrogez les
poètes qu'il a fait connaître à Lausanne et à Genève. Plusiers vous feront remar-
quer, ne comprenant pas toujours que Lausanne n'est pas le tremplin qu'est Paris,
que leurs œuvres ne circulent pas en France. La maison Payot, enfin, se consacre
depuis près d'un demi-siècle à l'édition scolaire et scientifique. Lorsque, il y a
moins d'un an, elle a inauguré une série des poètes romands en faisant paraître
deux plaquettes, l'une du poète valaisan, Maurice Chappaz, et l'autre d'Anne
Perrier, cette initiative ressemblait fort à une petite révolution dans le monde de
l'édition suisse.

Quant à la radio et à la télévision, celles-ci n'offrent pas les mêmes débouchés
qu'au Canada. Par conséquent, les meilleurs écrivains du pays n'y jouent pas le
même rôle et lorsqu'on les y trouve, c'est pour constater que leur servitude est
plus grande.

La situation matérielle de l'écrivain canadien étant précaire et celle de son
homologue suisse désastreuse, les rapports entre critiques et écrivains — partout
mauvais — atteignent une virulence fort caractéristiques des petites littératures.
C'est une tentation à laquelle l'écrivain suisse ou canadien succombe facilement
que de croire que la critique de son pays l'empêche, par sa médiocrité, de con-
naître une gloire nationale, ou même internationale. De son côté, le critique
s'impatiente rapidement devant la pauvreté, véritable ou imaginaire, de la pro-
duction littéraire courante et se tourne plus volontiers vers Paris, où ses talents,
croit-il, trouveraient un meilleur emploi.

Depuis des siècles, Paris exerce une irrésistible attraction sur la province fran-
çaise. Pour l'écrivain ambitieux établi dans une capitale régionale, le problème
posé par un éventuel déménagement n'est pas terrible. Il reste toujours la solution
intermédiaire, qui permet de fréquentes navettes entre Paris et le domicile pro-
vincial, solution devenue courante, grâce au train rapide et à l'avion.

Du moment que cet écrivain est de formation suisse, le problème se complique.
La solution parisienne reste, bien entendu, possible. Biaise Cendrars — comme,
dans un tout autre domaine, Le Corbusier — sont des noms qui sont si intime-
ment associés à la culture française, que leur origine suisse ne se présente pas
immédiatement à l'esprit. Mais le Suisse romand a été trop fortement marqué
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par la Réforme et une vie politique autonome pour ne pas réagir, lorsqu'il se
trouve en France, en étranger. La plupart feront comme Ramuz, qui, après s'être
culturellement complété par un long séjour en France, est retourné sur les bords
du Léman, où l'attendait sa véritable inspiration.

Mais c'est là que commence le drame. Ramuz a connu une célébrité inter-
nationale. Ce n'est pas Lausanne ni Genève qui lui ont conféré la gloire, mais
Paris. Les Suisses, très modestes lorsqu'il s'agit de leurs écrivains, ont été parmi
les derniers à s'incliner devant les qualités exceptionnelles de l'auteur de La
grande peur dans la montagne. Du reste, Gonzague de Reynold n'avait-il pas
expliqué, dans son livre sur Le doyen Bridel et les origines de la littérature suisse
romande qu'il était rigoureusement impossible d'être à la fois vaudois et écrivain
de génie?

Pour peu que l'écrivain suisse réfléchisse à son sort, il s'apercevra du dilemne
devant lequel il se trouve. Rester chez lui, c'est, à coup sûr, renoncer à être connu
en dehors d'un cercle restreint de lecteurs suisses. Tenter l'aventure parisienne,
c'est risquer, à peu d'exception près, de se couper de sa source d'inspiration, la
terre helvétique, qui seule peut fournir la matière de son œuvre. Sans doute, le
choix ne se présente pas d'une façon aussi simple. Beacoup tâteront de la vie
littéraire parisienne qui retourneront plus tard en Suisse, ayant compris qu'avant
tout passe l'authenticité. D'autres, qui seront restés dans le pays natal, se demande-
ront s'ils n'auraient pas mieux fait de partir, pendant qu'il en était temps encore.
Ces sentiments, qu'on retrouve dans tous les pays, ont ceci de particulier chez le
Suisse, qu'ils reflètent sa double nature: culturellement influencé par Paris et
politiquement associé à la Confédération, ce débat intérieur définit un aspect
essentiel de sa spiritualité.

A,LU CANADA, la caution de Paris reste précieuse, mais tend
à devenir moins indispensable qu'autrefois. Au dix-neuvième siècle, le poète Louis
Frechette, après avoir obtenu un prix de l'Académie Française, rentra chez lui
en héros. De nos jours, une préface signée par un auteur français connu confère
au romancier ou au poète canadien un prestige immédiat et lui permet parfois
de savourer la petite revanche qu'il obtient ainsi aux dépens de la critique mon-
tréalaise. Mais Montréal, avec ses quelque deux millions d'habitants, est devenu
une des grandes villes de l'Occident. De plus en plus, la capitale littéraire du
Canada français créera ses propres mythes, et les auteurs canadiens trouveront
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des satisfactions grandissantes d'amour-propre à la courtiser.
L'avenir des littératures canadienne-française et romande peut être assez claire-

ment dessiné si on s'en tient uniquement à leur degré d'autonomie par rapport
à Paris.

La Suisse romande me paraît destinée à rester sous la dépendance culturelle de
la France. En dépit du fait que les cantons de langue française représentent un
merveilleux capital humain, dont l'équivalent ne se trouve nulle part ailleurs dans
les pays de langue française, ces cantons, soudés géographiquement à la France,
ne peuvent que recevoir des influences de cette dernière, sans autre espoir lit-
téraire que de voir de temps à autre un de leurs fils s'imposer à l'attention du
monde français par l'entremise de Paris. Chaque génération produira ses écrivains
du cru, dont les efforts, plus ou moins inconnus de l'étranger, constitueront la
tradition littéraire romande. Les éditeurs et les critiques continueront à se débattre
dans les mêmes difficultés, parce que celles-ci sont commandées par la faiblesse
numérique, économique et politique de la Suisse romande.

Quant à la littérature canadienne-française, elle est appelée, sans nul doute, à
s'individualiser de plus en plus. La géographie à elle seule commanderait cette
évolution. Il serait anormal qu'un peuple en pleine croissance restât dans l'imita-
tion. Toutefois, il n'est pas à prévoir que Montréal affirme son indépendance vis-
à-vis de Paris comme New York l'a fait depuis longtemps le Londres. Le Canada
français, par son élite, loin de vouloir refuser le concours de la France et des autres
pays de langue française, le cherche d'instinct. Isolés en Amérique, les Canadiens-
français ne se sentent vraiment libres qu'au sein du monde d'expression française.
Pour cette raison, un double mouvement est à prévoir. Au fur et à mesure que les
écrivains canadiens exprimeront avec une assurance et une pénétration grandis-
santes la signification de leur aventure française et américaine, les liens qu'ils
forgeront avec l'Europe de langue française se ressereront. Nombreux sont les
auteurs canadiens qui se font maintenant éditer simultanément à Paris et à
Montréal.

Il semble qu'au delà de toutes les difficultés d'ordre psychologique, économi-
que ou autre, qu'éprouvent Suisses romands et Canadiens dans leur commun
effort pour s'exprimer littérairement, il se forge, par une logique qui est propre à
notre temps, une solidarité entre les hommes. Dans cette perspective, les mots
dépendance et indépendance n'ont peut-être pas tout le poids qu'on leur assigne
normalement. Manifestement, c'est vers une interdépendance que nous marchons.
Les Canadiens et les Suisses, pour la première fois, font la découverte mutuelle
de leurs écrivains. Dans ce processus, la France n'est pas absente.
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LETTER FROM TORONTO
Robert McCormack

Overheard on a bus (One very well 
dressed young lady discussing the latest
literary sensation with an older but
equally well dressed companion) : "It was
a paperback in New York but George
wouldn't let me . . . I mean he said they'd
just take it away at the border anyway.
Is it really . . . ? I read in Horizon, you
know this very highbrow exotic maga 
zine, it said the style was . . . you know,
like Ulysses — you can hardly under 
stand it it's so obtuse."

ΤLHIS IS TH E SORT of incident writers report to one another
with a sardonic smile and a sad shake of the head, and no doubt that is all it
is worth. Poor old Henry Miller, poor old everybody. If I have been brooding
about it occasionally in the two or three days since it happened, it is only because
it reminded me of some earlier brooding I was propelled into by last May's
Canadian Conference of the Arts. I am thinking of the audience at this landmark
in our cultural history, an audience which was, or seemed to be, very largely
composed of my bus companion and her friends. There they were with their
mink stoles, knock 'em dead hats and reluctant husbands, drifting sluggishly
through and about the lavish new O'Keefe Centre, gaping and poking at the
exhibition of painting and sculpture in the lobby and registering various combi 
nations of anxiety, bewilderment and boredom as they sat through the concerts,
speeches and panel discussions. There were others in the crowd too, of course • —
artists, critics, collectors, publishers, C.B.C. officials and the inevitable little old
ladies in sneakers. But it was young Mrs. Malaprop and her associates who set
the dominant tone. And, as you will have noticed long ago, it was a tone which
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caused the greatest outbreak of sardonic smiles and headshakings in years. Yet
the two things that most impressed me about these people were neither especially
comic nor altogether pathetic. In the first place, prominent in the incredible mix-
ture of motives that had brought them there was an obvious and honest hope
of enlightenment. In the second, there was the tolerant and self-critical patience
with which they bore the abuse. For they were abused. Elegant young painters
sneered at them, witty young professors berated them, angry young novelists
denounced them, handsome young poets read them verse of such unabashed
sexuality as to turn them to stone on the spot, and, finally, the American culture
expert Russell Lynes told his whole audience that they should abolish themselves
forthwith.

It would be idle to deny that there was something satisfying about this per-
formance of "The Triumph of Ariel, or The Artist's Revenge." Knocking the
bourgeoisie about has been excellent sport these three hundred years and it still
pleases. But there semed to me something a little extravagant about the drama
at the O'Keefe, even a bit silly. It was Mr. Lynes' thesis that if those he called
the "tastemakers" and the "culturettes" would only stop bothering the artist,
would just quietly vanish and leave him alone, the artist would then be free to
create a new, more intelligible art for a broader, less fashion-ridden public. But
surely this is simply a variation on the familiar theory that somewhere out there
in vast America, beyond the critics and the ladies' committees, there exists a
larger, more genuine public of ten million honest working-men ready to snap
up modern art by the warehouseful if only it could be properly presented to them.
This is pure fantasy. By and large, the audience for contemporary painting, music
and writing was pretty exactly represented by the audience at the Conference.
These are the people who are interested in art, who have the leisure to pursue it,
and the money to pay for it. Certainly they are an audience which could stand
a great deal of improvement, but this is hardly a reason for wishing they would
drop dead. On the contrary, more and better "tastemakers" and "culturettes"
would seem to be precisely what we need, and especially is this true in the case
of literature.

O,NE OF THE many things that used to enrage Ezra Pound
in the days when he was European editor of Poetry was the sentence from Whit-
man which Harriet Monroe insisted on keeping as the magazine's motto: "To
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have great poets there must be great audiences too." Considering what Pound
was up to at the time, his reaction is understandable. And there is a perfectly
valid sense in which, to a writer actually engaged in writing, the audience (any
audience) is simply irrelevant. Nevertheless, Miss Monroe was probably right to
cling to her somewhat tattered motto. There can be no prescription for genius,
but the production of a generally high level of writing (which makes the appear-
ance of genius considerably more likely) does seem to require a community of
author and audience in which there is a real and useful interchange between
them. When there is no such community, when there is no agreement about
values or standards, no intelligible communication on the one hand and no
meaningful feedback on the other, there is only a chaos equally damaging to
writer and reader. In short, there is the situation we have here at the moment.

It is a situation — to take a minor example — in which three of the local
reviews of Morley Callaghan's latest novel, A Passion in Rome, differed so wildly
in approach and interpretation that they might very easily have been about three
different books. No reasonable reader would expect three critics to agree entirely,
and I suppose it might even be argued that violently conflicting notices are really
a tribute to the complexity of the work in question. I am afraid, however, that
what we have here is simply the kind of reviewing long ago described by Henry
James as "an unprecented invention for darkening counsel". It confounds the
reader and it would be surprising if it did not make the writer cynical about
all criticism whatever. No doubt Mr. Callaghan can look after himself by this
time. But the rest of us are left inhabiting a literary desert where it is only too
likely that both author and audience will either rush panting after every fashion-
able mirage or else collapse limply into the few small, dusty oases.

One of these is, of course, the university. But the University of Toronto (York
University is too new to have made any distinct impression) has never had the
tradition of a community service or involvement which characterizes certain
American state universities and municipal colleges. Its lineage is undeviatingly
aristocratic and its goal remains the self-enclosed "community of scholars." To
an outsider, it sometimes seems to be full of young instructors who refuse to buy
television sets "on principle," and experts in American literature to whom one
has to explain who Saul Bellow is. This is not a criticism; it is conceivable that
some acquaintance with contemporary life and literature might be useful to a
scholar but it is not a necessity. It is not even strictly true, for one has no sooner
set it down than one thinks of Northrop Frye, or Marshall McLuhan, or the
editor of The Canadian Forum, Milton Wilson. Still, I think it is fair to say that
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the University as such is not much of a force in literary affairs. It is significant
that the "Letters in Canada" section of the University of Toronto Quarterly,
which contains some of the best criticism of our writing to appear anywhere,
comes out too rarely and has too limited a circulation to have much influence.

I T is PERHAPS also significant that the University seems to
have so little effect on its recent graduates, or even on its undergraduates. One of
the former — a shining new B.A. in "Eng. Lang. & Lit." — remarked to me the
other day that his whole aim in college had been to get the degree and get out
so he could at last "learn how to write". It did not seem to occur to him that he
might possibly have learned something about it from his courses. ("Symbols,"
he said, "they were always talking about symbols. You know, I don't think George
Eliot knew a damn thing about symbols.") These people huddle around a few
coffee-houses, the Isaacs Gallery (where there are regular poetry readings) and
various ephemeral publications. In general, their writing is characterized by with-
drawal from or rejection of the society around them — lyrical evocation of the
Never-Never or sluggish nightmares of violence. In a city where a department
store displays Franny and Zooey among the children's books, and where guests
at an apparently somewhat bohemian party are dragged off to jail and the men
are sprayed with delousing fluid while the girls are subjected to vaginal examina-
tions, such reactions are understandable. But they are, of course, social, not
literary, reactions. Artistically, there is nothing solid enough for les jeunes to react
to or rebel against. The result is a constant danger of relapse into tired experi-
ments in Kerouackery or Ginsbergese. This tendency the more or less avant-garde
magazine Evidence (which has, incidentally, under the editorship of Alan Bevan,
produced a third issue much superior to the first two numbers) has felt it neces-
sary to condemn in an oddly old-fashioned editorial: "Attacking decadence in
forms which themselves constitute a decay or corruption of language and thought,
and are therefore equally as deplorable as the things they attack, is the surest
way to commit artistic suicide."

There remains only a kind of "shadow-establishment" which probably is the
centre (except it is not a centre) of whatever literary life there is here. The names
of this scattering (it is certainly not a group) of writers, critics and editors —
Robert Fulford of the Toronto Star (surely the best book columnist on the conti-
nent), the editors of Tamarack Review, Kildare Dobbs of Saturday Night, etc. —
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appear with such regularity in so many places that it would not take a very
advanced case of paranoia to believe they formed some kind of literary cabal.
Unfortunately, this is not the case. The real charge to be made against them is
that they remain too divided and weak to establish any consistent standards or to
give any real sense of direction. Readers are left to their own confused resources,
and, lost among the squares, writers are only too likely to become quite literally
"obtuse".
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MONSTER CHARACTERS
Barrie Hale

Ten for Wednesday Night, ed. Robert Weaver. McClelland & Stewart Ltd.

Ten for Wednesday Night is
an anthology of Canadian short stories.
That is, the authors of them live here, or
were born here, or came here to live for
a while, and all the stories have been
read on C.B.C. Wednesday Night. Aside
from these near-accidents, they are uni-
fied by no specific "Canadianism". There
is, however, a curious unity of another
sort presented by most of the Ten; a
unity of structure.

There are many structural possibilities
for the short story; only one of them is
that which evolves when one character,
or a characterized circumstance, is felt
with such preternatural potency as to
sweep aside all other characters present
— mere mean human beings. In one way
or another, all but one of the Ten are
built around this sort of Monster Charac-
ter — infinitely and inexplicably greater
than the sum of its causation or moti-
vation; the major exception is Brian
Moore's "Off the Track", a story of
situation.

Jack Ludwig's "Requiem for Bibul"
creates perhaps the largest character in
the anthology; Bibul is of pre-war Win-
nipeg, and for a while the sprawling,

conglomerate city and the slum-gutter
future Rabbi are giants sufficiently large
to be mutually sympathetic. But the
Requiem never really makes up its mind
to cry for Winnipeg past or Bibul dead;
it tries ultimately to make Siamese the
pair and cry for both, but Bibul's enor-
mously scornful "Aaaa" has already
swept aside Old Winnipeg and his de-
parture from it. Bibul's "Aaaa" has even
swept aside his own gratuitous death;
Ludwig's final lament for gone city and
dead citizen leaves one wanting a final
goatily-negative "Aaaa", for Bibul the
World-disdainer is finally a character too
large for materialist Winnipeg, and even
extravagant Ludwig.

Mordecai Richler's "The Summer My
Grandmother Was Supposed to Die" is
certainly as good a story, but flawed in
the same way; there is a great sense of
loss present, but "what exactly is lost?"
and "how is the loss felt?" are questions
which occus to one at the end of the
narrative. As a narrative, the setting-out
of the process of adolescent guilt, the
story is chillingly effective; at the same
time, it is curiously unsatisfactory as a
resolution of its two major ingredients:
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past Hebraic magnificence, and the
mordant Yiddish present. In the present,
there is the Rabbi who asks, "Well boys,
what do you want to be when you grow
up?" before his mother is cold, and in
the past a Jewishness so proud that
Catholic priests attended its funerals. Be-
tween the great past of Grandmother
and the poor present of her adolescent
grandson there is neither communication
nor continuity; against the magnificent
and unknowable past that Grandmother
represents, there is only the poor blind
present of Process. "Did you know that
when they hang a man," says the older
brother of the narrator, "the last thing
that happens is that he has an orgasm?"

Within the framework imposed by the
preternatural protagonist, Ludwig and
Richler are certainly the most successful
(though certainly not entirely successful)
of the Ten in creating a satisfying short
structure. There is one story represented
here that is completely satisfactory, struc-
turally: Brian Moore's "Off the Track",
a "situation story", and, as such, the
maverick of the anthology. Two emanci-
pated Toronto suburbanites go to Haiti
to discover the real, untouristy people;
they do, and discover as well that the
real people are not at all interested in
them, their emancipation, or their re-
actions to their unexpected discoveries.
They are left searching their imagina-
tions for future superficial anecdotes to
balance their past superficial expecta-
tions, and so is the reader; as if the
future anecdote were in fact the present
narrative, the style is weirdly shallow and
bloodless, failing entirely to exploit the
possibilities of the situation. And, to a
greater or less extent, this is the fault of
the remaining seven of Ten for Wednes-
day Night. Though, unlike Off the

Track, they deal with giant protagonists,
like it they are unable to match adequate
theme with adequate style; they are
consequently structurally inadequate.

Perhaps the most indicative of this
inadequacy is Gabrielle Roy's "Grand-
mother and the Doll" (published here in
translation). It is not a story at all, but a
character study; the narrative of the doll
construction does not produce story pro-
gression but simply character encrusta-
tion. Because Grandmother is seen against
no background but that of her present,
she even diminishes from character to
type; in the face of something as immut-
able as Type the narrator is able only to
say. "Isn't she wonderful?" in endless and
helplessly saccharine variations. The
Grandmother in Alice Monro's "The
Trip to the Coast" lives a powerful life
as a character by way of contrast, but is
featured by the same defining character-
istics — a rigid hold on a present that is
composed of equal parts of nostalgia for
the past and incomprehensible dreams of
the future. But what makes Character of
Alice Monro's Grandmother, as distinct
from Gabrielle Roy's Type, is that she
child through whose eyes we see her is a
character in her own right, albeit com-
pletely dominated by Grandmother. This
domination is ultimately what destroys
the story, for when Grandmother dies,
so does her unaccountable dream of the
future "Trip to the Coast," so does her
ineffable past; we are left with a child
out of whose life the present has gone.
In Mordecai Richler's account of a simi-
lar death we were at least left with some
sort of present to go on with, a present
from which the past might at least be
seen, if not known.

Two curious stories from Vancouver
Island represent what might be phrased
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as the coming together of circumstances,
which possess awfully vital but essentially
unknowable personalities, within the lives
of a group of human beings, who possess
no personalities other than the negative
ones of reaction-to-circumstances. Ethel
Wilson's "From Flores" brings together
three unknowable personalities — Rock,
Sky, Sea — and six human cyphers — a
pompous-but-likable white, his similar
wife, a brutish white, a pitiable white, a
doomed-to-death Indian child, and his
doomed-to-despair father. The human
characters are neat and pat, but there
is nothing neat and pat about Rock, Sky
and Sea; when the three combine as
storm, humanity is helpless and is
destroyed, simply and completely. But
such completeness is flat; perhaps it
would have been less so had humanity
been sketched a little less simply, and
with at least as many rough edges as
Rock, Sky and Sea. Similarly, in Gordon
Woodward's "Tiger! Tiger!" the human
characters begin as familiar, if minute,
human beings — the self-repressed spin-
sters whose parent's past looms far larger
than their present, the retarded ado-
lescent whose child's mind fails to cope
with his adult drives, the bizarre and
mysterious visitor. All are quickly trans-
figured by an orgasm of blood-lust, blood-
greed, blood-hate; the catalyst turns out
to be the central and most potent charac-
ter of all — the stranger's side-show tiger.
It is as powerfully sensual a story as
"From Flores", and poses the same
conundrum: if the central character in
a short story of character is essentially
unknowable by nature, how may such a
story be written satisfactorily?

Perhaps the most disappointing story
of the Ten is Morley Callaghan's "The
Doctor's Son" ; it appears to be a portrait

of that familiar figure from the world of
larger-than-life, the smalltown doctor
who, Godlike, is all things to all men,
especially to the young, who have not
yet lost their capacity to belief. The dis-
appointment occurs quickly as small town
takes over from Doctor God — Morton
loses the faith of his only begotten son
less through the stresses of Omnipotence
and Benevolence than through a series of
personal and social misadjustments so
elementary that we are unable to believe
that he could ever have legitimately at-
tained to the eminence we are assured he
possessed.

This agonizing state of affairs unfor-
tunately characterizes Ten for Wednes-
day Night; scarce fountainhead erupts
that does not turn arid before reaching
the sea.
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THICKNESS OF SILENCE
S. E. Read

jEAN-c. FALARDEAUJ Roots and Values in Canadian Lives. University of Toronto
Press, in co-operation with Carleton University, 1961.

w. L. MORTONJ The Canadian Identity. University of Toronto Press; University of
Wisconsin Press, 1961.

The Price of Being Canadian, ed. D. L. B. Hamlin. University of Toronto Press,
1961.

T H E S E THREE slim volumes
do not belong to the realms of creative
or imaginative literature or of literary
history or criticism. Basically, they fall
within those other realms — sociology,
history, politics, and economics. Yet each,
in varying degrees, comments on certain
aspects of Canadian culture and each
tries to give some body to that vague,
floating, spiritual substance — the Cana-
dian. As such, these volumes are of inter-
est to those of us who would like to
know who we are and where we are
going.

After a first quick reading of the text
I could find no more appropriate com-
ment than these three lines from the
wisdom of Omar Khayyam. I had

. . . heard great argument
About it and about; but evermore
Came out by the same door where in I went.
My mood was prompted, in part, by

my own inability to define "Canadian"
and, in part, by the nature of the three
books. Though now encased in covers,
each volume was originally conceived as
a series of public lectures or conference
addresses. All, as a result, though at times
stimulating and provocative, stay close
to the troubled surface of the matter in
hand. None fully develops an argument
or a theme; none plunges into any un-
explored depths.

Of the three works Professor Falar-
deau's is the most invigorating and the

most refreshing. Originally given as two
of the Plaunt Memorial Lectures at
Carleton University in Ottawa in March
i960, the book is slight in bulk but rich
in ideas. Born and reared a French-
Canadian and trained as a sociologist,
M. Falardeau moves with sure step
across the whole Canadian scene. He is
that rare Canadian — one who under-
stands and appreciates the duality of
Canadian culture, with all its many
faceted complexities. But he arrived at
his present happy position only after a
slow and at times a painful journey. In a
frank and a patently honest autobio-
graphical sketch he traces the principal
stages of that journey — from his birth
in Quebec City down to the day in 1948
when he first read the marvellous letters
of Frank Pickersgill.

As a young child in Canada's most
historic city he was unaware of the
English-speaking "self-segregated minor-
ity". For him they had no existence. His
first "blurred recollection of reference to
les Anglais can be traced to a lesson
in Canadian history in the parochial
school." The English were to be hated
for the déportation des Acadiens. Not
until he moved to Montreal as an ado-
lescent did he begin to feel the impact
of English Canada; but even then the
". . . 'English-Canadians' were the de-
scendants of those who had crushed the
Papineau rebellion, had hanged Riel,
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had approved the Canadian participa-
tion in the Boer War, and had imposed
conscription in 1917."

Later, as an undergraduate, he began
to meet students from McGill, Toronto,
Manitoba; began, too, to read English
books — one of which, The Pickersgill
Letters, brought to him a sense of union
with the "other" Canadians he had never
before felt. Through the reading of these
letters that the indomitable Pickersgill
left as a precious gift to all Canadians
"I discovered . . . that the philosophical
and moral questions which were almost
the obsession of my French-Canadian
friends had also tormented, without our
knowing it, some of our English-speaking
compatriots of the same generation."
Without our knowing it — this was, and
perhaps still is, the tragedy inherent in
the duality of Canadian life. The Falar-

deaus did not know the Pickersgills, nor
the Pickersgills the Falardeaus — "such
was the thickness of silence, such was
the psychological distance between us,
English and French-speaking Canadians."

With a particular personal sorrow, I
can feel the undertones of sadness in
M. Falardeau's testament of youth. For
I, too, was born and raised in Quebec —
the province, not the city. My childhood
town was Sherbrooke — an active in-
dustrial centre in the eastern townships.
As a family we belonged to the "self-
segregated minority". As such, we lived
in isolation in the North Ward, where
few French-Canadians were even to be
seen in those days. The school to which
I went came under the Protestant School
Board, and the history of Canada we
studied (and study it we did — dates
and all in great detail) was written from
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the English point of view — though I
do not recall that it encouraged us to
despise the French-Canadians for any
insurrections or rebellions. We read the
English-language paper, the Sherbrooke
Record; we shopped in stores owned by
English-speaking Canadians; and we
were brought up in the Protestant tra-
dition. In brief, though we did not dis-
like the French-Canadians and though
we were not unaware of their existence,
we never got to know them. I cannot
recall now that there was any conscious
hostility between us, except during the
conscription crisis of 1917, when, on one
memorable evening a violent riot erupted
on Wellington Street — but even this
riot ended in a somewhat amicable way,
with the English-speaking Canadians
singing "God Save the King" with great
fervour at one end of the street, and the
French-Canadians giving a full-hearted
rendition of "O Canada" at the other.
But like M. Falardeau, I, too, lived in
the "thickness of silence". Because of
this, I am less Canadian than I might
have been if I had passed my Quebec
youth in the atmosphere of congenial
understanding that M. Falardeau en-
visions as a possibility.

The rapprochement, he says, is at the
moment "particularly visible in the aca-
demic world". Though Canadian intel-
lectuals are becoming ". . . more aware
of their respective spiritual heritages,"
they are also seeing more clearly than
ever before that behind the duality of
Canadian culture is a common source —
classical humanism. To re-examine, then,
the roots of humanism, and ". . . to
ascertain some of its subsequent acquisi-
tions may be one of the most fruitful
ways of finding our common denomi-
nator."

But this re-examination of humanism
and its subsequent acquisitions will be
by no means a simple task. Only within
the universities can it be undertaken with
any hope of success. The avenues of
approach must be intellectual rather
than political, and "the creative poten-
tialities of classical humanism" must be
"rejuvenated by the broad perspectives
of the social sciences" if we are to
achieve any solid "fusion" of our "dual
cultural heritages." Here, I believe,
M. Falardeau runs head on into semantic
difficulties, for by "fusion" he does not
mean a melting or a blending of the
two cultures into one. On this point he
is adamant. The two cultures may enrich
each other, but neither culture must ab-
sorb or even radically alter the other.
"Whatever the rapprochement may be,
it will have to rest, it will be all the
stronger if it rests, on the recognition of
duality . . . Un-hyphenated canadianism
is a fiction." This is a bi-cultural country.
We are twins; and if we are to make
our way successfully in this complex
world we must recognize this twinship.

I might add that M. Falardeau, to
make assurance doubly sure, states firmly
that he is in no sense of the word a
separatist. Though a French-Canadian
(and as such a "charter member" of
Canada), he pleads with all his fellow
Canadians "to accept Canada in its
wholeness . . . as an act of reason." And
he would have a strong and a unified
Canada stand before all the nations of
the world as an example of what can be
done through understanding, tolerance,
and co-operation.

We should now give to ourselves, and to
others, the image of a people whose ambi-
tion is not so much to reach the moon, as
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to transcend our psychological space in
order to reach the nations around uSj closer
at hand, but also better worth loving.

Professor Morton's The Canadian
Identity, like M. Falardeau's work, is
based upon a series of public addresses —
the first three given at the University of
Wisconsin in 1959-60, the fourth, before
the Canadian Historical Association at
Queen's University in June, i960. Of
the first three lectures I can say little
here. Each is a polished historical essay
— condensed, well filled with facts, dates,
and names, with a sprinkling of specula-
tion and reflection to add savour to the
dish. The chapter titles indicate the
contents: "Canada in America"; "Can-
ada in the Commonwealth"; "Canada
and the United States." Only in the last
lecture, "The Relevance of Canadian
History," does Mr. Morton touch directly
upon some aspects of the arts in Can-
ada. Here we are told that in Canadian
art and literature are certain "distinctive
qualities engendered by the experience of
northern life" — tendencies to "the
heroic and the epic, to the art which
deals with violence" — to which may
be added the satiric, "for northern life
is moral or puritanical, being so harsh
that life can allow little laxity in con-
vention." And "the moral affords the
substance and creates the disposition for
satire." But surely such statements were
intended to be provocative rather than
informative. They add nothing to our
understanding of the Canadian arts at
large, nor do they bear close examina-
tion when looked at in the light of world
literature.

* * *
The Price of Being a Canadian is a

conference report and suffers from all

the shortcomings of its kind. As a re-
fresher book for those who were fortu-
nate enough to attend the Seventh
Winter Conference of the Canadian In-
stitute on Public Affairs it undoubtedly
has its real values, but for the general
reader the offering is slight. Of most
interest to the readers of Canadian Liter-
ature will be the few pages on Canadian
culture contributed by Hugh MacLen-
nan. Closely allied to M. Falardeau in
outlook and in feeling (if not in profes-
sional activity), Mr. MacLennan sees
Canada whole — with its harshness, its
neuroses, its racial complexities — and,
while recognizing the limiting factors
around him, would not change his lot.

I believe it real and accurate to say that
we can contribute a very great deal to the
world if Canada remains Canadian. Cultur-
ally we can contribute, and politically we
can contribute. If two centuries have pro-
duced such a nation as ours, now is not
the time to give it up, for it was never
really needed before now.

Have I really come out by the same
door where in I went? Perhaps not.
True, none of these books gives a clear
definition of the word "Canadian", but
each one, in its own way, is an affirma-
tion of faith in Canada. It may be wiser
to make no attempt to define the word.
For being a Canadian may mean simply
the feeling of belonging in and to Can-
ada, of believing in the whole Canada,
with its basic duality of cultures and a
multitude of other cultures within the
basic two. Not all of us can understand
all of its complexities and neuroses. But
at least we can profit from the words of
all the Falardeaus and the MacLennans
who are struggling to dissipate the thick-
ness of silence and to bridge the psycho-
logical distance that too often keep us
apart — one from the other.
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A POETRY OF
CELEBRATION
Beyond the High Hills: A Book of Eskimo

Poems. Translated by Knud Rasmussen.
Photographs by Guy Mary-Rousselière. Nel-
son Foster and Scott. $4.75.

KNUD RASMUSSEN, the Danish explorer,
collected these poems among the Iglulik
Eskimos of the Hudson Bay region and
the Musk Ox people of the Copper
Country. A prefatory note tells us this
and the photographs supply atmosphere,
fact and 'feel' in the most rapid, vivid
way. A girl with white bone bracelets in
her hair kneels on shingle, slicing orange-
and-silver fillets from an unrecognisable
carcass. A young caribou lies dead on a
confetti of tiny vermilion flowers which
have prodded up from the moss; its
underbelly is mauve and its rear legs re-
semble two rifles with velvet stocks. An
old man and an old woman sitting side
by side outstare the camera: faces
striated as old rocks, dark eyes slotted
deeply and safely under the brow, hair
like wire, hands immobile and scarred.
White scarps of ice bulge against a
purple sky like bed-sheets hung out to
dry. A weatherworn child kisses a puppy.
Other children toy with yellow pencils
and simper. Four men haul a dead,
cream-furred bear across the ice. In a
violent-looking, violet mineral world two
girls rub noses; a plump bird tilts over
slightly, away from its mate; and a dead
walrus's tusks suggest the opened beak

of some pachyderm, obese bird. Nearly
everyone grins and squints.

These are the details which the poems
vaguely evoke and which, of course, the
Eskimo can supply for himself. Without
such details we ourselves could squeeze
little from or into

Glorious it is
To see the long-haired winter caribou
Returning to the forests

or respond fully to such a question as
Know you the smell
Of pots on the boil?
And lumps of blubber
Slapped down by the sidebench?

There are no colours in these poems, few
explanations of the natural world's
texture and few visual images. Essenti-
ally, Eskimo poetry is terse, narrative-
exclamatory and ingenuously direct:

Joyfully
Greet we those
Who brought us plenty!

It is only rarely that the poets amplify
by saying, for example, that a walrus
"set its flippers angrily Like elbows on
the surface of the water" or that a bear
"came running towards me gladly, So
eager it was to eat me up on the spot".
Oral tradition has produced here a strict
shorthand, an unfancy texture, so that
the occasional vivid but merely denota-
tive image gains an extraordinary power :

But else I choke with fear
At greedy maggot throngs;
They eat their way in
At the bottom of my collarbone
And in my eyes.
As Knud Rasmussen pointed out, the

Eskimo language has no word for 'in-
spiration' but uses a simple phrase mean-
ing 'to feel emotion'. So all are poets;
the poetry is exoteric and communal.
These poems have no one author, parade
no idiosyncrasy but, instead, distill ethnic
experience into explicit little outbursts
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which have both the naivety of nursery-
rhyme and the sophisticated economy of
haiku. The Eskimo poem does not so
much attempt revelations as celebrate
whatever is at hand:

I will walk with leg muscles
which are strong
as the sinews of the shins of the little cari-

bou calf.
I will walk with leg muscles
which are strong
as the sinews of the shins of the little hare.

The point here is oneness with nature,
not truth through apt comparisons. It is
an unintellectual approach and a brac-
ing change. Read alongside the photo-
graphs, the poems prove again and again
that moving poetry does not have to be
metaphorical or figurative, that a com-
munity's habitual ways are always alle-
gorical and that poetry is an art of con-
text. For instance, when a girl in the
snow-wastes says,

Bring hither your wooden ornament,
I will deck myself with it,
To make me look like a real woman

her setting gives the utterance enormous
power. I just wish the book included
many more poems so that one could try
getting a sense of the Eskimo world from
the poems' insistences alone, and not
from photographs. But then, whatever
way we adopt, to encounter that world
is an extension of our own living.

I wish too that Eskimo poetry ampli-
fied for us the fine discrimination which
creates different Eskimo words for differ-
ent kinds of snow and for the successive
stages of a bear's growth. This close look
is missing from the poems. Fine discrimi-
nation, for them, is a pragmatic matter;
for us, art and casuistry. When they
celebrate they cerebrate least; when we
celebrate we split hairs. But their poems
are sung and danced and acted re-
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peatedly during long nights which would
drive our own poets into endless, des-
perate phantasmagoria.

This book confronts us, then, with the
difference between the sung and the
spoken, the oral and the written and,
above all, 'dance-house' and poet's tower.
It is good to meet a poetry treasured
equally by all who inherit the original
language. But surely this is a mere
sample, and there is much more to come.
I hope it will come soon, even if we
have to have it without colour photo-
graphs of the kind which dominate this
elegant, thin volume. PAUL WEST

SIPPED AND
SAVOURED
ETHEL WILSON. Mrs. Golightly and other

stories. Macmillan Company of Canada.
$3-50.

T H E TITLE OF Ethel Wilson's latest publi-
cation is misleading, since the book
includes essays, vignettes, and remi-
niscences, as well as "Mrs. Golightly . . . "
and other stories. Its quality is as varied
as its forms — sometimes subtle, some-
times sharp, sometimes so flat as to be
almost banal, but nevertheless strongly
personal and characteristically Wilsonian.
For all its unevenness, there is in it, as
was said of one of Mrs. Wilson's favourite
authors, "even more to be praised than
to be pardoned".

First of all there is the incomparable
Mrs. Golightly herself, whose "first con-
vention" has won her so many friends
that they might well consider holding an
annual convention of their own. This
engagingly simple-hearted matron is sup-
ported by a goodly company of female
characters almost equally engaging if not

all equally simple-hearted. Foremost
among these is Mrs. Forrester, whose un-
controllable impulse to play ducks and
drakes with truth adds gaiety to the
political allegory, "We have to sit oppo-
site", and seriousness to the light satire
of "Truth and Mrs. Forrester." "It is
strange", comments Mrs. Forrester to her
niece, "how in the presence of Cousin
Max, or Miss Riley, or Lee Lorimer
Smith — all of them nice people — in
order to preserve one's integrity — that
is, truth — one proceeds to act, which
is to lie." Mrs. Forrester makes her first
appearance in "Haply the soul of my
grandmother", a story which, like "Mrs.
Golightly and the first convention", has
become familiar through frequent ap-
pearances in anthologies. But the new
Mrs. Forrester has added the quality of
impish defensiveness to the original
character's powers of empathie percep-
tion, and is the better for it.

Like Mrs. Forrester, Mrs. Gormley, of
"A drink with Adolphus", is a keen ob-
server of social gambits and a devastating
debunker of social pretences, though per-
haps a more detached one, since her
isolation in the midst of a cocktail-party
world is a physical rather than a psycho-
logical one. But it would be wrong to
give the impression that the tone of Mrs.
Golightly and other stories is predomi-
nantly sophisticated and satirical. Mrs.
Wilson's characteristic depth of senti-
ment is abundantly present; indeed, in
such stories as "From Flores" and "The
Window" the flood tide threatens to
carry the reader beyond his depth. Else-
where, the delicate balance of sentiment
and realism notable in Lily's Story and
Swamp Angel is successfully maintained,
often with the timely aid of skilfully
managed irony.
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Mrs. Wilson is at her best in the evo-
cation of mood and atmosphere — the
supernatural ambience of "Mr. Sleep-
walker", for example, though here she
comes close to destroying her effect, per-
haps deliberately, in the ironic twist of
the story's conclusion. Her vivid presen-
tation of the essential detail of setting is,
as usual, masterly, whether the scene
be Dollarton and the North Shore
mountains, the marshes of the Fraser
Delta, or a corner store in Vancouver's
east end.

Less successful are the shorter pieces,
such as "God help the young fishman",
and such first-person stories as, "I just
love dogs" and "Till Death us do part".
It is something of a paradox that Mrs.
Wilson, one of the most personal of
Canadian writers, does not, even in her
personal reminiscences, write at her best
in the first person. The " I" seems to
bring with it a certain self-conscious
awkwardness. The awkwardness is es-
pecially apparent when she assumes the
persona of a well-intentioned shop-girl
or simpleminded stenographer and writes
not in her own charming and highly-
individual style, but like an educated
woman trying to write the way a shop-
girl might be expected to talk.

It is an indication of its virtues rather
than its weaknesses to say that Mrs. Go-
lightly and other stories makes the best
of bed-books, for this sort of writing is
meant for leisurely reading. It is less
simple than it seems, and there is a
strength underlying its delicacy. It is a
book not to be merely tasted, nor to be
chewed, nor to be swallowed whole, but
rather, like the best Chinese tea, to be
sipped and savoured.

MARION B. SMITH

A CANADIAN
CLASSIC?
w. o. MITCHELL. Jake and the Kid.

Macmillan. 184 pp.

W. O. MITCHELL'S stories about Jake and
the kid began appearing in Maclean's
during the war. A great many Canadians
must have found them then, as I did,
extremely appealing. In the first place,
the kid's father was overseas with the
South Saskatchewans, and the kid, his
mother and Jake, the elderly and loqua-
cious hired man, were keeping the home
fires burning. In the second place, these
stories were among the first that many of
us who lived on the prairies had ever
read concerning our own people, our
own place and our own time. When
grain elevators, gophers, or the sloughs
and bluffs of the "bald-headed prairie"
were mentioned, there was a certain
thrill of recognition. The same applied
to the characters who inhabited Crocus.
A prevalent feeling on the subject was, as
I recall—that's us; he's writing about us.

Quite a few years have gone by. The
image of the prairie people presented by
Mitchell now seems like some blurred
recollection of childhood, partially ap-
pealing because of its over-simplification,
partially repellent for the same reason.
I can no longer be convinced that even
the genuinely ludicrous aspect of people
anywhere was ever as unreservedly
warm hearted as the author of Jake and
the Kid would have us believe. Here is
comedy with no bite of acid to cut the
sweet taste. No good person ever comes
to harm in Crocus, and the overwhelm-
ing majority of citizens are unquestion-
ably good. The few villains such as Sam
Bottom and Doc Toovey are truly vil-
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lainous and are always defeated. Old
Man Gatenby embarrasses his daughter
by telling his tall tales in front of her
young man, but the embarrassment is
only temporary. When the young man, a
collector of folk lore, spins the tallest tale
of all, everything is smooth once more.
No one really meant to be mean to
anyone.

The emotions expressed in these
stories, especially in the wartime ones,
now appear to contain a large measure
of sentimentality. A Voice for Christ-
mas, a lump-in-the-throat tale which re-
lates how the kid nearly misses hearing

his father's voice over the radio from
England, almost seems to belong with
such tear-jerkers of the past as The
White Cliffs or Mrs. Miniver. Similarly,
in You Gotta Teeter, when the kid
bravely overcomes his grief at having
lost his dog and manages to go through
with his speech on behalf of the refugee
children, the heart of at least one reader
was not quite as touched as it may have
been in days of yore. The argument — a
refugee kid is just like a lost dog — no
longer seems entirely adequate. One
tends to feel that a pertinent fact about
refugees is that they are not just like lost

LWAYS
Vol. 2: Towards the Inevitable
Continuing his definitive his-
tory of the C.N. system, Col.
Stevens examines the critical
years from 1896 to 1922
which followed the formative
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volume is illustrated with
photographs and 11 maps.
Available in single volumes
at $8.00 each.

At all bookstores.
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dogs. Even in the post-war stories, which
are generally better, sentimentality some-
times obscures the truer quality of the
humour. The eulogies to the prairie are
cloying—"she's a blonde—straw blonde
my blonde—".

A good deal of humour, however,
comes across as freshly as ever. Jake is
still inimitable as the man who made
Looie Riel say uncle three times, in
English, French and Cree. His version
of history is a delight (the secret of Wilf
Laurier's success, says Jake, was that he
always teetered when he make a speech).
Miss Henchbaw and her pupils provide
some fine moments — the Christmas con-
cert, for example, when the odour of
skunk overpowers the "frankincents an'
meer". I also like the occasion when ex-
Indian Moses Lefthand decides that his
kid Lazarus, although only a Grade One,
should present the bouquet to the Prin-
cess when the royal train stops at Crocus.
The description of the auction in Auc-
tion Fever is first-rate.

Had Mitchell been content with un-
varnished humour, his characters, how-
ever simple-minded or unequivocally
well-intentioned, might still have emerged
victorious, or at any rate emerged. But
in addition to the thick coating of emo-
tionalism, each tale has yet another layer
in the form of a clearly indicated moral.
Be kind to those less fortunate than your-
self. Treat animals with care and affec-
tion and they will not let you down.
Cheaters never prosper. School-teachers
sometimes have hearts of gold. Stick up
for your family and friends. Such maxims
may be perfectly worthy, as far as they
go, but they can hardly be said to go far
enough.

In one sense, I feel like a traitor in
carping about these stories, because I

am really fond of them. I cannot dismiss
them, for they are a part of my life. But
I can no longer read them. I can only
conclude that they require a younger
audience. I am not speaking facetiously.
Many books originally written for adults
have been subsequently taken over by
children. I can see Jake and the Kid,
as a book for children, becoming a Cana-
dian classic.

MARGARET LAURENCE

PROVINCIAL HARVEST
Saskatchewan Writing i960. Saskatchewan

Arts Board, Regina.

Saskatchewan Writing ig6o is a collec-
tion of the prize-winning short stories,
poems and play submitted to the Saskat-
chewan Arts Board literary competitions
in 1959. The one-act play, Like It or
Not, by Anne B. Flavell, concerns Henry
VIII and his six wives spending eternity
together in a dank castle where they
bicker in blank verse. Into this hellish
household, as a result of a Satanic error
in judgment, comes a twentieth-century
gun moll, a slick chick from New York,
who before long has Henry and his
Queen's whirling gaily in a square dance.
The verse form is unhappy; the action
lacks suspense; the pace is languid.
There are, at best, moments that might
well turn into good stage fun.

Terry Fenton's story, "October Morn-
ing", outhemingways Hemingway to the
point of boredom. Three-fourths of the
text is irrelevant detail delivered in stac-
cato bursts punctuated by the frequent
lighting of cigarettes. There is sensi-
tivity, psychological penetration and
compassion in James A. MacNeil's "No
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Time for Jerry", but the materials of
this story are trite (the mother, step-
father, new baby, neglected youngster,
sympathetic grandpa routine), and the
story is unfolded with annoying overt-
ness. A third story, "Dangerous Mis-
sion", by David G. Hawkins, had some
ironic humour and satire, but neither
finesse nor breadth.

The poetry is in fact the most impres-
sive contribution to Saskatchewan Writ-
ing ig6o. Luetta D. Trehas' "Burden
of Sleeping" digs into the sensibilities
and has some felicitous phrases. But by
far the most promising material comes
from Stan Thomas in a group of original
and truly contemporary poems. His
"Dialogue for a Mixed-up Kid" and
"On the World Past of which we are so
Fond" are the outstanding pieces in the
Collection. J. DE BRUYN

RESOURCES AND
HUMAN HAPPINESS
RODERICK HAiG-BROWN. The Living Land.

Macmillan. $7.50.

SUBTITLED "An account of the natural
resources of British Columbia", The Liv-
ing Land by Roderick Haig-Brown was
produced by the British Columbia
Natural Resources Conference, which
published its atlas in 1956. This new
production is no doubt intended to
complement the earlier one, but readers
will find the "Account" of far greater
value than the atlas.

Mr. Haig-Brown has divided his ma-
terial into ten parts. The first is the most
important for any reader because it gives
the "frame of the land"; it describes in
words the physical features of the pro-

vince, indicates that the author knows
his history, to which he gives often a
geographical interpretation, and merci-
fully, defines conservation, "as much an
act of faith as an intellectual exercise".
Basing his study on the historical use
of the resources, on their geographical
distribution, on faith and on intellect,
Mr. Haig-Brown writes of forests, of
energy, of mines, of fish, of recreation
and of agriculture. But he considers the
greatest resource to be the people, who
must use their intellect to bring about
the end product of all resources —
"human happiness". He concludes that
the proper use of resources must be
achieved through an educational system
which can teach people that no man has
a right to "damage or destroy the face of
the earth for short-term gain". Mr. Haig-
Brown is a humanist.

This philosophic approach to a living
land is written in a language that will
appeal to the ordinary concerned citizen
by whom this book was surely meant to
be read. The author has imposed his
ideas on his. statistics, and has inter-
preted the resources of British Columbia
in a down-to-earth, decidedly frank, and
at times close-to-revolutionary manner.
Through kindness, humour, and experi-
ence, but with firmness, he slashes at
inflexibility whether in government
circles, among business men or among
private citizens. With a frankness which
is telling but not brutal, and therefore
not useless, he displays the effects of in-
difference to the exploitation of physical
resources, and in his own way lays the
blame squarely on restrictive taxes,
greedy stinginess, and lack of education.
The brilliant writing is therefore both
informative and critical; it states a case
forcefully, but the style precludes the
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irritating attributes of a hammering
tract.

As may be expected of Mr. Haig-
Brown, time and time again he returns
to the themes of fish, of parklands, of
recreation lands, and always and finally
to the effects of resources and their des-
truction or conservation on the people.
As he takes a reader through the
methods of extracting ore, catching sal-
mon, or administering forest lands,
through the maze of statistics which
never frighten — mainly because they
are in words rather than in numbers and
therefore do not pockmark the page —
he somehow leaves the impression that
in this province of trees, of insects, of
fish and fowl and big game, of flowing
rivers and non-static mountains, in this
land so full of life, the people, the
human resources, are the most valuable,
and that without them the other re-
sources would have no meaning. Mr.
Haig-Brown is also, therefore, a humani-
tarian.

The Living Land is designed by
Robert R. Reid, who has illustrated the
work profusely with sketches by British
Columbia artists, with colour plates,
graphs, half-tones, charts, maps, and old
engravings; the presentation is hand-
some and well-conceived to enhance
Robert Haig-Brown's text.

GORDON R. ELLIOTT

CREATION BEYOND
PERCEPTION
A. M. KLEIN. The Second Scroll. McClelland

& Stewart. New Canadian Library. $1.00.

THERE ALWAYS should be a close rela-
tion between a writer's perceptions of

life and his creation, since the latter is
his realization of the former. Thus, there
is much to be said for writers like Sin-
clair Ross, Brian Moore and Mordecai
Richler who maintain a close relation-
ship between what they perceive and
what they create. And there is much to
say against writers like W. O. Mitchell,
Hugh MacLennan and A. M. Klein be-
cause their creations carry them out of
contact with their perceptions. When
this happens they begin to do just what
anyone does when carried beyond range
of his perceptions: they pontificate, they
preach, they become pretentious.

The Second Scroll is deliberately, in-
tensively, portentously Jewish. Conceptu-
ally and stylistically it reaches back to
the powerful legend of the chosen people,
the exodus, the exile, the sufferings of
the exile, the return to the promised
land, and attempts to relate the suffer-
ings of the Jew in modern times ( 1917-
49) to this great messianic archetype.
The significance of the sufferings is that
they become the way in which the
strange hand of God lets man come
round to fulfilment of the covenant.
Similarly, W. O. Mitchell in Who Has
Seen The Wind takes up an interplay
of what he calls "the realities of birth,
hunger, satiety, eternity, death" and
attempts to relate a prairie boy's life
to these whoppers. Similarly, Hugh Mac-
Lennan has sought to relate all of his
novels to the larger question of a Cana-
dian Identity.

The Second Scroll is even more ambi-
tious, making Mitchell's prairie world
and MacLennan's Canada seem very
small potatoes indeed. More, Klein is
aware of his difficulty and his central
attempt in the novel is to make a stylistic
adjustment, responding to the magni-
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tude of his subject by a kind of ironic
opulence in the style. But it seems to
me that he becomes caught in this styl-
istic magnification and is carried far out
of touch with his perceptions. In his
excellent introduction, Professor M. W.
Steinberg mentions Klein's "love of
words, their sounds and associations, and
his mastery over them . . . as he daringly
twists and shapes them to serve his pur-
poses." There can be no doubt of the
skill, but there is much reason to feel in
the often pointless and cloying language-
play a serious discrepancy between the
artist's perceptions and his creation. At
one point the narrator chooses to bait
an overbearing acquaintance and so,

expatiated upon the beauty of the Coca-
Cola bottle, curved and dusky like some
Gauguin painting of a South Sea maiden,
upon the purity of its contents, its ubiquity
in space, its symbolic evocations — a little
torchless Statue of Liberty. I had wantonly
poetized thereon, rhapsodized; and the
more lyrical I became , . .

But this deliberate overplay comes
dangerously close to parody of the novel
— "purity . . . ubiquity . . . symbolic
evocations . . . wantonly poetized . . .
rhapsodized . . . lyrical." So it all is, and,
just as a coke bottle is too inconsequential
to merit such a style, so the style be-
comes an evocative substitute for per-
ceptions because the author has set him-
self a scene, an action and an aspect of
human history so imposingly large that
no man's capacity for perception can
cope. One is left admiring Klein's cour-
age and seriousness.

WARREN TALLMAN

MOUNTAIN COUNTRY
R. M. PATTERSON. The Buffalo Head. Toronto :

The Macmillan Company of Canada
Limited. 1961. $5.00.

R. M. PATTERSON^ newest book, The
Buffalo Head, sustains the impression he
gave us so modestly in Dangerous River.
He is, indeed, a man of great courage
and sensitivity, endowed with imagina-
tion. With unusual capacity he conveys
his deep feeling for the land of Canada.
It is neither uncommon nor a sign of
our cultural immaturity that English-
born Canadians should still do this
effectively. While our most successful
naturalist-artists were once native Cana-
dians— Roberts, Seton (a Canadian
from his sixth year), and Grove — more
recently, Canadian-born artists and
writer have been drawn to the social
and cultural scene. The best naturalist-
artists are now frequently drawn from
outside the country: Roderick Haig-
Brown, Arthur Lismer, and Marjorie
Pigott, for example. Patterson, indeed,
betrays little interest in the Canadian
scene beyond his powerful evocation of
the spirit of the Rockies and the North-
west.

On the other hand, he now tells us
more explicitly something of himself. In
Dangerous River we were as intrigued
by his diffidence as by his descriptions of
nature and adventure. Now, we have a
chance to know him better. Patterson
spent his earliest years in Ireland, where
his father was editor of "a strongly pro-
English Dublin newspaper". United in
their adventurous spirits, the two were
divided by the father's decision to don
khaki in South Africa. They met again
briefly twenty-three years later, years
during which Patterson lived in Northern
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England scanning "the Distant Hills"
and reading of the Canada of Cham-
plain, Frontenac, and of Jack London.
Leaving school in 1917, Patterson soon
became an active artillery officer and was
almost immediately captured and con-
fined in Silesia, where once more the
hills beckoned to an adventurous spirit.
The bonds of this imprisonment were
hardly burst when, after climbing the
mountains of the Continent and "skim-
ming the cream off Oxford" for a good
second, he was entered as a probationer
in the Bank of England. Within months,
Patterson had fled this new "desert of
stone", striking out for Canada and the
Peace River country.

Yet, despite his success in homestead-
ing, hunting, and trapping, Patterson was
not finally at peace (he was never at
rest) until he returned to the mountains.
In the foothills of the Rockies, west of
High River, Alberta, on the eastern slope
of the Continental Divide, he purchased
the Buffalo Head ranch, his home from
the early thirties until after World War
II. The account of his life as a rancher is
witty, filled with interesting details and
colour drawn from a close observation
of men and of animals. But this is not
enough to give the book its special value.

The Buffalo was not a ranch alone : it
was an advance base for grand adven-
ture and discovery in a wild and beauti-
ful mountain country. Perhaps no one
since Frank Smythe (of whom Patterson
is obviously an admirer) has succeeded
so well in describing the peculiar attrac-
tion of the mountains. Even the names
of his new surroundings were poetic and
seductive: the Valley of the Elk, Misty
Mountain, the Pass in the Clouds, the
mountain meadow of Nyahé-ya-nibi, the
Warship.

Those distant mountains had a way of
beckoning to you, and it was so easy just
to saddle a couple of horses and hit the
trail . . .

On the trail, Patterson takes you to the
heart of the mountains and into an
adventure of the spirit as well as of the
body. Stories of drama, courage, peril,
resourcefulness are there to stir the heart.
But the intriguing quality of the book
lies in the contrast between such raw
tales and the extraordinarily vivid and
sensitive description of sylvan and pas-
toral scenes — in the mountain meadows
with their carpets of alpine flowers and
in gazing down the long vistas of an un-
touched mountain world.

Patterson reminds one of another
Canadian romanticist and adventurer:
Captain Joshua Slocum, the writer of
that little classic, Sailing Alone Around
the World. They share a gift for coura-
geous discovery, for blunt virile narrative,
and for poetic description. Like Slocum's,
Patterson's style in uneven, sometimes
awkward, but at its best it is precise,
graphic and moving. With Slocum, too,
Patterson can impart the force of his
preoccupation with the lonely places and
with an independent spirit.

I had found, close to home, the true un-
touched wilderness of the wild hills. That,
in times of stress, was what held me there
on the Buffalo Head. That was what made
a settled life possible for one whose con-
ception of the perfect home was a camp.

The tragic climax of Patterson's story
of his love for these mountains was the
Phillips fire of 1936, which engulfed
much of his wild retreat. The drama
and pathos in his description of this
wholesale destruction might have made
a bitter ending to his saga. Instead, the
book ends on a note of hope, great cour-
age, and adventure with a tale of their
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final departure from their beloved foot-
hills country. One October day in the
forties, Patterson and his wife, with five
horses, began a daring journey across
the snow-filled passes of the Rockies and
the Continental Divide to the Columbia
Valley in British Columbia. Although
their trail did not end there, it was a
typical outing for Patterson, climaxed
characteristically by a cup of tea in the
hotel at Radium Hot Springs.

ALAN WILSON

CANADIAN
REALPOLITIK
JAMES EAYRS: Northern Approaches: Can-

ada and the Search for Peace. Macmillan.
$4-25-

CANADA'S EXTREME poverty in "the liter-
ature of politics" is the lament of the edi-
torial in Canadian Literature, Autumn,
1961; with few exceptions (Goldwin
Smith, Henri Bourassa, the Abbé Groulx,
and F. H. Underhill are cited) writers
on politics in this country have been dis-
tinguished for "the suetty texture" of
their prose and their "almost obsessive
tendency . . . to deal in abstractions. . . ."
Who can deny that these strictures are
well-founded? But here is another excep-
tion. Professor Eayrs' discussion of Can-
ada's relations with other political entities
of varying degrees of solidity — the U.N.,
N.A.T.O., the Commonwealth — be-
longs to the literature of politics. His
prose is anything but "suetty" and he
abjures abstractions in a grim determi-
nation to look unflinchingly at the
horrors of the nuclear age.

Some of the material in this volume
has been published before or presented

in public addresses between the autumn
of 1957 and the spring of i960, but
much of it is new. In the latter category
there is an interesting essay on Canadian-
Soviet relations in the 1920's, based
largely on the Mackenzie King papers,
which historians will probably find the
most permanently valuable part of the
book. The attention of current readers
will be focussed on the chapters dealing
with Canada's role in a world distress-
ingly different from the familiar one in
which Canadians, often erroneously, saw
their country as the reconciler of Anglo-
American interests, and the worst night-
mare for our minister of external affairs
was one "wherein hinges broke, linch
pins snaped, and bridges fell into the
sea". One of the merits of this book is
that it makes so abundantly clear the
irrelevance of the clichés of that older
era in the uncharted world of the balance
of terror.

Professor Eayrs rejects any policy of
disengagement, and Canadian unilateral
disarmers and neutralists will find here
a forceful presentation of the arguments
they must answer if they are to win
Canadians to their cause. In Professor
Eayrs' view the devil in most Canadian
discussion of defence policy is a pre-
occupation with Canadian-American re-
lations which obscures the fact that it is
the Soviet Union, not the United States,
which is our chief problem; and the
primary fact about Soviet policy, he con-
tends, is that it is aimed at the domi-
nation of the world, by force if necessary.
Add to this Canada's unique geographi-
cal position on the northern approaches
from Russia to the United States, plus
the conviction that the Great Deterrent
really deters, and our course is clear: we
have no alternative but to do everything
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in our power to strengthen the defence
system centred in the United States. In
practical terms this means that Canada
must open her territory and territorial
waters to American retaliatory missiles
and anti-missile defences and must take
civil defence seriously. Yet armed might
is not our sole weapon; improved politi-
cal communication with the Communist
world must be seen as part of the policy
of deterrence. Thus Professor Eayrs
argues convincingly for Canadian recog-
nition of Communist China and against
American policy in Cuba.

One question is passed over rather
lightly: is it obvious, as Professor Eayrs
suggests, that there is no practical possi-
bility of limiting the "nuclear club" and
that the rejection of nuclear weapons by
Canada would be of no effect whatever?
Perhaps the logic of realpolitik has some
limitations?

MARGARET PRANG

DOUBLE FACES
OF KINGS
DARYL HIÑE. The Devil's Picture Book.

Abelard-Schuman.

EVEN THE TITLE IMAGE of The Devil's
Picture Book, by Daryl Hine, is multiple
and extending. An old name for playing
cards, it recalls the double faces of kings,
queen, knaves — all mirrored, all right
side up and upside down, no matter how
they are held. It recalls the older names
for cards — the King's Book, le livre des
quatre rois — and the reproving mockery,
in this Presbyterian variant, which we
now mock. The title suggests,, then, dual-
ity, diversion and moral judgment, all
commented on by contemporary detach-

ment and also by the continuity of
human memory. More obviously, The
Devil's Picture Book is a demonic primer.
Its poems are short, short-lined, rhymed,
strongly related in theme. In a tight,
closely worked book about the darkness
out of and into which man is led, even
pictures of terrible division or cancel-
lation are wry, ordered, intelligent.

The title poem (which is put at the
end) makes a connection between
"poetry's demonic tongue" and wit. In
that poem "the Old Instructor tries / To
teach a patient girl to name / The senti-
mental verities." She will not learn. "She
does not see, she says, what life / Sharp-
ness has apart from knife, / Nor why de-
parture spells return." While these two,
in stale and endless argument, dispute
"the terror of the verb To Be," all
around them the objects from which one
might begin to learn "loom / Crude with
incredulity." It is because of the failure
of "our common education" that we
have been "stung / By poetry's demonic
tongue : / Where faith was feeling, wit
prevailed."

In this comment on faith as nothing
but feeling, on wit as stronger than such
a faith but also thin, also partial, there
is a recollection of the first poems in the
book. "The Suitor" mocks not only the
"ill-controlled", "unashamed", "absurd"
passion of his rival but also his own
"facile and articulate" song. "The
Double-Goer" (image of death in life)
is "so split and halved and twain" in
every part that he is confused in object
and in aim; nevertheless^ this is man's
real condition. The one-sailed ship is
bound to be "wrecked and lost away",
since the sea on which it tosses is a
divided sea.

Some of the richest images of duality
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in this Devil's Picture Book are its kings
and queens: Osiris, Orpheus, Dionysus,
Proserpina, Circe — figures of dismem 
berment and the dark journey. Torn,
silenced, exiled, they are also reborn,
singing, sown like seed, and in these
poems stand fully paradoxical. The de 
scent into the underworlds serves the
purposes of life; the dismembered god is
the god of fertility; but the torn body
always bleeds and the queen of darkness
is "far fallen from the natural air /  And
possibility of spring." There are two
poems of Osiris: "Osiris D ismembered"
and "Osiris Remembered." The first one
ends, "C an you tell me, with your torn 
out tongue, / I s it light you look for
under the horizon?" and the second be 
gins, "Th e form of myth is like the life
of dream, /  N othing occurs save with
significance." D eparture does spell re 
turn, but the return, "begemmed and
thunderous", is "F atal with the wheels'
empurpled noise."

These are intelligent and passionate
poems, often wry, sometimes gay and ele 
gant, sometimes, as in "T h e Destruction
of Sodom", informed by wit. ("All love
deserves the epitaph 'Perversion', /  Being
unnaturally concerned, like physics, with
foreign bodies, /  Inseparable from their
uses and abuses.") They are difficult.
There are some uncertainties of tone or
rhythm. But the intensity and power of
the book are remarkable. This is an
important work.

H . W. SON TH OF F

ESSENCE OF CITY
Written and edited by Pierre Berton; photo 

graphed by H enri Rossier. The New City.
Macmillan. $7.50.

T H I S "N O BOOK" (Time Magazine's
word for reprints, anthologies, picture
books, and other publisher's pap) misses
the point of every big city in general, and
Toronto in particular. The pictures seem
to say that everything that happens in
Toronto happens at the C.N .E., the race
track and in the darker crevices of Jarvis
Street's sin strip. And what is it that
happens there? N othing very interesting.
Nevertheless, the poor photography not 
withstanding, if the eight essays which
make up the text (a total of no more
than fifty normal pages), together with a
few of the better photographs, had been
published in eight separate installments
of a national Sunday supplement, the
series might have won some distinction;
since, as a journalistic record of a con 
temporary event — the metamorphosis of
a big city — it has a certain value. Like
the briefcases and electric razors which
Berton predicts will be studied by the
future archaeologists of D on Mills, this
book will be a must for lecturers speak 
ing to twenty first century ladies' clubs.
The present day historian, sociologist and
city planner will find little to help him
un derstan d any bet ter th e complex
organism of the new city, but he might
be moved to consult the author further
about some of his intriguing undocu 
mented references and half told anec 
dotes.

The information that is offered is
strictly for the     discriminating reader.
For instance, in the section called "Th e
G ilded G hetto," we read: "But, only in
Forest H ill, could you have a Jewish
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high school student write an article for
the school paper on Jewish anti-Gentilism
and have it rejected by a Gentile
teacher." This ambiguous morass of
dubious human motivation, hopelessly
entangled, is thus deftly leapt over with
a grin which looks something like a
sneer, but we can't tell which.

The author chides the Old Toron-
tonian as a crusty, snobbish, but faintly
superior person, who frets about the
immigrants, the rise of apartment house
living and good restaurants, with all that
this implies in terms of instability and
the declasse activity of "eating out". He
tells us that the new immigrants are the
ones who are not only facing the new
city, but encouraging its growth, making
something of it, and loving it in a way
that no Old Torontonian ever did.

Yet, neither the writer nor the illus-
trator discover for us the essence of big
city Toronto, the vitality of its shopping
streets, its elegant if not beautiful newer
and older architecture, such as its
picturesque Romanesque Revival (not
"Gothic") City Hall, its urbane row
houses on tree-lined streets, shabby but
dignified, or the coldly aristocratic Neo-
Glassic façades of its financial district.
Berton tells us how many art galleries
and museums we can find there, but
gives no hint of the kind of cosmopoli-
tanism that this could imply. The uni-
versity is hardly mentioned, let alone its
life and influence.

One suspects that, in spite of protests
to the contrary, both writer and photo-
grapher still find Toronto, as the writer
admits he found it some years ago, "un-
utterably dull."

ABRAHAM ROGATNICK

SHORT REVIEW
Two NEW BOOKS dealing with special
periods of Canadian history add to the
growing list of interpretations of our
past. In From Sea to Sea (Doubleday,
$6.00), Professor W. G. Hardy gives a
frankly popular account of the forging
of a united Canada between 1850 and
1910; it is a lively, pleasantly opinion-
ated book, full of the kind of curious
detail that makes history readable to the
layman, but judicious also in its broader
judgments. In The Founding of Canada
(Progress Books, paper $3.00, cloth
$5.00), Stanley B. Ryerson presents "a
Marxist interpretation of Canadian his-
tory", taking us from the days of the
trilobites to 1815. The viewpoint follows
the line for the 1960's; and the accepted
authorities are well quoted. Lenin ap-
pears in the index as often as Frontenac
and Marx more often than Mackenzie.
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Night. London, G. Roland, 1961. 186 p.

MiRvisH, ROBERT FRANKLIN. Dust on the Sea.
London, A. Redmond, i960. 251 p.

MITCHELL, w. o. Jake and the Kid. Toronto,
Macmillan, 1961. 184 p.

MONSARRAT, NICHOLAS. The Nylon Pirates.
London, Cassell, i960. 313 p.

—. The White Rajah. London, Castle, 1961.
406 p.

O'GRADY, ROHAN. (pseud, of June Skinner)
O'Houlihan's Jest. Toronto, Doubleday,
1961. 192 p.

osTENSo, MARTHA. Wild Geese. Introduction
by Carlyle King; General Editor: Mal-
colm Ross. Toronto, McClelland & Stewart,
1961. 239 p. (New Canadian Library, No.
18).

PACEY, DESMOND, ed. A Book of Canadian
Stories. Revised edition. Toronto, Ryerson,
1961. 314 p.

PENFiELD, WILDER GRAVES. The Torch. To-
ronto, Little, Brown, i960. 370 p.

PENNiNGTON, RICHARD. (supposed author)
Peterley Harvest; the Private Diary of
David Peterley Now for the First Time
Printed. London, Hutchinson, i960. 285 p.

ROY, GABRiELLE. Where Nest the Water Hen.
Translated by Harry L. Binsse; Introduc-
tion: Gordon Roper; General Editor:
Malcolm Ross. Toronto, McClelland &
Stewart, 1961. 160 p. (New Canadian
Library, No. 25).

SAUNDERS, ROY. Qjueen of the River. London,
Oldbourne Press, 1961. 160 p.

SCOTT, MARjORiE. Return to Today. Toronto,
McClelland & Stewart, 1961. 213 p.

SERVICE, ROBERT WILLIAM. The Trail of 'g8.
London, Landsborough Publications, i960.
254 p. First published London, E. Benn,
New York, Dodd, Mead, 1911.

SHIPLEY, NANCY ( SOMMERVILLE) . Whistle on
the Wind. New York, F. Fell, 1961. 221 p.

SKINNER, MRS. JUNE see Rohan O'Grady
pseud.

STEELE, HARWOOD. The Red Serge. Toronto,
Ryerson, 1961. 265 p.

STiLMAN, ABRAM. Mariette; a Novel. Toronto,
Burns & MacEachern, 1961.

WEAVER, ROBERT, ed. Ten for Wednesday
Night; a Collection of Short Stories Pre-
sented for Broadcast by C.B.C. Wednesday
Night. Toronto, McClelland & Stewart,
1961. 191 p.
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WEINTRAUB, WILLIAM. Why Rock the Boat.
Toronto, Little, Brown, 1961. 218 p.

WILSON, ETHEL. The Innocent Traveller. Re-
printed. Toronto, Macmillan, 1961. 277 p.

—. Mrs. Golightly and Other Stories. Toronto,
Macmillan, 1961. 209 p.

WYLLiE, JOHN. Down Will Come the Sky.
London, Seeker & Warburg, 1961.

YOUNG, PATRICIA LUCY. Taffy. London, Ward
Lock, 1961. 189 p.

POETRY
ACORN, MILTON. Against a League of Liars.

Toronto, Hawkshead Press, 1961. 1 sheet.
ATWOOD, MARGARET ELEANOR. Double Perse-

phone. Toronto, Hawkshead Press, 1961.
16 p. (Market Book Series, Book 1).

Beyond the High Hills: A Book of Eskimo
Poems. Toronto, Neilson, Foster, 1961.
32 p.

BOURiNOT, ARTHUR STANLEY. Paul Bunyan,
Three Lincoln Poems, and Other Verse.
Ottawa. Privately printed, 1961. 40 p.

A Canadian Anthology; Poems from 'The
Fiddelhead', 1945-1959. The Fiddlehead,
Fall 1961. 76 p.

COHEN, LEONARD NORMAN. The SpÍce-ΒθΧ of
Earth. Toronto, McClelland & Stewart,
1961. 99 p.

DONNELL, DAVID A. Poems. Thornhill, Ont.
Village Press, 1961. 27 p.

F I N C H , ROBERT DUER CLAYDON. Ac'lS in Ox 
ford, and Other Poems. Toronto, Uni 
versity of Toronto Press, 1961. 46 p. (First
published in a limited edition printed
privately at the New Bodleian, Oxford,
1959)·

—. Dover Beach Revisited and Other Poems.
Toronto, Macmillan, 1961. 111 p.

HALLAM, ROBERT KAY. The Scarecrow Said
and Other Poems. London, Press of Villiers
Publications Ltd., 1961. 80 p.

JON E S, D. G. The Sun is Axeman. Toronto,
University of Toronto Press, 1961. 80 p.

KERRIGAN, HILDA MARY. A Dream, A Prayer.
Philadelphia, Dorrance, 1961. 32 p. (Con 
temporary Poets of Dorrance, 530).

LAYTON, IRVING. The Swinging Flesh. To 
ronto, McClelland & Stewart, 1961. 189 p.

MANDEL, ELi AND JEAN GUY PILON, ed. Poetry
62. Toronto, Ryerson, 1961. 116 p.

MOscoviTCH, HENRY. The Laughing Storm.
Montreal, T h e P rom ethean Publishing
House, 1961. 45 p.

MUNRO, KATHRYN. Collected Poems. Toronto,
Burns & MacEachern, 1961. 292 p.

NOWLAN, ALDEN A. Under the Ice. Toronto,
Ryerson, 1961. 44 p.

OUTRAM, RICHARD. Eight Poems. Toronto,
Tortoise Press, 1959. 8 p.

POOLE, D. G. Three Days. London, England,
Mitre Press, 1961. 155 p.

ROBERTS, DOROTHY. Twice to Flame. Toronto,
Ryerson, 1961. 58 p.

SRZEN TICH , MIRKO. Hot Alphabet. By Mike
Strong (pseud). Toronto, Hawkshead Press,
1960, folder 8 p. unnumbered.

STRONG, MIKE, pseud of Mirko Srzentich.
WEBB, PH YLLIS. Τ wo New Poems. Vancouver,

Pica Press, 1961. Broadsheet 1 p.

DRAMA
G E LI N AS, GRATiEN. Bousille and the Just.

Translated from the French by Kenneth
Johnson. Toronto, Clarke, Irwin, 1961.
104 p.

KOCH , ERIC AND VINCENT TOVELL. SuCCeSS of
a Mission : Lord Durham in Canada; a
Play for Television. With J. T. Saywell,
historical adviser. Toronto, Clarke, Irwin,
1961. 62 p.

REEVES, JO H N . A Beach of Strangers. Toronto,
Oxford University Press, 1961. 104 p.

ESSAYS
MACLENNAN, H U G H . Seven Rivers of Canada.

Toronto, Macmillan, 1961. 1 70 p.
RU SSELL, FOSTER MEHARRY. One Small Drop

of Ink; Essays from an Editor's Scratch
Pad. New York, Exposition Press, 1961.
251 P 

HUMOUR
ALLEN, ROBERT TH OMAS. When Toronto Was

For Kids. Toronto, McClelland & Stewart,
1961. 119 p.

LEACOCK, STEPH EN BUTLER. Laugh With Lea 
cock; an Anthology of the Best Work of
Stephen Leacock. New York, Dodd, Mead,
1961. 339 P·
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—. My Discovery of England. Introduction:
George Whalley; General Editor: Malcolm
Ross. Toronto, McClelland & Stewart,
1961. 197 p. (New Canadian Library, No.
28).

—. Perfect Lover's Guide, and Other Stories.
Second edition. Moscow, Foreign Languages
Publication House, i960. 350 p. Introduc-
tion and notes in Russian. Compiled and
with notes by I. Manenok; Introduction by
N. Mikhalskia.

—. Sunshine Sketches of a Little Town. Pre-
face by Malcolm Ross; General Editor:
Malcolm Ross. Toronto, McClelland &
Stewart, i960. 153 p. (New Canadian
Library, No. 15).

—·. The Unicorn Leacock. Edited by James
Reeves. London, Hutchinson Educational,
i960. 191 p. (Unicorn Books).

MccuLLOGH, THOMAS. The Stepsure Letters.
Introduction: H. Northrop F rye; General
Editor: Malcolm Ross. Toronto, McClel-
land & Stewart, 1961. 159 p. (New Cana-
dian Library, No. 16).

NicoL, ERIC PATRICK. History of Canada.
Montreal, D. Hackett, 1961. lv. (unpaged).

NICOL, ERIC PATRICK AND PETER WHALLEY
Say Uncle. Toronto, Ryerson, 1961. 96 p.

—. An Uninhibited History of Canada. Re-
vised edition. Gardenvale, Que. Harpell's
Press, 1961. 88 p.

SMITH, DOUG. Memoirs of an Old Sweat.
Vancouver, Doug Smith & Co. Ltd., 1961.

154 p·

BIOGRAPHY
ANDERSON, j . w. The Fur Trader's Story.

Foreword by Lord Tweedsmuir. Toronto,
Ryerson, 1961. 245 p.

ANDERSON, WILLIAM ASHLEY. Angel of the
Hudson Bay; the True Story of Maud
Watt. Toronto, Clarke, Irwin, 1961. 217 p.

BEAVERBROOK, LORD. Courage; the story of
Sir James Dunn. Fredericton, N.B., Bruns-
wick Press, 1961. 280 p.

BERTON, LAURA BEATRICE (THOMPSON). /
Married the Klondike. With a preface by
Robert Service. Toronto, McClelland &
Stewart, 1961. 231 p.

BOYLE, HARRY j . Mostly in Clover. Toronto,
Clarke, Irwin, 1961. 227 p.

CHALMERS, JOHN WEST. Fur Trade Governor,
George Simpson, 1820-1860. Edmonton,
Institute of Applied Art, i960. 190 p.

CONGER, LESLEY, (pseud, of Mrs. Shirley
Suttles). Love and Peanut Butter. Toronto,
George J. McLeod, 1961. 235 p.

CORBETT, E. A. Sidney Earle Smith. Toronto,
University of Toronto Press, 1961. 80 p.

Critch! The Memoirs of Brig.-Gen. A. C. Crit-
chley. Toronto, Nelson, Foster & Scott,
1961. 256 p.

HAGELUND, WILLIAM ARNOLD. Flying the
Chase Flag. Toronto, Ryerson, 1961. 194 p.

HJALMARSON, GLENN KRISTJAN. Just Call Us
Bandits. Toronto, Longmans, 1961. 190 p.

HUNTER, JAMES H. A Flame of Fire. Toronto,
Evangelical Publishers, 1961. 320 p.

LANDON, FRED. An Exile From Canada. To-
ronto, Longmans, i960. 321 p.

MURPHY, BEL VA GENE (ATKINSON). At Home
with the Murphys. Chicago, Moody Press,
1959. 127 p.

O'BRIEN, ANDY. Rocket Richard. Toronto,
Ryerson, 1961. 134 p.

THE
VANCOUVER
STATIONERS

LTD.

Printing
Lithography
Commercial
Stationery
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3642 COMMERCIAL DRIVE,
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OSLER, EDMUND BOYD. The Man Who Had
to Hang: Louis Riel. Toronto, Longmans,
G reen, 1961. 320 p.

PATTERSON, R. M. The Buffalo Head. Toronto,
Macmillan, 1961. 273 p.

PORTER, MCKENZIE. Overture to Victoria.
Toronto, Longmans, Green, 1961. 204 p.

RADIS SON , PIERRE ESPRIT. The Explorations of
Pierre Esprit Radisson. From the original
manuscript in the Bodleian Library and
the British Museum. Arthur T. Adams,
editor. Loren Kallsen, modernizer. Minnea 
polis, Ross & Haines, 1961. 258 p.

RICHARDSON, EVELYN M. We Keep a Light.
Toronto, Ryerson, 1961. 272 p.

STEELE, CHARLES FRANK. Prairie Editor; the
Life and Times of Buchanan of Lethbridge.
Foreword by Arthur R. Ford. Toronto,
Ryerson, 1961. 196 p.

WORTHINGTON, CLARA ELLEN ( D I G N U M ) .
"Worthy"; a Biography of Major General
F. F. Worthington,   . ,  .  ,  . ., by
Larry Worthington. Toronto, Macmillan,
1961. 236 p.

YOUNG, PH YLLIS BRETT. Anything Could Hap 
pen! Toronto, Longmans, G reen, 1961.
236 p.

JUVENILES
AYRE, ROBERT. Sketco the Raven. Toronto,

Macmillan, 1961. 183 p.
BERRiLL, JACQUELIN E. Wonders of the Arctic.

New York, Dodd Mead, 1959.
BERTON, PIERRE. The Secret World of Og.

Toronto, McClelland & Stewart, 1961.
147 p.

BOYLE, JOYCE. Adventuring with David.
Nashville, Tennessee, Abingdon Press, 1961.
96 p.

CHIPPERFIELD, JOSE P H Ε. Seokoo. Toronto,
Nelson, Foster & Scott, 1961. 144 p.

COOK, LYN. The Road to Kip's Cove. To 
ronto, Macmillan, 1961. 222 p.

CRISP, WILLIAM GEORGE. Trial by Ice. To 
ronto, Longmans, Green, 1961. 140 p.

DAEM, MARY (BAN N ERMAN ). The Whistling
Mountain. Toronto, Abelard Schuman,
i960. 154 p.

DONOVAN, EDWARD JOSEP H . Adventure on
Ghost River. New York, Duell, Sloan &
Pearce, i960. 150 p.

FERG USON, ROBERT DOUGLAS. Fur Trader; the
Story of Alexander Henry. Toronto, Mac 
millan, 1961. 159 p. (G reat Stories of
Canada, N o. 23).

GRANNAN, MARY EVELYN. Maggie Muggins
Gives a Party. Toronto, T. Allen, 1961.
153 p·

HOLLiDAY, JOSE P H . Dale of the Mounted,
"Manhunt at the U.N.". Toronto, T. Allen,
1961. 159 p. (Dale of the Mounted, 11).

JEANNERET, MARSH. History's Mystery. To 
ronto, Longmans, 1961. 93 p.

MC KIM, AUDREY. Lexy For Short. Nashville,
Tennessee, Abingdon Press, 1961. 160 p.

—. Thorny's Hideaway. Toronto, T . Nelson,
1961. 147 p.

MOWAT, FARLEY. Owls in the Family. Toronto,
Little, Brown, 1961. 107 p.

PEARSON, CAROL. Brown Paws and Green
Thumbs. Toronto, Clarke, Irwin, 1961.
216 p.

REYN OLDS, H ELEN MARY GREENWOOD (CAM P 
BE LL) . Summer of Surprise. New York,
Funk & Wagnalls, i960. 186 p.

RINGWOOD, M R S. GWEN PHARis. Younger
Brother. Toronto, Longmans, Green, 1959.
213 p.

RITCH IE,  .  . The First Canadian: The Story
of Champlain. Toronto, Macmillan, 1961.
156 p. (G reat Stories of Canada, No. 24).

VERRAL, CHARLES SPAIN . The Case of the
Misssing Message. New York, Golden Press,
1959. 188 p.

—. Smokey and His Animal Friends. New
York, Golden Press, i960. 24 p. (A Little
Golden Book).

—. The Winning Quarterback. New York,
T.Y. Crowell Co., i960. 248 p.

WEEKES, MARY. The Silver Pelt. London,
Blackie, i960. 174 p.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
BELL, iNGLis FREEMAN, ed. Canadian Litera 

t u r e — i960: A Checklist. Canadian Litera 
ture No. 7:86 104, Winter 1961.

CANADA FOUNDATION. Canadian Cultural Pub 
lications; English Language List. Revised
March 1961. Ottawa, Canada Foundation
and Canadian Citizenship Council, 1961.
6 p.
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Canadian Index to Periodicals and Docu-
mentary Films, v. 13; IQ6O. Ottawa, Cana-
dian Library Association, Association cana-
dienne des bibliothèques and, et National
Library of Canada, Bibliothèque nationale
du Canada, 1961. 292 p.

Canadian Index to Periodicals and Docu-
mentary Films, v. 14, no. 1-6; Jan.-June
1961. Ottawa, Canadian Library Associa-
tion, Association canadienne des bibliothè-
ques, 1961. 176 p.

CANADIAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. YOUNG
PEOPLE'S SECTION. Canadian Books; a Selec-
tion of Books for Young People's Libraries,
Compiled by the Committee on Canadian
Books. 5th; 1959. Ottawa, Canadian Library
Association, i960.

HARPER, J. RUSSELL. Historical Directory of
New Brunswick Newspapers and Periodicals.
Foreword by Desmond Pacey. Fredericton,
University of New Brunswick, 1961. 121 p.

ROME, DAVID,     . A Selected Bibliography
of Jewish Canadiana. Montreal, Canadian
Jewish Congress and Jewish Public Library,
!959  ! v · (unpaged).

STAINSBY, DONALD. The Press and Literature:
Canadian Book Pages. Canadian Literature
No. 10:62 65, Autumn 1961.

WATT, FRANK w. Early Canadiana. The Book
Collector 10:28 39, Spring 1961.

—. Letters in Canada: i960. University of
Toronto Quarterly 30:379 519, July 1961.

BOOKS AND READING
The Art Directors' Annual #12. Toronto,

McClelland & Stewart, 1961. 81 p.
CASEY, PAÚL c. The Casey Judgement.

Tamarack Review 21:58-70, Autumn 1961.
GRENBY, LOUIS. Printing in British Columbia.

British Columbia Library Quarterly 25:4-
11, October 1961.

GUNDY, H. p. National Library for Canada —
a Record and a Promise. Canadian Library
17:170-177, January 1961.

HARMAN, ELEANOR, ed. The University as
Publisher. Toronto, University of Toronto
Press, 1961. 174 p.

IRONSIDE, D. j . Libraries and Adult Education.
Food For Thought 21:341-344, May-June
1961.

NUTTALL, j . w. Nothing to Read in Our

Public Schools. Saturday Night 76:33-34,
October 28, 1961.

SHAW, RALPH ROBERT. Libraries of Metro-
politan Toronto; A Study of Library Ser-
vice Prepared for the Library Trustees'
Council of Toronto and District. Toronto,
Library Trustees' Council of Toronto and
District, i960. 98 p.

TOYE, WILLIAM. Complacency or Urgency?
Ontario Library Review 45:97-99, May
1961.

VANsiCKLE, REATA M. Adequate Library Ser-
vice for Children — What IS it? Ontario
Library Review 45:104-107, May 1961.

WEAVER, ROBERT L. Lady Chatterley and All
That. Tamarack Review No. 21: 49-57,
Autumn 1961.

PERIODICALS
NEW TITLES

Cataract. Vol. 1, No. 1; [i960?] 4975 Isabella
Ave., Montreal, P.Q.

Exchange; A Canadian Review of Contempo-
rary Thought. No. 1; November 1961; 1559
Pine Avenue West, Montreal 25.

Evidence. Issue i · Spring 1961; 672 Bay
Street, Toronto.

Inscape; a Quarterly Review of Literature
and Literary Criticism. Edited by the Hop-
kins Club, Department of English, Faculty
of Arts, University of Ottawa, Issue 1 ;
Spring 1959.

Jargon. No. 1, 1958-1959; University of
Toronto, Toronto, Ontario.

Pacific Profile, v.l., no. 1; Fall 1961; 1368
Dyck Rd., North Vancouver, B.C.

HISTORY AND CRITICISM
Are Canadian Magazines Doomed by U.S.A.?

Western Business and Industry 35:64-65,
January 1961.

Canada Council and the Canadian Forum.
Canadian Forum 41:75, July 1961.

CANADA. ROYAL COMMISSION ON FUBLICA-
TiONS. Report. Ottawa, Queen's Printer,
1961. 263 p.

COLOMBO, j . R. Evidence: a Quarterly Edited
by Kenneth Craig; Issue Two; Review
Article. Canadian Forum 41: 72, June, 1961.

EVANS, j . A. s. O'Leary Report. Canadian
Forum 41:97-98, August 1961.
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MACLENNAN, H U G H . . . . Personal Brief to the
Royal Commission on Publications . . .
Canadian Library 17:235 242, March 1961.

Mr. O'Leary and the Sacred Cow. Western
Business and Industry 35:18, September
1961.

O'Leary Report. Canadian Commentator 5 :
23 24, October 1961.

O'Leary Report on Publications. World Affairs
27:16, September 1961.

On Behalf of Canada's Cultural Magazines.
Canadian Art 18:126 127, March April
1961.

A Record Writ in Air. Canadian Literature
No. 7:3 5, Winter 1961.

RODGERS, R. s. What O'Leary Really Wanted.
Saturday Night 76:25 26, November 25,
1961.

Royal Commission on Publications. Atlantic
Advocate 51:12 14, 16, December i960.

STEP H EN S, DONALD. Protection of Mediocrity:
The Royal Commission on Publications.
Canadian Literature No. 10:91 92, Autumn
1961.

WEAVER, ROBERT L. Notes on a Royal Com 
mission. Tamarack Review No. 18:41 51,
Winter 1961.

LANGUAGE
cox, D. M. Canadian Bilingualism. Culture

22 : 185 190, juin 1961.
O'BRIEN, R. A. Poverty of Canadian English.

Canadian Commentator 5:22 23, Septem 
ber 1961.

LITERARY HISTORY
AND CRITICISM

G EN ERAL
BROWN, Ε. κ. The Problem of a Canadian

Literature. In A. J. M. Smith, ed. Masks
of Fiction. Introduction: A. J. M. Smith;
G eneral Editor: Malcolm Ross. Toronto,
McClelland & Stewart, 1961. 40 52. (New
Canadian Library Original 02).

Canadian Conference of the Arts. Canadian
Art 18:286 310, September October 1961.

FULFORD, ROBERT. Cultural F lirtation: Two
Views of the Conference of the Arts.

Canadian Literature No. 9:30 34, Sum 
mer 1961.

LUCHKOviCH, MICHAEL. Racial Integration
and Canadian Literature. Canadian Author
and Bookman 36:14 16, Summer i960.

MCCORMACK, ROBERT. Letter From Toronto.
Canadian Literature No. 7: 54 58, Winter
1961.

PACEY, DESMOND. Creative Writing in Canada.
Revised. Toronto, Ryerson, 1961. 314 p.

ROBBiNS, j . Ε. Massey Commission Recom 
mendations — What has Been Implemented,
1951 1960. Canadian Library 17:184,
January 1961.

STAiNSBY, DONALD. The Press and Literature:
Canadian Book Pages. Canadian Literature
N o. 10:62 65, Autumn 1961.

Tastemakers' Toronto Tea Party; Editorial.
Saturday Night 76:5 6, May 27, 1961.

WATT, FRANK w. The Literature of Canada.
In Alan Lindsey McLeod, ed. The Com 
monwealth Pen. I thaca, N.Y., Cornell U ni 
versity Press, 1961. 11 34.

WATTERS, REGINALD EYRE. Original Relations,
a G enographic Approach to the Literatures
of Canada and Australia. Canadian Litera 
ture No. 7:6 17, Winter 1961.

WEAVER, ROBERT L. Cultural F lirtation: Two
Views of the Conference of the Arts. Cana 
dian Literature N o. 9:34 37, Summer 1961.

WILSON , MILTON. Literature in English. In
John T. Saywell, ed. Canadian Annual
Review for ig6o. Toronto, University of
Toronto Press, 1961. 311 319.

F ICTION
GERSH, G. French Novel Today. Dalhousie

Review 40:532 537, Winter 1960 1961.
M CKEN ZIE, RU TH . Life in a New Land: Notes

on the Immigrant Theme in Canadian
Fiction. Canadian Literature No. 7:24 33,
Winter 1961.

SM ITH , ARTHUR JAMES MARSHALL., ed. Masks
of Fiction : Canadian Critics on Canadian
Prose. Edited and with an Introduction by
A. J. M. Smith; G eneral Editor: Malcolm
Ross. Toronto, McClelland & Stewart, 1961.
J75 P· (New Canadian Library Original
No. 02) .

WATT, FRANK w. Letters in Canada: i960:
Fiction. University of Toronto Quarterly
30:401 416, July 1961.
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POETRY
ROBBiNs, R. c. Defence of Canadian Verse.

Canadian Author and Bookman 36:4-5,
Winter 1960-1961.

SMITH, ARTHUR JAMES MARSHALL. Eclect ic
Detachment: Aspects of Identity in Cana-
dian Poetry. Canadian Literature No. 9 :
6-14, Summer 1961.

WEST, PAÚL. The Unwitting Elegiac: New-
foundland Folk Song. Canadian Literature
No. 7:34-44, Winter 1961.

WILSON, MILTON. Letters in Canada: i960:
Poetry. University of Toronto Quarterly
30:380-401, July 1961.

DRAMA AND THEATRE
BECKWiTH, JOHN. The Performing Arts. In

John T. Saywell, ed. Canadian Annual Re-
view for IQ6O. Toronto, University of To-
ronto Press, 1961. 328-336.

BOOTH, MICHAEL R. Beginnings of Theatre in
British Columbia. Queen's Quarterly 68 :
159-168, Spring 1961.

—. Theatrical Boom in the Kootenays. Beaver
292:42-46, Autumn 1961.

EVANS, j . A. s. Creative Theatre in Canada.
Canadian Commentator 5:23, July-August
1961.

—. Current Canadian Theatre. Canadian
Commentator 5:20-22, May 1961.

—. The Pocket Theatre. Canadian Commen-
tator 5:18-19, February 1961.

—. Theatre in Toronto. Canadian Commen-
tator 4: 12-14, December i960.

GARDNER, D. Canadian Players' Arctic "Lear".
Saturday Night 76:46-47, November 11,
1961.

—. The Crest: Cause For Appraisal and
Celebration. Saturday Night 76:19-21,
March 18, 1961.

HAWORTH, P. Playwrights in Vancouver.
Canadian Literature No. 8:47-50, Spring
1961.

PEARCE, PAT. English Broadcasting: Tele-
vision: In John T. Saywell, ed. Canadian
Annual Review for i960. Toronto, Uni-
versity of Toronto Press, 1961. 358-363.

ROSS, MARY LOWREY. Pulling the Right
Strings. Saturday Night 76:32, September
30, 1961.

SABBOTH, L. Let's Abolish the DDF — Almost!
Saturday Night 76:54, June 10, 1961.

SAINT-DÉNIS, M. j . Drama in Canada. Cana-
dian Commentator 5:23-26, June 1961.

SHOREY, H. Canada Isn't Ready for a National
Theatre. Saturday Night 76:36, February
4, 1961.

WINTER, JACK. Canvas Barricade. Canadian
Commentator 5:2, 16, October 1961.

-—. Theatre in Quebec. In John T. Saywell,
ed. Canadian Annual Review for i960.
Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1961.
  7 342.

JU VE N I LE S
SELBY, JOAN. Landmarks in Canadian His 

torical Fiction for Children. Ontario Library
Review 45:91 96, May 1961.

INDIVIDUAL AUTHORS
ALLAN , TED

DOBBs, KiLDARE. The Man Who Invented
Ted Allan. Maclean's 74:12 13, 33 34,
February 11, 1961.

AVISON, MARGARET
SMITH , ARTHUR JAMES MARSHALL. Critical

Improvisations on Margaret Avison's Winter
Sun. Tamarack Review N o. 18:81 86,
Winter 1961.

BELAN EY, GEORGE STAN SF IELD
pseud: Grey Owl

LEiTCH, A. Trail to an Empty Cabin. Cana 
dian Audubon 23:120 123, September 
October 1961.

CALLAG H AN , MORLEY
MCPHERSON, H U G O. A Tale Retold. Canadian

Literature No. 7:59 61, Winter 1961.
SCOTT, F. R. Lome Pierce Medal: Morley

Callaghan. Royal Society of Canada, Trans 
actions 3d ser 54 (Proceedings) :56 57,
i960.

WATT, FRANK w. M orley C allaghan as
Thinker. In A. J. M. Smith, ed. Masks of
Fiction. Introduction: A. J. M. Smith;
General Editor: Malcolm Ross. Toronto,
McClelland & Stewart, 1961. 116 127.
(New Canadian Library Original 02) .
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CARMAN, BLISS
PACEY, DESMOND. Garland for Bliss Carman.

Atlantic Advocate 51:17, 19-20 + 5 April
1961.

STEPHENS, DONALD. Maritime Myth. Cana-
dian Literature No. 9:38-48, Summer 1961.

CARR, EMILY
FRY, j . Emily Carr's Forgotten Guardian

Eagles. Maclean's 74:42, February 25, 1961.

CLARK, CATHERINE ANTHONY
SELBY, JOAN. Catherine Anthony Clark:

Myth-Maker. British Columbia Library
Quarterly 24:26-31, January 1961.

DA VIES, ROBERTSON
MGPHERsoN, HUGO. The Mask of Satire. In

A. J. M. Smith, ed. Masks of Fiction.
Introduction: A. J. M. Smith; General
Editor: Malcolm Ross. Toronto, McClel-
land & Stewart, 1961. 162-175. (New Cana-
dian Library Original 02).

READ, s. E. A Call to the Clerisy. Canadian
Literature No. 7:65-68, Winter 1961.

STEINBERG, MOSES w. Don Quixote and the
Puppets: Theme and Structure in Robert-
son Davies' Drama. Canadian Literature
No. 7:45-53, Winter 1961.

DUNCAN, SARA JEANNETTE
BURNEss, JEAN F. Sara Jeannette Duncan —

a Neglected Canadian Author. Ontario
Library Review 45:205-206, August 1961.

GREY OWL
pseud, of George Stansfield Belaney.

GROVE, FREDERICK PHILIP
GROVE, FREDERICK PHILIP. In Search of My-

self. In A. J. M. Smith, ed. Masks of Fic-
tion. Introduction: A. J. M. Smith; General
Editor: Malcolm Ross. Toronto, McClel-
land & Stewart, 1961. 14-22. (New Cana-
dian Library Original 02).

GUSTAFSON, RALPH BARKER
DUDEKJ LOUIS. Two Canadian Poets: Ralph

Gustafson and Eli Mandel. Culture 22:
145-151, juin 1961.

MULLIN, s. G. Ralph Gustafson's Poetry. Cul-
ture 22:417-422, décembre 1961.

HAILEY, ARTHUR
How Art Hailey Left Television and Really

Made Good. Maclean's 74:74, November
18, 1961.

HALIBURTON, THOMAS CHANDLER
CHiTTiCK, v. L. o. The Gen-u-ine Yankee. In

A. J. M. Smith, ed. Masks of Fiction. Intro-
duction: A. J. M. Smith; General Editor:
Malcolm Ross. Toronto, McClelland &
Stewart, 1961. 53-80. (New Canadian

Library Original 02).
—. Many-Sided Haliburton. Dalhousie Re-

view 41:194-207, Summer 1961.

HOWE, JOSEPH
LYSYSHYN, j . Joseph Howe Tribune of Nova

Scotia. Atlantic Advocate 51:65-68, April
1961.

KLEIN, ABRAHAM MOSES
STEINBERG, MOSES w. A Twentieth-Century

Pentateuch : The Second Scroll by A. M.
Klein. In A. J. M. Smith, ed. Masks of
Fiction. Introduction: A. J. M. Smith;
General Editor: Malcolm Ross. Toronto,
McClelland & Stewart, 1961. 151-161.
(New Canadian Library Original 02).

LAURENCE, MARGARET
KREISEL, HENRY. The African Stories of

Margaret Laurence. Canadian Forum 41 :
8-10, April 1961.

LEACOCK, STEPHEN
DAVIES, ROBERTSON. On Stephen Leacock. In

A. J. M. Smith, ed. Masks of Fiction. Intro-
duction: A. J. M. Smith; General Editor:
Malcolm Ross. Toronto, McClelland &
Stewart, 1961. 93-114. (New Canadian
Library Original 02).

O'HAGAN, HOWARD. "Stephie". Queen's
Quarterly 68:135-146, Spring 1961.

LOWELL, ROBERT TRAILL SPENCE
DUNBABiN,  . First Newfoundland Novel. Dal 

housie Review 40:462 469, Winter 1960 
1961.

M AC LE N N AN , H U G H
GOETSCH, PAÚL. Das Romanwerk Hugh Mac-

Lennans; eine Studie zum literarischen
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Nationalismus in Kanada. Hamburg, Gruy-
ter, 1961. 140 p.

—. Too Long to the Courtly Muses: Hugh
MacLennan as a Contemporary Writer.
Canadian Literature No. 10: 19-31, Autumn
1961.

MACLENNAN, HUGH. The Story of a Novel.
In A. J. M. Smith, ed. Masks of Fiction.
Introduction: A. J. M. Smith; General
Editor: Malcolm Ross. Toronto, McClel-
land & Stewart, 1961. 33-38. (New Cana-
dian Library Original 02).

WOODCOCK, GEORGE. A Nation's Odyssey: The
Novels of Hugh MacLennan. Canadian
Literature No. 10:7-18, Autumn 1961. Also
in A. J. M. Smith, ed. Masks of Fiction.
Introduction: A. J. M. Smith; General
Editor: Malcolm Ross. Toronto, McClel-
land & Stewart, 1961. 128-140. (New
Canadian Library Original 02).

MANDEL, ELI
DUDEK, LOUIS. Two Canadian Poets: Ralph

Gustaf son and Eli Mandel. Culture 22:
145-151, juin 1961.

MILLER, PETER
MULLiNS, s. G. The Poetry of Peter Miller:

A Critical Review. Culture 21:398-408,
décembre i960.

MONTGOMERY, LUCY MAUD
MiLLEN, MURIEL. Who Was Ephraim Weber?

Queen's Quarterly 68:333-336, Summer
1961.

MOODIE, SUSANNA
MC COURT, EDWARD A. Roughing It With the

Moodies. In A. J. M. Smith, ed. Masks of
Fiction. Introduction: A. J. M. Smith;
General Editor: Malcolm Ross. Toronto,
McClelland & Stewart, 1961. 81-92. (New
Canadian Library Original 02).

MOORE, BRIAN
LUDWIG, JACK. A Mirror of Moore. Cana-

dian Literature No. 7:18-23, Winter 1961.

RICHLER, MORDECAI
RiCHLER, MORDECAI. The Apprenticeship of

Mordecai Richler. Maclean's 74:21, 44-48,
May 20, 1961.

WALKER, DAVID
STOBiE, MARGARET. The Quality of Space.

Canadian Literature No. 7: 69-71, Winter
1961.

WEBB, PHYLLIS JEAN
SONTHOFF, H. w. Structure of Loss: the

Poetry of Phyllis Webb. Canadian Litera-
ture No. 9:15-22, Summer 1961.

WILKINSON, ANNE
SMITH, ARTHUR JAMES MARSHALL. A Read-

ing of Anne Wilkinson. Canadian Litera-
ture No. 10:32-39, Autumn 1961.

WILSON, ETHEL
WILSON, ETHEL. A Cat Among the Falcons.

In A. J. M. Smith, ed. Masks of Fiction.
Introduction: A. J. M. Smith; General
Editor: Malcolm Ross. Toronto, McClel-
land & Stewart, 1961. 23-32. (New Cana-
dian Library Original 02).



FIRST SUPPLEMENT TO
MALCOLM LOWRY BIBLIOGRAPHY

compiled by Earle Birney

Works by Malcolm Lowry
A: SHORT STORIES

AN D NOVELLAS
23. Hear Us  ' Lord from Heaven Thy

Dwelling Place. N.Y., Lippincott, [May]
1961, 283 p. Publisher's Note (2 p .) .
Words and music of Fishermen's Hymn /
From the Isle of Man ( 1 p. ), whose
opening line supplies the book's title.
Seven stories:
(a) The Bravest Boat (A9) p. 13 27.
(b) Through the Panama(Ai6)p. 29 98.
(c) Strange Comfort Afforded by the

Profession (A7) p. 99 113.
(d) Elephant and Colosseum (original of

A20) p. 115 173.
(e) Present Estate of Pompeii (A17)

p. 175 200.
(f) G in and Goldenrod (first publica 

tion) p. 201 214.
(g) The Forest Path to the Spring (A22)

p. 215 283.
24. The Light That Failed Not. The Leys

Fortnightly (Cambridge) 49:165 7, 13
Mar. 1925. Probably his first published
story. First in a series of six (v. below)
published in the journal of his pub 
lic school under pseud. CAMEL (i.e.
 .  . Lfowry]). Ascribed on authority
of M. F. Howard, Careers Master, The
Leys, who has furnished U.B.C.C. with
photostats. See also D7 12, E11 12 below.

25. Travelling Light. A24 49:255 7, 18 Jun.
1925·

26. The Blue Bonnet. A24 50:5 7, 9 Oct.
1925·

27. A Rainy N ight. A24 50:35 40, 23 Oct.
1925 

28. Satan In A Barrel. A24 50:134 8, 12 Feb.
1926.

29. The Repulsive Tragedy Of The Incredu 
lous Englishman. A24 50:255 9, 4 Jun.
1926.

30. In Le Havre. Life & Letters 10:462 6,
Jul. 1934·

31. ["Shortened version" of A22]. Macleans
15 Jul. 1961, p. 18 19, 32 34.

B: NOVELS
14. Debaixo do Vulcao. Lisbon, Livros do

Brasil, May 1961, 389 p. Port. tr. by
Virginia Motta of B2.

C: POETRY
63. A Lament — June 1944. Canadian Liter 

ature 8:20, Spring 1961. "Our house is
dead." Dollarton, rev. England 1957.

64. In Tempest's Tavern. C63:20. "Another
than Wordsworth dropped his live
work." Mexico, 1936 7.

65. [After Publication of "U nder The Vol 
can o"]. C63 21. "Success is like some
horrible disaster." Dollarton, 2 quatrains.
Cp. Hear Us 118.

66. Hypocrisy. 063:21. "I sing the joy of
poverty not such." Dollarton, unfinished.

67. [Lupus In F abula].  6 :22. "Wolf,
wolf, cried the boy in the fable." Mexi 
co? Cp. Vole. 56. This is a different
poem from  14.

68. The D odder. 063 :22 . "T h e early
flowered everlasting." Dollarton, sonnet.

69. Autopsy. 063:23. "An autopsy on this
childhood then reveals." Dollarton.

70. [Strange Type]. 063:23. "I wrote: in
the dark cavern of our birth." Dollarton,
1946.

71. Joseph Conrad. 063:24. "This wrestl 
ing, as of seamen with a storm." Dollar 
ton, 1942 3, sonnet.
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72. The Old Woman Who Buried Cats. 89.
The Leys Fortnightly 51:26 7, 15 Oct.
1926. "There was an old woman who 90.
lived in a nice." Probably his first pub 
lished verse. See above, A24. Pseud. 91.
CAMEL.

73. The Rain Fell Heavily. 072:51:78 9,
26 Nov. 1926. "Among the wet and 92.
sodden grass."

74. [U ntitled]. Charlotte Haldane, /  Bring 93.
Not Peace (see below, IIB33), p. 69.
"here is all the music that's within my
soul." 94.

75. [U ntitled]. 074:262. "Give me the
money."

76. [U ntitled]. 074:263. "Rich man, poor 95.
man, beggarman, thief."

77. To Three In London. Moment (Mont 
real) n .i:g, i960. "I turned my eyes
from the drifting body." Dollarton, 1943. 96.
  . Vole. 108. Originally written for
John Davenport. Lowry's final title was
"Warning from False Cape H orn."

78. Reprint of C2. Moment n.2:7 8, Apr.    

i960.
79. H eat Wave. Hip Pocket Poems n.4 (12) ,

Jun . 1961. "T h e day was not, the q g
morning died of h eat ." D ollarton, two
quatrains.

80. H arpies. G 7 g: ( i 3 ) . Original of C26.
Three quatrains.

81. What Sigbjorn Said. C 7 g: ( i 4 ) . Dollar  9 9 .
ton, sonnet.

82. [The U nborn]. Virginia Quarterly Re 
view 37:396, Summer 1961. "H e wrote
for the dead, but the ubiquitous dead."
Mexico, couplets.

83. There is a metallurgy. 082:397. Mexi  100.
  ? Sonnet.

84. [Poets are godlike]. 082:397. Couplets.
85. The Magic World. Canadian Forum 41: 101.

112, Aug. 1961. "The magic factory
chimneys stand in rows." Dollarton, 102.
C1950.

86. [Song]. 085:112. "Arise, arrogant arse 
mongers." Dollarton? Fragment. 103.

87. [Tashtego Believed R ed]. 085:112. "A
hand comforts held out to one who's
sinking." Mexico, sonnet.

88. N octurne In Burrard Inlet. 085:112. 104.
"Church bells are chiming on the rail."
Dollarton, quatrain.

Doggerel. 085:112 3. "Down at the
bottom of a well." Dollarton.
Those Were The Days. 085:113. Eng 
land, 1957. Orig. title: Bad Poem.
Comfort. Paris Review n .26: 28, Summer 
Fall 1961. "You are not the first man
to have the shakes."
[Mercy of F ire]. 091:28. "But never
fall from fealty to light." Mexico, sonnet.
Death of an Oaxqueñian. 091:29. "So
huge is God's despair." Mexico 1936-7,
villanelle. Cp. with theme of Vole. ch. 8.
[Be Patient for the Wolf]. X 2:85-86,
Aug. 1961. Dollarton, unfinished longer
poem.
[Hebephrene's Steep]. C94:86-87.
"Where do you come from? the land of
Epigram." Mexico, sonnet. Cp. Ultra-
marine 133-137; Vole. 109.
Delirium in Vera Cruz. 094:87. "Where
has tenderness gone, he asked the mir-
ror." Mexico, rev. Dollarton, 1940s,
sonnet.
Reading Don Quixote. 094:87. "A
child, I thought summer would solve
all things." Dollarton   1950, couplets.
From Helsinki to Liverpool with Lum 
ber. Review of English Literature 2,
n.4:37, Oct. 1961. "The old timber
ship steams down the Mersey." Mexico,
sonnet. Cp. Ultramarine 101.
No Kraken Shall Be Found Till Sought
by Name. American Scholar 30:530, Fall
1961. "H ere is the ship, with decks all
holy white." Mexico or earlier. See
Lowry's letter on his meeting with Aiken,
D 4 .
[Foul Acapulco]. Carleton Miscellany 2,
n.4:34, Fall 1961. "Shakespeare should
have come to Acapulco." Mexico, sonnet.
[You think you are a m an ]. 0100:34 
35. Dollarton, 1950s, irreg. quatrains.
Hypocrite! Oxford G rouper! Yahoo!
C ioo:35· "Six demons came and cut."
Dollarton, sonnet.
[Some Sword For M e]. Epoch 11:157,
Fall 1961. "But I shall live when you
are dead and damned—" Mexico? son 
net.
[One Flying Line]. 0103:157 8. "The
gentleness of rain is in the wind."
Mexico.
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105. Correcting Manuscript.  103: 158. "How
are we off for awares?" Dollarton.

106. On Reading Melville's Redburn.  103:
158. "Children brave by day have strange
fears at night." Mexico, MS dated 1936.

107. Injured Choriant Or Paeonic. C103:
159. "The sea." Dollarton, 1940s.

108. Thirty Five Mescals in Cuautla. Minne 
sota Review 2:24 25, Fall 1961. "This
ticking is most terrible of all." Mexico,
MS dated 1937. Cp. Vole. 41, 70,200,
228,337,351.

109. Walk In Canada. Queen's Quarterly 68:
418 9, Autumn 1961. "The diving board
trembles." Begun Dollarton 1940 1, rev.
England 1957, incomplete.

n o . The Western Ocean. 0109:420. "H e
begged his ghost a vision of the sea."
Mexico, rev. Dollarton 1942 3, sonnet.

i n . The Wild Cherry. 0109:420. "We put
a prop beneath the sagging bough."
Dollarton, 1942, sonnet.

112. [Venus]. Western Humanities Review
!5:332> Autumn 1961. "And, when you
go — much as a meteor." Vancouver,
late 1939.

113. [Life in D eath]. 0112:333. "You can 
not, must not, Orpheus, look back, my
soul." Mexico?

114. Look Out! The Bloody Bosun! London
Magazine n.s.i, n.g:2 7, Dec. 1961. "A
ship long laid up is a filthy thing." Early
sonnet. Cp. Ultramarine 65 ff.

115. Byzantium. 0114:27. "—D on 't come any
of that Byzantium stuff." Mexico, sonnet.

116. Visiting The Wreck: An Able Seaman
Explains. 0114:28. "The bosun is a
pimp as white as snow." Early sonnet.

117. Hunger. Northwest Review 5:60, Winter
1962 (i.e. Dec. 1961). "The spirit blows
from the home cliff with gulls." Dollar 
ton   1942, sonnet.

118. [Iron Cities].  117:61. "I ron thoughts
sail out at evening on iron ships."
Mexico   1936, sonnet.

119. [The Doomed in Their Sinking]. C117:
62. "We likened one man to a ship
adrift." Mexico? Sonnet.

120. The Ship Is Turning Homeward. C117:
63. Mexico? Sonnet.

121. S. S. Housman. 0117:64. "The ship lies
black against the wharf." Dollarton.

122. At the Bar. 0117:64. "—D runkards of
salt water, thirsty for disaster." Mexico?

123. [Reprint of Cío]. 0117:65.
124. Wind Blowing through the Shack.

G117:66. "One two three four five six,
and one, seven." Dollarton, early. Cp.
Vole. 236 & Hear Us 253.

125. The Wounded Bat. Ci 17:66. "On a
summer's afternoon, hot." Dollarton. Cp.
Hear Us 149.

126. Eels. 0117:67. "Eels seem to spawn in
the deep dark water." Dollarton, late.

127. [Fragment II]) Ci 17:68. "When I was
young I broke all drinking records."
Early Dollarton, unfinished.

128. Hangover — Reading Rilke, Schnitzler
or Someone. 0117:69. "The worst has
happened: nothing ever was worse."
Mexico? Irreg. sonnet.

129. [No Company But Fear] . Arizona
Quarterly 17:360, Winter 1961. Mexico,
1937·

130. Quartermaster at the Wheel. Dalhousie
Review 41:383, Winter 1961. "The
Harkness light! Another hour spelled
Out." Mexico,   1936.

131. [This Bitterest Coast]. 0130:384. "This
is the end but since it is the en d."
Mexico, rev. Dollarton.

132. [This Dead Letter]. 0130:384 5. "When
I am in the purgatory of the unread."
Dollarton.

!33· [Whirlpool]. 0130:385. "Resurgent sor 
row is a sea in the cave." Dollarton.

D: ARTICLES
7 12. Reports of school matches, esp. grass

hockey, signed C.M.L. The Leys Fort 
nightly 1926 7, v.5o:i4i 3, 158 9, 178 
181, 228 231 ; V.51 :160.

13. Preface to a Novel. Tr. by George Wood 
cock of I D 6. Canadian Literature 9:23 
29, Summer 1961. Dated Sept. 1948.

E: LETTERS
11. Reply to school critics of his stories and

articles. The Leys Fortnightly (see IA24)
50:157 158, 26 F eb. 1926. Signed
CAMEL.
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12. Attack on public school snobs. The Leys
Fortnightly 51:109 110, 16 D ec. 1926.
Signed CAM EL.

13. Original of E5. Canadian Literature 8:
39 42, Spring 1961.

14. Original (complete) of letter of which Eg
is translated extract. E13 p. 42 46.

G: UNPUBLISHED M ATERIAL
19. "Bulls of the Resurrection." Short story.

TS carbon 9 p. Set in G ranada, Spain.
20. "China." Short story. TS carbon 8 p. Set

in a Chinese river port.
21. "G hostkeeper." Short story. TS 15 p,

labelled "first draft, with notes." Set in
Vancouver, 1952.

22. "Noblesse Obliged." Short story outline.
TS 11 ρ with MS notes. Set in Dollarton.

23. "N octurnal G enius." Short story or novella
outline. TS 11 ρ and MS notes. Set in
Vancouver, 1952.

24. "The Ordeal of Sigbjorn Wilderness."
Novel. TS carbon 160 p. Set in Dollar 
ton, 1949.

25. "Shadow." Short story notes. 2000 w. Set
in Vancouver.

26. "Tramps." Short story. TS carbon 8 p.
Conversation piece between two sailors.
Probably Ultramarine period.

27. "We're all Good Ducks H ere." Short
story. 2 drafts MS and TS, and further
notes. Written on back of pages from
draft of Elephant <S? Colosseum. Set in
interior of British Columbia.

Works about Malcolm Lowry
A: CRITICAL
ii REVIEWS & CRITIQUES OF  Under the

Volcano
81. TUOHY, F RAN K. Books /  D ay of a D ead

M an. Spectator 25 Aug. 1961 p. 262;
1600 w.

iv FOREIGN LANGUAGE REVIEWS (of
IB 13, S otto il vulcano)

45. BALDACGi, LUiGi. Giornale del mattino
(F lorence) 31 M ar. 1961; 125 w.

46. BARUCGA, PRIMO. La Fiera Letteraria
(Rome) 28 May 1961; 1500 w.

47. BUONO, ORESTE D EL. La Settimana Illus 
trata (Milan) 23 Apr. 1961; 800 w.

48. C[H IARA], M[ARIA]. Narratori? (Milan)
25 May 1961 ; 350 w.

49. CE., ν. Corriere Lombardo (Milan) 28
Apr. 1961 ; 400 w.

50. FABiANi, ENZO. Due Piu' Due, Jun . 1961,
p. 15 ; 100 w.

51. GRAMiGNA, GiULiANO. Settimo Giorno
(Milan) 9 May 1961, p. 69; 1000 w.

52. U SI AN I , VLADiMiRO. La Notte (M ilan)
16 May 1961; 600 w. Includes rev. of
IA20.

53. PORzio, D OMEN ICO. Oggi (M ilan) 17,
 .2 :6 , 18 May 1961; 1000 w.

54. viGORELLi, GiANCARLO. Tempo (M ilan)
22 Apr. 1961 ; 1000 w.

VI RADIO & TELEVISION COMMENTARY

4. BiRNEY, EARLE. Writ in gs of M alco lm
Lowry. Radio programme of interviews
and readings. C anadian Broadcasting
Corporation, Trans Canada network, 21
Jun. 1961, 7:35 8:30 p.m. Script and
narration, Birney; production, Jack Hut 
chinson; interviews with Harvey Burt,
Downey Kirk, M argerie Lowry, Wm.
McConnell.

5. ROBERTSON, GEORGE. To the Volcano. The
Forest Path. Television documentary in
2 parts on life and works. Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation, Trans Canada,
Explorations ser., 29 Nov. and 6 Dec.
1961, 10:30 11:00 p.m. Script and pro 
duction, George Robertson; interviews
with Conrad Aiken, Earle Birney, Harvey
Burt, John Davenport, Margerie Lowry,
Stuart Lowry, Julian Trevelyan.

VU NOTES & COMMENTS ON THE POETRY

5. BIRNEY, EARLE. N otes to 3 poems. Queen's
Quarterly 68:xiv, Autumn 1961; 100 w.

6. —. Twelve Poems by Malcolm Lowry.
Foreword. Northwest Review 5:57 59,
Winter 1962 (i.e. D ec. 1961); i io o w.

7. P [U R D Y], A. W. I n M emoriam: Malcolm
Lowry. Moment ( M o n t r e a l) n : i : g ;
300 w.
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Vlll GENERAL CRITICISM
7 9 AN ON . Three letters attacking stories and

sports reports by Lowry published in his
school paper. See IA24 and IE11. The
Leys Fortnightly 50:156 157, 26 Feb.
1926. Signed Oi Polloi, Six West House
Readers, & Optimist.

10. F REM ON T SM ITH , ELIOT. The Village Voice
(N .Y.) 13 Apr. 1961. Comparison of
H a r t C ran e & Lowry in rev. of Jack
H irschman: A Correspondence of Ameri 
cans; 50 w.

11. H IRSCH M AN , JACK. To Lowry. Hip Pocket
Poems (H anover, N .H .) 4: (15 16), Jun .
1961. Poem; 35 lines.

12. JO N E S, REG . Volcano Erupting. About
Town (Vancouver) 7, 11.5:9 11, May
1961 ; 1700 w.

13. WOODCOCK, GEORGE. Tribute in Paris. . . .
Vancouver Sun 24 Sep. i960, p. 5; 600 w.

ix REVIEWS OF  Hear Us O' Lord from
Heaven Thy Dwelling Place (IA23) :

1. ANON. Atlantic Monthly Aug. 1961;
500 w.

2. —. Booklist (Chicago) 15 Jun . 1961;
100 w.

3. —. Boston Morning Globe i3 Jun . 1961;
200 w.

4. —. Bulletin for Virginia Kirkus Book
Shop (N .Y.) Mar. 1961; 225 w.

5. —. Newsweek 22 May 1961, p. 97; 300 w.
6. _ . Publishers Weekly (N.Y.) 8 May,

1961, p. 30 31 ; 400 w.
7. —. Seattle Times 4 Jun . 1961; 325 w.
8. —. Time 2 Jun . 1961, p. 90; 1200 w.
9. BARO, G EN E. N.Y. Herald Tribune Books

4 Jun . 1961, p. 5; 500 w.
10. CULLIGAN, GLENDY. Washington Post

Times Herald 21 May 1961 ; 800 w.
11. DAWKINS, CECIL. Milwaukee Journal 28

May 1961 ; 500 w.
12. DOBBS, KiLDARE. Saturday Night 24 Jun .

1961, p. 29 30; 1800 w.
13. ED ELSTEIN , j . Μ. Νew Republic 5 Jun .

1961 ; p. 24 25 ; 1000 w.
14. ENGLE, PAÚL. Chicago Tribune 9 Jul.

1961, pt. 4 p. 3; 350 w.
15. FULFORD, ROBERT. Toronto Daily Star

1 Jun. 1961 ; 700 w.
16. GRIFFIN, LLOYD w. Library Journal

(N.Y.) 1 Apr. 1961; 200 w.

17. HAYES, MARY ANNE. Houston Post 28
May 1961 ; 500 w.

18. HUTCHENS, JOHN  . Syndicated rev. ap 
pearing in Daily Book Review column of
N.Y. Herald Tribune 24 May 1961;
1100 w. Reprinted in whole or part in
various American newspapers through
June 1961.

19. JANEWAY, ELIZABETH . New York Times
Book Review 21 May 1961, p. 1, 16;
1300 w.

20. KIRSC H , ROBERT R. Rev. of IA22. Los

Angeles Times 28 Apr. 1961, Pt. I l l ,
P· 5; 175 w.

21. KN ICKERBOCKER, CONRAD. Kansas City
Star 30 May 1961 ; 1000 w.

22. MARKSON, DAVID. The News (Mexico
City) 21 May 1961, p. 6 A; 600 w.

23. MITGANG, H ERBERT. Rev. of IA22. New
York Times 9 May 1961; 600 w.

24. MOORE, HARRY  . Boston Herald 21 May
1961 ; 125 w.

25. O'CON N OR, WM. VAN. Saturday Review
27 May 1961, p. 19; 500 w.

26. POORE, CH ARLES. New York Times 25
May 1961 ; 750 w.

27. READ, FORREST. Epoch i i : igo  ig2, Fall
1961 ; 1700 w.

28. ROG ERS, w. G. Saturday Review Syndicate.
Review appearing in a number of Ameri 
can newspapers, incl. N.Y. World 
Telegram & Sun 25 May 1961; 650 w.

29. SCOTT, JACK. Vancouver Sun 7 Jun.
1961 ; 500 w.

30. STEIN ER, GEO. Nation 27 May 1961, p.
465 466; 450 w.

31. TH OM P SON , J O H N . Partisan Review 28:
712 715, 1961; 700 w.

32. TH OM P SON , R. c. Seattle Post Intelli 
gencer 27 May 1961 ; 300 w.

B: BIOGRAPHICAL
30. AN ON . "To the Volcano" : the life and

work of Malcolm Lowry. CBC Times
(Vancouver) v. 12,  .   : ,   ; 18 24 Nov.
1961 ; 1100 w.

31. —. Time (Can. ed. only) 5 May 1961,
p. 14; 800 w. News of U .B.C.C.

32. CROSS, LESLIE. The Lowry Luck Changes.
Milwaukee Journal 23 Apr. 1961; 300 w.
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33. HALDANE, CHARLOTTE. /  Bring Not Peace.
London, Chatto & Windus, June 1932.
The character James Dowd, in this novel,
has many similarities with the Malcolm
Lowry of the Ultramarine period. The
book is dedicated to Malcolm Lowry, and
3 lyrics (1  126 8) sung by Dowd are
credited by the author to Lowry. The
climactic episode is similar to one which
underlines the plot of Lowry's unpub 
lished novel, "October Ferry to G abriola"
( I G : ) .

34. HAZLiTT,    . Vancouver Evicts Colorful
Squatters. Edmonton Journal 27 Jun.
1961; 800 w. Some. refs. to Lowry &
Dollarton.

35. HUTCHINSON, JACK. After the Volcano.
CBC Times (Vancouver) v. 11, n.5o:2, 4,
8; 1300 w. Programme article for IIAV14.

36. LOWRY, MARGERiE. I n a vita bruciata.
Europea Romana (Apr. ?) 1961, p. 72,
74 76; 3000 w. I t. tr. of an otherwise
unpublished biographical sketch, with
editorial additions and photos.

37. MCCONNELL, WM. R epr in t of I I B23.
Masks of Fiction, ed. A. J. M. Smith,
Toronto, McClelland & Stewart, 1961,
p. 141 150.

38. STAINSBY, DONALD. Books & Bookmen.
Vancouver Sun 14 Jun. 1961; 400 w.

39.  ., s. The Causerie. Winnipeg Free Press
2 Sep. 1961 ; 700 w.

40. University of Cambridge Calendar 1933 
34 p. 202.
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6. AiKEN, CONRAD. Letter. Time 16 Jun .

1961, p. 7; 125 w. Re. drafts of Ultra 
marine.

7. ANON. Canadian Reader 2, n. 9:7, Jul.
1961 ; 250 w.

8. —. Guelph Guardian 9 M ar. 1961; 300 w.
Re. U .B.C.C.

9. —. Kingston Whig Standard 17 Aug.
1961 ; 600 w.

10. —. London Times Literary Supplement
24 Mar. 1961, p. 190; 75 w.

11. —. Publisher's N ote. See IA23.
12. —. Vancouver Province 27 Feb. 1961;

100 w.
13. • —. U.B.C.'s Lowry Archives. Variety 17

May 1961 ; 200 w.
14. FULFORD, ROBERT. Books /  Revival for

Lowry. Toronto Daily Star 11 Apr. 1961,
p. 20; 300 w.

15. STUART STUBBS,  . [Let ter], New York
Times Book Review 26 M ar. 1961; 25 w.

16. WOODCOCK, GEORGE. Canadian Litera 
ture /  the first two years. U.B.C. Alumni
Chronicle 15, n. 2:23, Jun . 1961.
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liste établie par Geoffrey P. Selth

ANTHOLOGIES
BOULizoN, GUY, éd. Contes et récits canadiens

d'autrefois. Montréal, Beauchemin, 1961.
184 p.

UGUAY, HUGUETTEJ éd. Dis-nous quelque
chose. Montréal, Beauchemin, 1961.

ROMANS ET NOUVELLES
ANGERS, FELICITE. Laure Conan; textes choisis

et présentés par Micheline Dumont. Mont-
réal, Fides, 1961. 95 p.

BESSETTE, GERARD. Les pédagogues. Montréal,
Cercle du Livre de France, 1961. 309 p.

BOULizoN, GUY, éd. Contes et récits canadiens
d'autrefois. Montréal, Beauchemin, 1961.
184 p.

CHARBONNEAU, ROBERT. Aucune créature.
Montréal, Beauchemin, 1961. 178 p.

CHÊNE, YOLANDE. Au seuil de l'enfer. Mont-
réal, Cercle du Livre de France, 1961.
256 p.

CHOQUETTE, ADRiENNE. Laure Clouet. Qué-
bec, Institut Littéraire du Québec, 1961.

COUPAL, MARIE ANTOINETTE (GREGOIRE ) . Tout
coeur a son destin. Montréal, Beauchemin,
1961. 123 p.

DAVELUY, PAÚL. Drôle d'automne. Québec,
Editions du Pélican, 1961. 132 p.

DELORME, A., éd. Essais et erreurs. Montréal,
Université de Montréal, 1961. 44 p.

DESROSIERS, ANTOINETTE. La montagne
d'hiver, de Michelle Le Normand, pseud.
Montréal, Fides, 1961. 158 p.

DUBE, MARCEL. Le train du Nord. Montréal,
Editions du Jour, 1961. 62 p.

DUVAL, ANDRE. Le mercenaire. Québec. Gar-
neau, 1961. 220 p.

FiLiATRAULT, JEAN. L'argent est odeur de
nuit. Montréal, Cercle du Livre de France,
1961. 187 p.

FOURNiER, ROGER. Trois contes. Ecrits du
Canada français 8:167-231, 1961.

GAGNON, JEAN LOUIS. La mort d'un nègre,
suivi de La fin des haricots. Montréal, Edi-
tions du Jour, 1961. 121 p.

GiGUERE, DIANE. Le temps des jeux. Montréal,
Cercle du Livre de France, 1961. 202 p.

GODIN, MARCEL. La cruauté des faibles. Mont-
réal, Editions du Jour, 1961. 125 p.

GOUiN, OLLiviER-MERCiER. Jeu de masques.
Montréal, Cercle du Livre de France, 1961.
191 P-

GRANDPRE, PIERRE DE. Marie Louise des
Champs. Montréal, Fides, 1961. 214 p.

HAMELiN, JEAN. Les occasions profitables.
Ecrits du Canada français 10:12-117, 1961.

JASMIN, CLAUDE. Délivrez-nous du mal. Mont-
réal, Editions à la Page, 1961. 187 p.

LAPORTE, JEAN MAURICE. Amour, police et
morgue. Montréal, Editions de l'Homme,
1961. 141 p.

LAUNIERE-DUFRESNE, ANNE MARIE DE. Récits
indiscrets. Montréal, Beauchemin, 1961.

LECLERC, FELIX. Le calepin d'un flâneur.
Montréal, Fides, 1961. 170 p.

LOUVAiN, GILBERT. La Catherine de Mont-
réal. Montréal, Editions Princeps, 1961.
142 p.

MATHIEU, CLAUDE. Vingt petits écrits; ou, Le
mirliton rococo. Montréal, Editions d'Or-
phée, i960. 98 p.

ouvRARD, RENE. La fauve. Montréal, Beau-
chemin, 1961. 217 p.

PALLAScio-MORiN, ERNEST. Le vertige du
dégoût. Montréal, Editions de l'Homme,
1961.

PARADIS, LOUIS ROLAND. Les oiseaux d'argile.
Montréal, Beauchemin, 1961. 168 p.

PARADIS, SUZANNE. Les hauts cris. Paris, Edi-
tions de la Diaspora française, i960. 174 p.

—. // ne faut pas sauver les hommes. Québec,
Garneau, 1961. 185 p.
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RAY, RENA. Le choix de Catherine. Montréal,
Fides, 1961. 128 p.

ROUSSEAU, BERTHE. Un mât touchait l'azur.
Montréal, Beauchemin, 1961. 183 p.

ROY, GABRiELLE. La montagne secrète. Mont-
réal, Beauchemin, 1961. 222 p.

SAiNT-ONGE, PAULE. Ce qu'il faut de regrets.
Montréal, Cercle du Livre de France, 1961.
159 p.

SAVARY, CHARLOTTE. Le député. Montréal,
Editions du Jour, 1961. 219 p.

THERiAULT, YVES. Amour au goût de mer.
Montréal, Beauchemin, 1961. 132 p.

—. Les commettants de Caridad. Québec,
Institut Littéraire du Québec, 1961. 300 p.

—. Cul-de-sac. Québec, Institut Littéraire du
Québec, 1961. 223 p.

THERio, ADRIEN. Mes beaux meurtres; nou-
velles. Montréal, Cercle du Livre de France,
1961. 185 p.

POESIE
BRILLANT, JACQUES. Le jardin de nuit, par

Jabry, pseud. s.l., i960. 45 p.
BROCHUJ ANDRE. Privilèges de l'ombre. Mont-

réal, Editions de l'Hexagone, 1961. 37 p.
BRUNET, YVES GABRIEL. Les hanches mauves.

Montréal, Editions Atys, 1961. 78 p.
CLOUTIER, CÉCILE. Mains de sable. Québec,

Editions de l'Arc, i960. 31 p.
CODERRE, EMILE. J'parle tout seul quand Jean

Narrache. Montréal, Editions de l'Homme,
1961. 141 p.

DELORME, A., éd. Essais et erreurs. Montréal,
Université de Montréal, 1961. 44 p.

DESROCHERS, ALFRED. Poèmes. Ecrits du
Canada français 8:57-90, 1961.

ELiE, ROBERT. Poèmes. Ecrits du Canada fran-
çais 10:121-41, 1961.

GODiN, GERALD. Chansons très naïves. Trois-
Rivières, Editions du Bien Public, i960.
51 p·

LABERGE, RAYMOND. Zénith amer. Québec,
Editions de l'Arc, i960. 62 p.

LAPOiNTE, MARCEL. L'épave, par Marcel Por-
tai, pseud. Montréal, i960.

LAROUCHE, JEAN MARIE. Cendres de sang.
Montréal, Editions Atys, 1961. 21 p.

MAJOR, ANDRE. Le froid se meurt. Montréal,
Editions Atys, 1961. 23 p.

MELANCON, JOSEPH MARIE SERAPHIN. Lucien
Rainier; textes choisis et présentés par
Claude Lavergne. Montréal, Fides, 1961.
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MONETTE, ARCADE MARIE. Poèmes. Culture
21:409-12, déc. i960.

MORiN, PAÚL. Oeuvres poétiques. Montréal,
Fides, 1961. 305 p.

PARADIS, SUZANNE. Aux portes de la haine.
Ecrits du Canada français 11:211-28, 1961.

—. La chasse aux autres. Trois-Rivières, Edi-
tions du Bien Public, 1961. 105 p.

PERRAULT, PIERRE. Portulan. Montréal, Beau-
chemin, 1961. 107 p.

PILON, JEAN GUY. Recours au pays. Montréal,
Editions de l'Hexagone, 1961. 17 p.

POULiN, SABINE. Vernissage. Québec, Editions
de l'Acropole, 1961. 101 p.

SHAWINIGAN, P.Q. SEMINAIRE STE-MARIE.
ACADÉMIE LITTÉRAIRE. Naître ce matin, par
André Guillemette et autres. Shawinigan,
Editions des Rapides, i960. 136 p.

STiPKOvic, NADA. Lignes. Montréal, Beau-
chemin, 1961. 74 p.

TREMBLAY, GEMMA. L'aube d'ocre. Montréal,
Beauchemin, 1961. 60 p.

UNION DES JEUNES ECRIVAINS. Aux lyres du
matin, par Pierrette Binette-Roux et autres.
Montréal, Editions Nocturne, 1961. 115 p.

viGNEAULT, GILLES. Contes sur la pointe des
pieds. Québec, Editions de l'Arc, i960.
122 p.

THEATRE
DUBE, MARCEL. Florence. Québec, Institut

Littéraire du Québec, i960. 172 p.
LAURENDEAU, ANDRE. Deux femmes terribles.

Ecrits du Canada français 11:11-89, 1961.
siMARD, JEAN. L'ange interdit. Montréal,

Cercle du Livre de France, 1961. 96 p.
TOUPiN, PAÚL. Théâtre. Montréal, Cercle du

Livre de France, 1961. 208 p.

ESSAIS
DOMINIQUE, ALBERT PIERRE. Photostats. Mont-

tréal, Beauchemin, 1961. 121 p.
siMARD, JEAN. Répertoire. Montréal, Cercle

du Livre de France, 1961. 320 p.
TETREAU, JEAN. Essais sur l'homme. Mont-

réal, P. Guillaume, i960. 247 p.
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HUMOUR ET SATIRE
CODERRE, EMILE. J'parle tout seul quand Jean

Narrache. Montréal, Editions de l'Homme,
1961. 141 p.

DUBUG, CARL. Les doléances du notaire Pou-
part. Montréal, Editions du Jour, 1961.
128 p.

GUAY, JACQUES. Les Gudulades. Montréal,
Editions Bleu et Or, 1961. 159 p.

LANDRY, LOUIS. Mémoires de Louis l'écrevisse.
Montréal, Déom, 1961. 229 p.

LECLERC, FELIX. Le calepin d'un flâneur.
Montréal, Fides, 1961. 170 p.

PÉTRIN, LEA. Tuez le traducteur. Montréal,
Déom, 1961. 211 p.

ROUssAN, JACQUES DE. Mes anges sont des
diables. Montréal, Editions de l'Homme,
1961. 126 p.

BIOGRAPHIES
BARNARD, JULIENNE. Mémoires Chapáis.

Montréal, Fides, 1961- 2 ν.
BEGON, ELISABETH . Elisabeth Bégon; textes

choisis, présentés et annotés par Céline
Dupré. Montréal, Fides, 1961. 94 p.

BIRON, Luc ANDRE. Bio-bibliogr aphie de
Charles-Yvon Thériault, journaliste (IQ4.8-
195 )  Trois-Rivières, 1961. 105 p.

BOURGEOIS, ULYSSE j . L'abbé F.-X. Lafrance,
premier curé de Tracadie (1842-1852).
Moncton, Imprimerie acadienne, 1961. 27 p.

CADiEUX, LORENZO. De l'aviron . . . à . . .
l'avion; Joseph-Marie Couture, S.J. Mont-
réal, Bellarmin, 1961. 136 p.

CASTONGUAY, EMILE. Le journal d'un bour-
geois de Québec. Québec, L'Action catho-
lique, i960. 362 p.

FRECHETTE, LOUIS HONORE. Mémoires intimes.
Montréal, Fides, 1961. 200 p.

GRÉGOIRE, JEANNE. La source et le filon; de
l'ancêtre Pierre Paradis à la fondatrice des
Petites Soeurs de la Sainte Famille, Mère
Léonie. Montréal, Beauchemin, 1961. 115 p.

LA ROQUE, HERTEL. CamilUen Houde; le p'tit
gars de Ste-Marie. Montréal, Editions de
l'Homme, 1961. 157 p.

MARiE-DE-siON, SOEUR. Bibliographie analyti-
que, précédée d'une biographie, du Rêv.

A GUIDE TO ENGLISH LITERATURE
EDITED BY BORIS FORD

Cassell's new Belle Sauvage Library is making available in larger format and
durable cloth bindings original Penguins and Pelicans of distinction and impec-
cable scholarship in many fields of the arts and humanities.

This valuable survey of English literature is an important part of the new
series. Each volume includes an account of the background to the literature
of the period as well as a survey of the literature itself, essays on the individual
writers, and an appendix of biographies and bibliographies.

VOLUME 1 : The Age of Chaucer (Available now) $5-25
VOLUME 2: The Age of Shakespeare (Available now) 4 5 
VOLUME 3: From Donne to Marvell (March 1962) 3.75

VOLUME 4: From Dryden to Johnson (May 1962) 5 25

VOLUME 5: From Blake to Byron (July 1962) about 3.75

BRITISH BOOK SERVICE (CANADA) LIMITED
I O68 BROADVIEW AVENUE, TORONTO 6, ONTARIO
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Père Jean-Paul Dallaire, S.J., Collège des
Jésuites, Québec. Saint-Damien, P.Q., Ecole
normale Notre-Dame-du-Perpétuel-Secours,
1960. 106 f.

OUELLET, JOSEPH MARIE. Mes jeunes années.
Sherbrooke, Apostolat de la Presse, i960?
200 p.

POULiOT, LEÓN. Aventurier de l'Evangile; le
Père Enemond Massé, premier missionnaire
jésuite au Canada. Montréal, Bellarmin,
1961. 115 p.

STÄNKE, ALAIN. Un prêtre et son péché.

Montréal, Editions de l'Homme, 1961.
127 p.

TANGHE, RAYMOND. Laurier, artisan de l'unité
canadienne, 1841-1 gi g. Tours, Mame,
i960. 191 p.

THERiAULT, YVES. Roi de la Côte nord; la vie
extraordinaire de Napoléon-Alevandre Co-
meau, naturaliste, médecin, franc tireur . . .
Montréal, Editions de l'Homme, i960.
123 p.

TREMBLAY, LAURENT. Chez les démons de
rOutaouais; le Père Louis Reboul, O.M.I.,
1827-1877. Montréal, Rayonnement, i960.
32 p.

—. Pasteur de brebis noirs; le Père Roland
Denis, O.M.I., igai-ig56. Montréal,
Rayonnement, i960? 32 p.

viAU, ROGER. Cavelier de la Salle. Tours,
Marne; Montréal, Société d'Edition Limitée,
i960. 183 p.

LITTERATURE DE JEUNESSE
AUBRY, CLAUDE. Les îles du roi Maha Maha II.

Québec, Editions du Pélican, i960. 60 p.
BADEAU, MARIE GABRiELLE. La sonate de

l'aveugle. Montréal, Fides, 1961. 23 p.
BARTHAS,   François. Montréal, Fides, 1961.

64 p.
— . Jacinte. Montréal, Fides, 1961. 80 p.
BESSON, LUCIENNE. Contrebandier d'occasion,

par Clémence, pseud. Montréal, Editions
de l'Atelier, 1961. 63 p.

BOUCHARD, GUY. Vénus, via Atlantide. Mont-
tréal, Fides, 1961. 142 p.

BROSSEAU, CECILE (LACHAINE) . Ecoute, ma

mie; dialogue avec ma nièce, par Tante
Chantai, pseud. Montréal, Fides, 1961.
207 p.

BROSSEAU, GUY. L'étoile de Cham; conte
biblique. Montréal Beauchemin, 1961. 92 p.

CHARLES HENRI, FRÈRE. Si Noël m'était conté,
par Dollard des Ormeaux, pseud. Montréal,
Apostolat de la Presse, i960. 124 p.

COUPAL, MARIE ANTOINETTE (GREGOIRE). Pour-
quoi pleures-tu, Madonnina? Montréal.
Fides, i960. 123 p.

FORTIN, ALPHONSE. Une famille de héros.

Montréal, Fides, 1961. 53 p.
FOURNiER, ROSELYNE. Plume d'argent. Qué-

bec, Centre pédagogique, i960. 96 p.
GAGNON, SIMONE (LAPOINTE). Autour de l'île

au Massacre. Montréal, Beauchemin, i960.
154 p·

JODOIN, RACHEL. Marie-des-N'eiges. Montréal,
Editions de l'Atelier, 1961. 162 p.

MAUFFETTEJ GUY. Le petit âne. Montréal,
Fides, 1961. 28 p.

— . Un Poème. Montréal, Fides, 1961. 28 p.
MERGLEN, ALBERT. Les deux éclaireurs de

l'Ohio. Montréal, Fides, 1961. 143 p.
POTViN, BERTHE. Le mirage, par Geneviève

de Francheville, pseud. Montréal, Beau-
chemin, 1961. 242 p.

ROBICHAUD, RAYMOND. Peter, détective, par

Raymond, pseud. Montréal, Editions de
l'Atelier, 1961. 181 p.

THERiAULT, YVES. Roi de la Côte nord; la
vie extraordinaire de Napoléon-Alexandre
Comeau, naturaliste, médecin, franc ti-
reur . . . Montréal, Editions de l'Homme,
i960. 123 p.

—. Le vendeur d'étoiles, et autres contes.
Montréal, Fides, 1961. 124 p.

THERio, ADRIEN. Flamberge au vent. Mont-
réal, Beauchemin, 1961. 136 p.

TREMBLAY, LAURENT. Chez les démons de
l'Outaouais; le Père Louis Reboul, O.M.I.,
1827-1877. Montréal, Rayonnement, i960.
32 p.

—. Pasteur de brebis noirs; le Père Roland
Denis, O.M.I., igai-ig^ô. Montréal, Rayon-
nement, i960? 32 p.

TRUDEL, RE JEANNE. Pépé à Kebec. Québec,
Centre pédagogique, i960. 96 ρ

UGUAY, HUGUETTE, éd. Dis-nous quelque
chose. Montréal, Beauchemin, 1961.
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ANON. Thèses de maîtrise et de doctorat sou-

tenues à l'Université d'Ottawa en i960.
Revue de l'Université d'Ottawa 31:580-4,
oct.-déc. 1961.

BIRON, LUG ANDRE. Bio      graphie de
Charles Yvon Thériault, journaliste (1948-
1956). Trois Rivières, 1961. 105 p.

Canadian index to periodicals and docu-
mentary films, ν. 13, i960. Ottawa Asso 
ciation canadienne des bibliothèques et
Bibliothèque nationale du Canada, 1961.
292 p.

—. v. 14, no. 1-6, jan.-juin 1961. Ottawa,
Association canadienne des bibliothèques,
1961. 176 p.

DULONG, GASTON, ET LA SOCIETE DU PARLER
FRANÇAIS AU CANADA. Bibliographie raison-
née du parler français au Canada. Revue
de l'Université Laval, v. 15, no. 5-v. 16,
no. 4, jan.-déc. 1961.

GAGNE, ARMAND. Catalogue des thèses de
l'Ecole des gradués de l'Université Laval,
j 940-1    . Québec, i960. 76 p.

MARiE-DE-siON, SOEUR. Bibliographie analyti-
que, précédée d'une biographie, du Rév.
Père Jean-Paul Dallaire, S.J., Collège des
Jésuites, Québec. Saint-Damien, P.Q., Ecole
normale Notre-Dame-du-Perpétuel-Secours,
i960. 106 f.

SELTH, GEOFFREY POOLE. Canadian literature,
i960: a checklist. Littérature canadienne-
française. Canadian literature 7:96-104,
hiver 1961.

OUVRAGES CONSACRES
A L'EDITION
ANON. Grand Jury des lettres. Culture 22:

225-7, juin 1961.
—. Livres primés par le Jury des lettres.

Lectures 7:286, mai 1961.
L'ACTION NATIONALE. La Commission royale

d'enquête sur les publications. Action
nationale 50:401-8, jan. 1961.

ASSOCIATION CANADIENNE DES BIBLIOTHE-
CAIRES DE LANGUE FRANÇAISE. Mémoire . . .
à la Commission royale d'enquête sur les
publications. Son Bulletin 7:32-6, juin 1961.

BERTRAND, G. M. "Les dessous de la censure."
Lectures 7: 135-8, jan. 1961.

GAUDRON, EDMOND. Le fait canadien-français ;
observations sur la distribution du livre et
du périodique. Culture 22 : 220-7, juin 1961.

—. Mémoire présenté à la Commission royale
d'enquête sur les publications. Culture 21 :
419-24, déc. i960.

—. Notre public et son élite intellectuelle.
Culture 22:99-107, mars 1961.

LEBLANC, EMERY. Les publications acadiennes.
Action nationale 50:778-82, avril 1961.

LECLERC, RITA. Le journalisme de sensation.
Lectures 7: 162, fév. 1961.

REVUES
Archives des lettres canadiennes. Ottawa, Uni-

versité d'Ottawa, 1961- annuaire.
La Forge. Montréal, Editions Rapsolec,

i960- mensuel.

LINGUISTIQUE
ACADEMIE CANADIENNE-FRANÇAISE. OFFICE DE

LINGUISTIQUE. Bulletin, no. 41-50, jan.-
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ANJOU, JOSEPH D' Authenticité "canayenne"
ou française? Relations 21:77, mars 1961.

—. Avant d'être capitaine . . . Relations 21 :
314, nov. 1961.

—. Bilinguisme et confédération canadienne.
Relations 21:49-50, fév. 1961.

—. Bilinguisme ou sabotage? Relations 21:
338, dec. 1961.

—. Correction n'est pas purisme. Relations
21 :66, mars 1961.

—. Détail ou énormité? Relations 21:94,
avril 1961.

—. Deux expressions à écarter. Relations 21 :
167, juin 1961.

—. "En termes de" quoi parlez-vous? Rela-
tions 21:188, juillet 1961.

—. Fautes populaires. Relations 21 :46, fév.
1961.

—. Le français à Radio-Canada. Relations
21 : 165, juin 1961.

—. Le français de nos journaux. Relations
21:211, août 1961.

—. Le langage; un essai, une réussite. Rela-
tions 21 :49, fév. 1961.

—. Mêmes mots, sens différents. Relations 21 :
132, mai 1961.
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—. Opportunité d'une pratique correcte. Re-
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1961.

—. Quelle langue parlerons-nous? Relations
21 : 76-7, mars 1961.
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—. Le salut de notre langue. Relations 21 : 7-8,
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—. "Vingt fois sur le métier." Relations 21 :
18, jan. 1961.
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travaux du XIIIe congrès. Montréal, Cen-
tre de psychologie et de pédagogie pour
Editions l'ACELF, Québec, i960. 197 p.

BOBET, JACQUES. Une langue sur des tréteaux.
Liberté 3:563-6, mars-avril 1961.

BOUTET, ODiNA. La deuxième opération. Ac-
tion nationale 50:991-4, juin 1961.
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GENEST, JEAN. Le sens de la débâcle. Action
nationale 50:523-38, fév. 1961.

JONES, c. MEREDITH. Some observations on
the present state of Canadian French. Cul-
ture 21:357-79, dec. i960.

MARCOTTE, ROBERT EUGENE. L'enseignement
du français. La Prairie, P.Q., Editions de
l'Abeille, i960. 50 p.

POISSON, JACQUES. La langue de nos jour-
naux. Action nationale 51:65-71, 322-6,
sept., dec. 1961.

—. Le méli-mélodrabrahmane et la défini-
tion. Action nationale 50:643-4, mars 1961.

ROBERT, GABRIEL AIME. Parlons français. Trois-

Rivières, Editions du Bien Public, 1961.
88 p.

ROY, ARCHELAS. Du respect pour le lecteur.
Action nationale 51:237-40, nov. 1961.

—. La grammaire. Académie canadienne-
française. Cahiers 5:107-19, i960.

—. La savoureuse langue acadienne. Action
nationale 50:793-804, avril 1961.

SMITH ROY, PAULETTE. L'Académie cana-
dienne-française juge notre parler. Revue
dominicaine 67:169-71, avril 1961.

TROTTiER, CLAUDE. Des frémilles, Clara! Ac-
tion nationale 50:623-9, mars 1961.

HISTOIRE ET
CRITIQUE LITTERAIRE

OUVRAGES ET ARTICLES GENERAUX
ANON. Grand Jury des lettres. Culture 22:

225-7, juin 1961.
—. Livres primés par le Jury des lettres. Lec-

tures 7:286, mai 1961.
DAviAULT, PIERRE. Langue et littérature cana-

dienne: le vocabulaire. Société royale du
Canada. Mémoires, 3. sér., t. 54, sec. 1:35-
41, i960.

DUMAS, CHARLES. Sur le mode d'expression
du Canada français. Liberté 3:406-13, jan.-
fév. 1961.

HAYNE, DAVID M. Les lettres canadiennes en
France. Revue de l'Université Laval, v. 15,
no. 3-v. 16, no. 2, nov. 1960-oct. 1961.
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—. Sur les traces du préromantisme canadien.
Revue de l'Université d'Ottawa 3 I : I 3 7 " 5 7 J
avril-juin 1961.

LALONDE, MICHELE. En un pays tranquille . . .
Liberté 3:738-40, nov. 1961.

LEBEL, MAURICE. Le mouvement littéraire et
patriotique de i860. Instruction publique
5:645-66, 1961.

LEBLANC, EMERY. Les publications acadiennes.
Action nationale 50:778-82, avril 1961.

LIBERTE. L'écrivain est-il récupérable? Liberté
3:682-722, nov. 1961.

MiCHAUD, MARGUERITE. Nos auteurs acadiens.
Action nationale 50:752-62, avril 1961.

REVUE DE L'UNIVERSITÉ D'OTTAWA. Bilan lit-
téraire de l'année i960, par Paul Wyczyn-
ski et autres. Revue de l'Université d'Ottawa
31:298-349, avril-juin 1961.

—. Mouvement littéraire de Québec, i860.
Revue de l'Université d'Ottawa 31:137-
297, avril-juin 1961.

ROBERT, GUY. Littérature i960. Revue domi-
nicaine 67:147-54, avril 1961.

siMARD, JEAN. Personnages ou fantômes.
Liberté 3:414-8, jan.-fév. 1961.

SYLVESTRE, GUY. Un centenaire; l'école pa-
triotique de Québec. Société royale du
Canada. Mémoires, 3. sér., t. 54, sec. I:
99-109, i960.

LE ROMAN
BELLEAU, ANDRE. Découverte de l'humain.

Liberté 3:788-91, dec. 1961.
FILIATRAULT, JEAN. Le bonheur dans le roman

canadien-français. Liberté 3:750-5, déc.
1961.

LA POESIE
LEBEL, MAURICE. La poésie canadienne fran-

çaise. Instruction publique 5:850-62, 1961.
MARCHAND, CLÉMENT. Tendances de la jeune

poésie au Canada français. Société royale
du Canada. Mémoires, 3. sér., t. 54, sec.
1:65-72, i960.

LE THEATRE
LAMARCHE, ANTONIN. Le théâtre dans le

mouvement ouvrier. Revue dominicaine 67:
50-1, jan.-fév. 1961.

ROBERT, GUY. Le théâtre du Québec. Revue
dominicaine 67:19-36, juillet-août 1961.

SAVARD, FELIX ANTOINE. La pressante néces-
sité d'un grand théâtre chez nous. Lectures
7:i55-6, jan. 1961.

—. Le théâtre que je rêve. Revue de l'Uni-
versité Laval 15:427-9, jan. 1961.

OUVRAGES CONSACRES
AUX ECRIVAINS

BEAUCHEMIN, NEREE
CHARTiER, EMILE. Nérée Beauchemin. Lectures

8:35-6, oct. 1961.

BEAUDE, HENRI
CHARTiER, EMILE. Henri d'Arles. Lectures 8:

99-100, dec. 1961.

  LAIS, MARIE CLAIRE
DUFRESN EJ GEORGES. M arie C laire Biais,

visionnaire. Cité libre 11:24-5, jan. 1961.

BRIE Ν , ROGER
CHARTiER, EMILE. Roger Brien. Lectures 7 :

291 2, juin 1961.

BU I E S, AR TH U R
LEGARE, ROMAIN. Arthur Buies. Lectures 7 :

227 9, mars 1961.

CASG RAIN , H E N R I RAYMOND
jEANNE LEBER, SOEUR. L'amitié littéraire de

Crémazie et de Casgrain. Revue de l'Uni-
versité d'Ottawa 31:184-208, avril-juin
1961.

ROBiDOux, REJEAN. Fortunes et infortunes
de l'abbé Casgrain. Revue de l'Université
d'Ottawa 31:209-29, avril-juin 1961.

GREMAZIE, OCTAVE
JEANNE-LEBER, SOEUR. L'amitié littéraire

de Crémazie et de Casgrain. Revue de
l'Université d'Ottawa 31:184-208, avril-
juin 1961.

DESY, JEAN
MARTIN, PAÚL A. A la mémoire de Jean Désy.

Lectures 7:188-9, fév. 1961.
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FRECHETTE, LOUIS
WYCZYNSKi, PAÚL. Dans les coulisses du

théâtre de Frechette. Revue de l'Université
d'Ottawa 31:230-58, avril-juin 1961.

GARNEAU, FRANCOIS XAVIER
LAUZIERE, ARSENE. Le romantisme de François-

Xavier Garneau. Revue de l'Université
d'Ottawa 31:158-83, avril-juin 1961.

GILL, CHARLES
WYCZYNSKi, PAÚL. Charles Gill. Lectures 7:

163-5, fév. 1961.

GRANDBOIS, ALAIN
ROBERT, GUY. Rivages de l'amour dans la

poésie d'Alain Grandbois. Revue domini-
caine 67:84-96, sept. 1961.

HEBERT, ANNE
PURCELL, PATRICIA. The agonizing solitude;

the poetry of Anne Hébert. Canadian
literature 10:51-61, automne 1961.

LAMONTAGNE-BEAUREGARD,
BLANCHE

CHARTiER, EMILE. Blanche Lamontagne-
Beauregard. Lectures 7:195-6, avril 1961.

LE MAY, PAMPHILE
LEGARE, ROMAIN. Evolution littéraire de Pam-

phile Le May. Revue de l'Université
d'Ottawa 31:259-83, avril-juin 1961.

—. Pamphile Le May. Lectures 7: 131-4, jan.
1961.

NELLIGAN, EMILE
WYCZYNSKi, PAÚL. Emile Nelligan, poète de

l'inquiétude. Canadian literature 10:40-50,
automne 1961.

PANNETON, PHILIPPE
SAINT-GERMAIN, CLÉMENT. Ringuet. Lectures

7 : 187, fév. 1961.

RIVARD, ADJUTOR
CHARTiER, EMILE. Adjutor Rivard. Lectures

8:67-8, nov. 1961.

TESSIER, ALBERT
CHARTiER, EMILE. Mgr Albert Tessier. Lec-

tures 7:259-60, mai 1961.
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ALLISON, GORDON. The Westminster Company:
a History. M.A., University of Toronto,
1961.

ANDERSON, JOAN (JOHNSTON). A Collection
of the Poems of Jonathan Odell with a
Biographical and Critical Introduction, M.A.,
University of British Columbia, 1961.

BLANAR, MICHAEL. Early British Travellers in
French Canada, PH.D., Université de Mont-
réal, i960.

HAMEL, REGINALD. Le S aint-Laurent de
Charles Gill, genèse, établissement du texte,
valeur littéraire, M.A., Université d'Ottawa,
1961.

JACOB, ROLAND. Emile Nelligan, poete de
l'angoisse, M.A., Université de Montréal,
i960.

KEYWORTH, VIDA M. The Regional Novels and
Travel Books of Will R. Bird, M.A., Uni-
versité de Montréal, i960.

LECAVALIER, REV. FRERE ALFRED-ARSENE, I. .
Quelques Aspects de l'œuvre poétique de
Mgr. Félix-Antoine Savard. M.A., Uni-
versité de Montréal, i960.

LEVAS SEUR, JOSEPH-MARIE. Gabrielle Roy,
peinture de la famille canadienne-française.
M.A., Université de Montréal, i960.

L'HEUREUX, REV. SOEUR MARIE-VERONIQUE,
s.N.J.M. Marie Le Franc auteur canadien.
M.A., Université de Montréal, i960.

MACLEOD, ALISTER. The Canadian Short
Story in the 1930's with Special Reference
to Stories of Social Protest, M.A., University
of New Brunswick, 1961.

MARGUERITE-DE-LORRAINE, A.S.V., SOEUR ( D o -
lores Poliquin). Roger Brien — aventure
spirituelle d'un catholique engage, M.A.,
Université d'Ottawa, 1961.

PARENTEAU, REV. SOEUR MARIE-AMABILIS,
es .c . Henri d'Arles styliste, M.A., Uni-
versité de Montréal, i960.

PICARD, LOUISE. Evolution du roman canadien
(1920-1940). M.A., Université de Montréal,
i960.

SAINT-JEAN-DE-SIENNE, A.s.v., SOEUR (Jeanne
d'Arc Seguin). Ame et paysage, essai sur
le sentiment de la nature chez Lozeau. M.A.,
Université d'Ottawa, 1961.

SHRIVE, FRANK NORMAN. Charles Mair: a
Study of Canadian Literary Nationalism.
PH.D., Queen's University, 1961.

WALKER, CHERYL ANN. Anne Hébert: The
Mystery of Innocence and Experience.
M.A., University of Western Ontario, 1961.

WALSH, JOAN. Stephen Leacock as an Ameri-
can Humorist, M.A., University of Toronto,
1961.
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